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I. fOREWORD AND EXPLANATIONS 

Before you is one man's recalls and aftertastes of a lifelong 
involvement in cancer research with the National Cancer In· 
stitute (NCl). This report strives to recapture impressions of 
long ago and to orient them retrospectively to the views of a 
""orking participant. It is certainly not an official or an ap
proved history. It also makes no pretensions to being ex
haustive, thus excluding the histodographic appurtenances 
of lengthy footnotes and numerous references. Indeed, the 
references have been reduced, if not to the minimum. to a 
modest number short of the demands of formal scholarship . 
Each of the references cited contains further references. The 
obituaries of individuals who played major roles include the 
traditional memorial tombstones of complete lists of their 
writings. 

Research is a human activity, carried out by a peculiar 
species of mamma.ls that calls itself Homo sapiens. Although 
the eventual end product of research may seem independent 
of the sources, the process itself cannot be divorced from the 
research workers, fallible and faulted human beings. Thus 
the study of men and women in research is relevant and may 
be instructive. 

A wide variety of people go into biomedical research. 

Common denominators are hard to find, as they are for 
other human groups identified by some one characteristic. 
Research workers. of course . must have a modicum of in
telligence and must comply with the rules of conduct con
sidered necessary to call an activi ty research. The !"est is 
hard work and dedicatior.., for wha tever idealistic or crass 
motivation that might be involved. The mix of 90% 
perspiration and 10 % inspirat·on. as the fonnula for inven
tion given by Thomas Edison, applies to m ost fields of 
human endeavor if such e!ldeavor is to be crowned by suc
cess. either popularly recognized or individuc: lly satisfying. 

Research has its problems. but it is doubtful whether 
these problems are any more compelling than those in other 
competitive fields of creative endeavor. There always are 
t("nsions between competing ~cientists. competing institu
tions , and competing fields of interest . There also are ten
sions between scientists and administrators, the tatter being 
an elusive designation of anyone who can interfere with 
one's decisions and betwe<!n both and their fi nancial spon
sors. There are fmstrations . of course. and failures. All are 
unavoidable and probably desirable , as long as their in ter
re ationships are in dynamic equilibriu:n. In fact. the 
gTeates t danger to research is monopoly, with its entropy of 
orthodoxy. Several scientists of divergent views are more 
pro, ising to advancemen than unanimity, and several 
sources oi funding are safer than too much coordination and 
cross-info:mation to yield tidy ledger books that avoid 
d uplication . 

An important area for tensions between scientists and 
their sponsors is represented b y the metaphysicai deli nea 
tions of the boundaries of the activities that are to be 
designated as research and the finer divisions of research 
into basic and applied varieties . These acquire all sorts of 
real or imagined attributes that fan the heat of the d iscus
sions, particularly when division of money or designation of 
status is involved. For example, few scientists laboring in 
laboratories will admit statistical and other observational in
vestigations as legitimate members in the field of research. 
The study of occupational groups for cancer risks may be 
equated with a species of sewage inspection . Laboratcry 
workers using mice as their material may consider clinical 
work as essentially not worthy of being called science. And. 
within the laboratory. cancer may be labeled as an applied 
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field, pejoratively compared with fundamental pursuits on 
microorganisms. 

There should be no need to compare good work on cancer 
with good work on leprosy. Real distinctions lie in the quali
ty, not in the material or the locus of the work. Pasteur said 
it all when he rejected the idea that there be such an entity 
as applied science-there is only one science, he said, the 
tree that bears fruit, and the products of science are indivisi
ble from it. Yet, despite these admonitions, disagreements 
regarding basic and applied research exist and may set the 
tone and nature of an institution. 

It is , of course, possible to identify bad research and 
research that is trivial, correcting or extending what is al· 
ready known by another biologic decimal point. Retrospec
tively. also, it is possible to identify the key steps preceding a 
culminating discovery. Such back· tracings , however, have a 
high degree of tautology and are more useful for testimony 
before funding committees than before scientific peers. 

Personal recollections do require identification of the 
source. I was born, of all places, in Tomsk, Siberia; the fact 
that I am no longer there is a matter of my prayerful 
gratitude. During the holocaust of the Russian revolution, 
my engineer father and physician mother brought me and 
my brother through Japan, Java, and Australia to San Fran· 
cisco, California . My education was obtained from the 
University of California in Berkeley and in San Francisco. 
With an M.D. degree in hand but ....; th little desire to prac
tice the a rts of medicine, one of the original NCI research 
fellowships becam e available to me . This was in 1938, while 
I was resident in internal medicine at the University of Texas 
in Galveston. In those days one did not apply for positions; 
that was considered bad fonn . Instead, my professor of 
medicine knew the Assistant Director of the National In
stitute of Health, an old Texas boy, and an interview was ar· 
ranged. After a long train trip I stood before Dr. Carl 
Voegtlin at his roller· top desk in his office at 25th and E 
Streets, Washington. D.C. After a few sentences I was a 
Research Fellow; no reviews by study sections had yet been 
invented. In August of that year , after acquiring my wife a 
month previously in California, I reported to the Office of 
Cancer Investiga tions in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to 
begin my first self-supporting job a t a salary of $3,200 per 
year - quite adequate for that time . 

Some 40 yea rs later, I retain my wife and my abiding in· 
terest in that impudent caricature of nonnal differentiation 
and growth called cancer . It is a deadly and implacable foe, 
agai nst which science is advancing slowly- but advancing. 
In this advance, the National Cancer Acts of 1937 and 1971 , 
the dedications of the United States to the solution of the 
problem, will be writ large on the page of history that 
records the eventual triumph. 

The NCI has been my professional and spiritual home 
during the whole period, including the years following my 
official retirement in 1963 and academic assignments at the 
University of California in San Francisco, at Temple Univer
sity in Philadelphia , and now in La Jolla , the land of lotus 
eaters . Even here , these recollections are being underwritten 
by public funds of the NCI. For this , and for four decades of 
support for endeavors which I can only hope represent con
tributions toward the eventual solution of the cancer prob· 
lem, I am both proud and grateful. 
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This pride and gratitude would not be well served by too 
laundered an account, The world is full of manure, and 
manure makes the posies grow, but it is not mandatory to 
call it chocolate. Nevertheless, whether because age leads 10 

greater tolerance or because there is reticence to speak 100 

badly of the departed or those-soon-to-be-departed ... but, 
really, looking back, there were so few, so occasional, so 
small-sized villains and villainies, and so many wann, 
faulted human beings. I hope we were and remain friends, 
for our only real foe is cancer. 

II. A BEGINNING, OF SORTS 

Friday, August 6. 1937, was an average, rather dull day 
for news. The headlines of The New York Times included 
international threats of a wider conflict by Japan, national 
urging of an extra session of Congress by a farm group, and, 
local political feuding ; for the sports fan, an American 
yacht won a racing cup. On page 19 was a 13-line dispatch 
from Washington, D.C. , announcing that the day befort 
President Roosevelt had signed a cancer study bill setting up 
a National Institute. No one seems to have bothered 
photographing the event. 

A fuller account of the NCI bill appeared as an editorial 
in the August 7, 1937, issue of the weekly Journal of till 
Amen'can Medical Assodation, obviously written in a4 
anonymous information office in Washington, D.C. 
Science, the publication of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, noted the event on September 3, 
1937, as part of a news item about the proposed new 
buildings for the National Institute of Health "beyond 
Bethesda, Maryland," then a far spell from the District of 
Columbia. 

Thus the creation of the NCI by the passage of a law was 
hardly considered an exciting happening. Yet it did mari 
the official recognition of cancer as a national problem and 
dedicated national resources toward the solution of the 
problem. Such dedication was not unknown in diseases thaI 
threaten livestock but was an unusual step for diseases of 
man, especially diseases that were neither contagious nor 
posed an economic threat. 

Accounts of the administrative, fiscal, and legislative af· 
fairs of the NCI are available in several publications (1 -6) 
and can be backed by archival records. For a working man's 
account, however, the few papers on the subject are careful· 
ly depersonalized and attempt to summarize the research 
findings rather than the processes of research and their par
ticipants (7, 8). The participants themselves are mostly 
silent, their contributions usually summarized in obituaries 
that only occasionally include anything more than carefully 
guarded comments . Special occasions, such as presidential 
addresses (9- 12) and oral histories deposited at the National 
Library of Medicine, provide glimpses into personalities. 

Research results, the real goal of which in cancer is to find 
effective methods of preventing and curing the disease, art 
fragile entities being constantly displaced by newer findings. 
When the goal is eventually reached, retrospective wisdolll 
and the choice of historians will unravel the golden thread 
backwards and presumably identify key contributions and 
enshrine investigators to whom credit is attributed, often 
with several competing candidates. The process is in-
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. ;r f no other reason than to make some order out 
" uC • or . d I .. II d h9OU'~- t! ' ~. of a complex, dlsor er y actl~lty ca e r~searc.. 

.I • ('Stions can be asked concerning the natIonal m
~ qU' n cancer. First of all, why was there a national 
~tl h .

~" . t' Second, why was t ere created an actIve,,...~. 
..... • am as well as one of grants to States or educa-
I.~ : r;:rutions? Third, why did this happen in 1937 and 
... rr..,.. 1 

.... u !iJ("f or laler? 
. . Id be nice to record and to be able to document 
. ~ou f"\~nts leading to the creation of the National .:: .;cProgram were a. logical seq~ence of defining the 
t-.~- considering vanous alternatives and approaches to 

~ -.. _.! ~,ing out a systema~ic investigational program 
~" .at answering the questlOns posed by the problem. 

.=.. _«dr-rly progression is seldom encountered in human 
e; ~ ~ And accounts implying such order are usually re
__ ~mts of the past to fit a good story (13-1.5). 

" (. do know that cancer as an inexorable affliction of 
_ W'&) kno"'n to the ancients and was attributed to an im

....OC:t' of ,he four humors with an excess of black bile. 
: wuprutic knowledge, leading to manipulations that 
~ ttop ,he progress of cancer, was limited to attempts to 
...~ p.at(' it surgically, by means of cautery, or by escharotic 
~ The destructive approaches had to be limited to 
-;-.f.ci~l cancers. since the deeper structures of the body 
~ In''lolale until the advent of anesthesia and antisepsis. 
.l toml of thinking allied to research must have gone into 
...... tr.m.ition of the belief that cancer was a disturbance of 
a.!'1 humors to the concept that at least some cancers had a 
... o(lgin that could be interrupted by complete extirpa
~ C:rtainly all requirements for identifying an oc
c~~ ~s research must be granted to Jean Astruc. who in 
." burned a piece of breast cancer and compared its taste 
.cll dut of a burned beef steak. Finding that the cancer 
- .. , no morc pungent than the normal control, he discarded 
.,.. ulrochemical theory of cancer that had replaced the 
~l one. The simple, clear description of cancer of the 
-rotum among chimneysweeps, recorded by Percival Pott 
~ 1";5. is impressive to the modem eye as a species of obser
~J clinical research. Less so is the injection of juice 
ttun A human breast cancer into a dog by Bernard Peyrilhe 
.;:. 1";;6. often selected as an opening event in cancer 
tnt.uch. 

I,. 18~8. Johannes Muller, one of the fountainheads of the 
~ence of German science during the 19th century, 
n.&.aUned cancers through the new achromatic microscope 
.~ ~red in the histologic period of oncology. Others had 
~ at cancers through microscopes before Miiller; 
\iiillct not only looked but also saw that cancers were com
~ {Ir abnormal. disorganized cells. Muller's student, 
I.edoU \ ~rchow, and many of Virchow's students and con
~por.nes then slowly established the criteria of diagnosis, 
~' , and histogenesis of cancer. Microscopic patholo
~ bt-came-and remain-the final arbiters in the 
~(llOi&is and definition of cancers and allied diseases of ab
~znal cdlular development and growth. 
~ pathology phase preceded the modern surgical era, 

~nc-d byJoseph Lister in 1867 by his discovery of antiseptic 
-~' . and was soon applied to cancer by Theodor Billroth 
~ O(h~r great surgeons of the time. Something now could 

done for at least a small proportion of patients with any 
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but the most superficial of cancers. The results were pitifully 
inadequate, and an obvious reason was that patients with 
cancer came to treatment only when their disease was far 
advanced. Fear was not the only reason for such delay; the 
belief that cancer was a loathsome disease, to be hidden as a 
shame, was as inhibiting. This belief was related to the fact 
that among the more common of cancers that were 
recognized were tumors of the uterus and breast of women, 
generative organs considered private and secret. 

Physicians recognized the tragedies of neglected cancer 
and hoped that the results of treatment could be improved if 
such treatment were initiated at earlier stages of the disease. 
Individual surgeons in Europe and the United States during 
the early part of the 20th century began to speak and write 
for cancer education of the public. Although cautions were 
expressed that medical information on cancer would lead to 
cancerophobia among the public, there was no alternative 
to public education if the goals of earlier detection and 
treatment were to be reached. Professional medical organi
zations, through their cancer committees, beg'an to en
courage the systematic development of cancer education of 
the public. 

Wealthy, socially minded citizen-leaders wert! recruited to 
become interested and involved in the subject. At the turn of 
the century. these were the "Lady Bountifuls" who had the 
time, status, and money to express their humanistic drives 
with the collaboration and guidance of physicians. members 
of the ecclesiastic and legal professions. and even some 
scientists who had made their economic and societal marks. 
The "Good Works" such aggregates espoused became 
manifested by formal organizations. drives for financial 
assistance, and eventually by 'the transition from volun
teerism to professionalism . 

By 1904. German physicians formed cancer committees 
and launched a cancer journal, leitschrift f UT Krebs
forschung. In the United States, a seminal event occurred in 
} 913. with the organization of the American Society for the 
Control of Cancer (ASCC) . Some prominent surgeons of the 
time and a statistician of an insurance company who 
presented stark. chilling figures of cancer mortality and its 
rising toll were among the identifiable ferments (16) . 

ASCC for many years was essentially a phenomenon of the 
northeastern seaboard, with headquarters in New York 
City. Publications were issued. campaigns were launched, 
and greater public awareness was stimulated. Inevitably, 
governmental participation was sought and responded to 
this increasingly viable and vocal citizen lobby. 

In 1926, Massachusetts passed its Cancer Act, ordering 
the Department of Public Health to set up a cancer hospital, 
purchase radium, establish cancer clinics (with or without 
the cooperation of the medical profession!), disseminate 
cancer education, and make further studies (17). Research, 
however, was limited to statistical, epidemiologic investiga
tions. 

Research toward the solution of a biomedical problem 
becomes possible when a minimum critical mass is reached 
in a triad of required elements. The first of these is the 
availability of a core of knowledge and materials that ap
pear ready for further exploitation. The second is a group of 
interested, knowledgeable people who wish to pursue the 
problem or topic. The third is the financial support with 
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resultant facilities, equipment, and personnel for the en
deavors. Before the advent of research institutions, such 
constellations were almost exclusively limited to universities. 

For experimental approaches to cancer, the first suitable 
material was the transplanted tumor. M. Novinsky, a 
veterinarian in Russia, achieved this in dogs in 1876, but his 
work was buried and forgotten . A Danish veterinarian, Carl 
Jensen, made a permanent place in cancer research for 
transplanted tumors in mice through his careful, systematic 
work that was published in 1903. 

Transplanted tumors were the exclusive material for 
cancer research until 1915 when the patient Japanese in
vestigators K. Yamagiwa and K. Ichikawa described the in
duction of cancer on rabbit ears painted repeatedly with tar. 
Four years before that, Peyton Rous of the Rockefeller In
stitute reported the virus-induced sarcomas of chickens, but 
his contribution was rejected for several decades because it 
came at the time when the infectious theories of cancer had 
been unsuccessfully tested in the laboratory environment of 
the bacteriologic era. Further attention to mice as labora
tory animals also showed the usefulness of the spontaneous 
tumors these convenient little beasts develop, especially in 
the breast. The effects of heredity and internal secretions on 
the development of mammary tumors in mice provided fur
ther experimental areas. 

The second element for progTammatic research, of people 
interested and knowledgeable about cancer, also was to be 
found by the tum of the century. At that time biologic 
science was aL'llost a German monopoly, and morphologic, 
microscopic pathology was .particularly so. The German 
model was transplanted to the United States by William 
Henry Welch (18). Welch was the key founder of The Johns 
Hopkin Medical School in 1893 and the Rockefeller In
stitute for Medical Research in 1901 . Many of the in
vestigators of the latter were gTaduates of the former. These 
institutions were made financ.i<>Jly possible by the en
dowments of a Baltimore merchant, Johns Hopkins, and an 
oil baron, John D. Rockefeller . 

The pattern of support of biomedical research by private 
fortunes was predominant until the massive entry of the 
Federal Government follo'wing World War II. There are 
always exceptions and earlier examples. The Buffalo cancer 
laboratories were founded in 1898 by a State appropriation. 
Its research program floundered because it bet on the 
bacterial origin of cancer. The institution returned to more 
viable cancer research after World \-Var II, when it was 
renamed the Roswell Park Memorial Institute. Federal in
volvement with cancer research also can be dated to before 
1910. McCoy (19) in 1909 published a report on 99 
neoplasms found among 100 ,000 rats examined in connec
tion with the plague control program in California. The 
1910 annual report from the U.S. Hygienic Laboratory in 
Washington, D.C., included a section on studies of cancer 
(20). The status of cancer research was delineated and the 
thinking was uncomfortably contemporary, including the 
conviction that"... the solution of the cancer problem is to 
be found by intensive biologic studies of cell life." The 
endeavors were discontinued, however, when the budget for 
the activities was disapproved (6). 

By 1914, some 10 institutions- in the United States were 
doing cancer research; the more prominent ones were 
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Rockefeller Institute, Cornell University, and Columbia 
University in New York City, Harvard University in Boston, 
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, and the Skin 
and Cancer Hospital in St. Louis. Among the European 
centers were the Imperial Cancer Research Fund in Lon
don, the Imperial Board of Health in Berlin, Ehrlich's 
Laboratory in Frankfort, the Pasteur Institute in Paris. and 
the Veterinary and Agricultural School in Copenhagen. 
Yamagiwa transferred Gennan pathology to Japan and in 
1907 founded the Japanese journal of cancer, Gann. 

The ASCC increasingly turned toward research as an area 
from which the eventual solution of the problem could bt 
anticipated. Dr. C. C. Little, perennial director of ASCC, 
established The Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine. 
which became the world leader in genetic research on 
cancer. Several private foundations made grants for cancer 
investigations. In 1936, Yale University received, througb 
careful planning by Dr. George M. Smith, an endowment 
from the Childs family'. The initial gift of $3.5 million was 
by far the largest amount donated up to then for the pur. 
pose of cancer research (21, 22). 

It all comes out as a multifactorial, kaleidoscopic series of 
events that involved many professional and nonprofessionll 
people, their voluntary organizations. and the eventual a
pression of their desires in governmental fonnalizations and 
financing. Thus does American democracy work-nO( 
necessarily logically, not necessarily in an orderly fashion. 
and not necessarily for the most important purposes. It is 
untidy but is yet to be challenged successfully by any belief 
system. 

The direct. continuing Federal involvement with cancer 
in 1937 can be traced to three conditions of the time: the 
changed attitude concerning the role of the Federal Govern
ment in medicine and medical research during the FrankliD 
Roosevelt administrations, the dynamic sponsorship for such 
involvement by some professional and public figures who 
found a few responsive members of Congress. who in tuI'U 
enlisted their confreres in a noncontroversial, humanistical
ly worthy field, and, finally. the ready soil created by two ac
tivities that had existed in the U.S. Public Health Servict 
(PHS) since 1922. 

It is with the last of the above three elements that thit 
description primarily deals. But the ecology in which the 
events occurred is as important as the events themselves. 
During the period post World War I, Gennan preeminenct 
in science was destroyed, but American preeminence W1S 

only a promise. The economic boom of the 1920's was 
followed by the disspiriting economic depression which ill 
Europe allowed the flowering of dictatorships and in the 
United States left an indelible mark on the spirit and cOli" 
science of a generation. It is difficult to conjure a mo~ 
demoralizing national catastrophe than unemployment III 

the midst of material wealth, with the government briO! 
seemingly helpless to alleviate the situation. Scientists being 
trained in universities had little future to look forward to 
unless they obtained teaching positions. Their lot was to sur
vive by any menial jobs they could scrabble. The ennobli~ 
effect of such work during one's education or development IS 

a myth. For science, it is a crippling disease, especiaJly sinct 
research is so much the product of the young. 

One recall of that era was the importance of a few privalt 
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,,.;..;,,.btions, such as th~ D.o~ner Found~tion, which did 
'. ....,a1l allotments to mdlvlduals, seemmgly through the 

_,u·,.... d h . 
.- f 'mpression one rna e on t e executive secretary, a 
('~:;rn lady with a honeydew accent completely sur
..:'t~~cd bv perspiring and aspiring young and not-so-young 
- .1_ , hOpi~g for a munificent handout or perhaps a thou
~ dollars. This was a feature of the good old days for 
... =h f~' who experienced them have any attachments and 
... ~ ~, udder when they again threaten to recur. 

,It''otists employed by the government were usually con
_~ to be of lower stature than those of academia. These 
~ .he- days when a university scientist who joined a com
~:;l l pharmaceutical firm automatically lost his member
~? III the professional society. Such societies also had 
~.H for government-employed scientists. a covert under
.:.~.:~tllg that still extends to our highest honorific 

..drmies. But scientists working for the government had 
...r..: (T~at advantage: Their salaries. albeit reduced. came in 
n"("~l.lrly, and supplies and equipment were usually avail
.. _:c. 

\,'h,' was cancer research placed within the PHS rather 
t~n ~me other governmental agency? 

Ii primary movers and doers for the events of 1937 can be 
"M.lgnated. one in this role must be Dr. Thomas Parran. 
k~~n General of the PHS (23). Parran was remaking not 
~~ the Service. a small agency of the Department of the 
•!usury. but the Federal role in human health and 
enitnne. He could engage in such Herculean tasks because 
t.t ~d direct access to Franklin Roosevelt. 

ruran had to contend with formidable opposition both 
_lthin his own organization and its old-line officer corps as 
-1; as from organized medicine and the conservative 
p.&triarchs of medical research. The PHS was just emerging 
! ~orn the days of uniforms with ceremonial swords, formal 
•u.iu to one's superiors with visiting cards bent down at the 
ptopt'r comer. and the general rule that one did what was 
...,gned, withi~ the specifications of the orders, replying 
ccxnpliance by a formal memorandum beginning with , "I 
~''(' the honor to ...." Going beyond specific assignments 
...,u considered to be pushy adventurism and probably an il
~~I use of appropriated funds. The research area of the 
PUS "'as the National Institute of Health. headed by Dr. 
~rge W. McCoy since 1915. when it was renamed from its 
p:t'a'ding title of U.S. Hygienic Laboratory. McCoy was a 
doughty microbe hunter and not a bit intrigued with the 
bf~der vistas visualized by Parran. He was replaced. pain
f~lIy. by an administrator loyal to Parran and the new 
.-.stu. 

rirTan treated organized medicine mostly by ignoring it 
.and leaving the necessary minimal liaison to his deputy. a 
b.An~).. man in cocktail intrigue and soft soap. "Organized 
cnrolcme" was not much of a threat during the economic 
depression days and even flirted with early versions of na
tIOnal !lealth insurance and similar socialistic concepts to 
...uu~e Its devotion to continuing regular eating habits . The 
'~'1table confrontation did come later, under President 
Tn.aman, when Parran lost the key to the White House and 
tOon thereafter his head as well. 

Parran's approach to a broadened area of biomedical 
f~a~ch did involve consultative groups, to which he paid 
~1t'Ctlve attention. The biomedical research leaders were 
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assembled even before the official passage of the cancer act 
and later became official as the National Advisory Cancer 
Council (photo 1). It was a prestigious group. but glaringly 
lacking major representation from the clinical area . 
Another striking hiatus was in virology; Dr. James Murphy 
held sway over Rous at the Rockefeller Institute, and he did 
not subscribe to the infectious theory of cancer. 

Reservations were expressed by the advisory group and by 
various individuals appearing before the Congressional 
hearings as to having the cancer research activity placed in 
the PHS. Dr. James Ewing, doyen of cancer from his head 
position at the Memorial Hospital in New York. thought 
that the Veterans Administration was a more appropriate 
agency. He was also against the new grant·in-aid mecha
nism; much better. in his opinion, were larger endowments 
to established institutions with the Memorial Hospital as a 
modest example. 

But Parran. ably assisted by his lieutenants and his allies 
of the New Deal, prevailed without too much opposition. A 
large reason was that the PHS already had two viable foci of 
cancer research that had developed during the previous 15 
years and had shown obvious evidences of productivity. One 
was in Boston, and the other in 'Washington, D.C. 

These two units were much of the history of the NCI dur
ing the first few years and ,"-ere the bedrock of the national 
involvement in the problem of cancer for the subsequent 
several decades. 

The two cancer activities of the PHS that exi.sted between 
1922 and 1937 were very much the work of two men, Drs. 
Joseph W. Schereschewsky and Carl Voegtlin (photo 2). 
Schereschewsky was older, an officer of the PHS Corps; he 
had a wide approach to probTems as behooved a public 
health professional. He thus included statistics and public 
hea.Ith control in the field as part of cancer activities . 
Voegt!in was a civil service scientist with a laboratory orien
tation to whom statistics and even clinical applications were 
annoying diversions rather than at the heart of the problem. 
T here was covert competition between these two men. 
Voegtlin probably prevailed by the accident of being 
younger, thus grasping the leadership after Schereschewsky's 
compulsory retirement for age. 

Accounts of the two cancer activities are best told through 
recalls of the chief members of the staffs: Schereschewsky 
had retired in 1937 but left an indelible mark on his Boston 
staff. They frequently spoke of him as if anticipating him to 
enter the door at that moment. That ceased when the 
Boston group moved to Bethesda, Maryland, when it 
became politic not to mention him. 

III. Nel, 1937-41 

A. The Boston Group 

In 1939. a few months before the move to the NCI in 
Bethesda, Maryland, the staff of the Office of Cancer In
vestigations assembled for a picture (photo 3). By then it was 
strictly not the Boston group, but the Cambridge group. 
having been transferred in 1937 from the School of 
Medicine of Harvard University in Boston to the Gibbs 
Memorial Laboratory in Cambridge. 

The only member of the group not present was the 
founder, Schereschewsky. His place was taken by Dr. Floyd 
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PHOTO 1. - Members of the First National Advisory Cancer Council at groundbreaking ceremonies of the NCI . 1938. Left to right : F. C. Wood. C. C. Lit· 
tle . J. Ewing. A. H . Compton. J. B. Conant . T. Parran. and L . Helttoen. 

C. Turner, who snapped the photograph by means of a 
delayed exposure device that allowed him to get into the 
picture . 

Dr. Joseph W. Schereschewsky (1873- 1940) was an adven
turous man with a restless m ind a d wandering feet . Son of 
a missionary in China, he received his medical education at 
Harvard and Dartmouth . H is education was interrupted by 
some youthful escapades and enlistment in the medical 
corps for service in Cuba during the Spanish-American 
War. In 1899 he was commissioned in the PHS and served 
with d istinction until his retirement in 1937 (24). 

Schereschewsky's official interest in cancer was recorded 
in the annual report of the Surgeon General for the fiscal 
year 1923. He proposed investigations on cancer, starting 
with a statistical review of the problem as urged by the 
ASCC since 1913 . He was given the privilege of conducting 
his studies at a location of his choice. which was at Harvard, 
with Dr. Milton J. Rosenau 's Department of Preventive 
Medicine. It was not accidental, of course, that Rosenau was 
an alumnus of the PHS. nor that Schereschewsky was the 
medical product of New England. 

Within 2 years , Schereschewsky published his findings 
(25), showing a steady increase in cancer mortality over a 
period of 20 years in the death-registration area of the 
United States. This publication was an important item that 
led to the increased interest and involvement of the PHS in 
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cancer research. Cancer was obviously a national problem of 
health, but of a different variety than was represented by 
the infectious, transmissible diseases with which a sanit.ary 
corps was best equipped to deal. 

The Boston operation was a one-man show, although nOlt 

was made of collabor~tion with individuals in the area, such 
as the procurement of mice from Dr. Leonell Strong of the 
Bussey Institute in 1927. Schereschewsky became intrigued 
with the effects of very high frequency currents on celJs and 
tissues. which eventually were attributed by others to the 
heat generated by such currents rather than to any mort 
specific effects. Tissue culture also was started on a small 
scale to study the uptake and other effects of dyes on cells. 
but no publications resulted from these endeavors. 

In 1927 a conference was organized by Schereschewsky to 
advise the PHS on a program of cancer research . The com' 
mittee, meeting in Washington, consisted of Drs. Francis 
Carter Wood, W. D. Howell , Warren H. Lewis, and James 
B. Murphy and is a roll call of eminent men who were study
ing cancer at the time. . 

The committee of 1927 recommended, as summa.rized In 
the ~nnual report (26) , " .. . systematic investigations in the 
following fields : (1) cellular biophysics and biochemistry, (2) 
investigations of the effects on living cells of the spectrum of 
radiant energy, (3) investigations of occupational cancer, (4) 
cooperation in statistical research on cancer with the BureaU 
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PHOT02. - A)J. W . Schere chewsky; B) C. Voegtlin . 

ofthe Census:' This is indeed a modest and succinct plan, at 
k~t in its statement if not in its intent. and represents one 
of the earlier cancer research plans that blossomed into the 
multh'olume program plans almost 50 years later. 

The stimulation by the 1927 conference led to an increase 
in funds for cancer to $30,000 and a promotion for 
Schereschewsky. He was then able to recruit several 
UIOCiates under the civil service, and the activity in Boston 
bcoc~me officially the Office of Field Investigations of 
C~ncer. 

Schl'reschewsky's first pennanent addition to his small 
tUff Was Dr. Howard B. Andervont, who already had been 
working with him while he was an instructor in Rosenau's 
d~partment at Harvard. Dr. Murray J. Shear was employed 
~ few years later and, soon thereafter, a cytologist and a 
phrsicist were hired. The activities of this group from 1930 
to 1937 resulted in about 35 publications. As Andervont (24) 
~atl'd, "Seldom, if ever, did Dr. Schereschewsky's name ap
pear on any of these papers despite the fact that his advice, 
encouragement, and criticism played an important role in 
~\'ery experiment.... He was a finn believer in freedom 
0( research and all who came with him were told bluntly 
that they were to conduct independent research.. .." 

' ·Ol. 59. NO.2 (SUPPL.). AUGUST 1977 

Schereschewsky's associates remember his remarkable ver
satility, exceptional memory, and fertile imagination. His 
staff uniformly called him "Sherry." 

Schereschewsky's goal of a major commitment to cancer 
by the government was met by the passage of the National 
Cancer Act of 1937. But his own role ceased with his man
datory retirement at age 64. His Boston confreres would 
have wished that he had been selected as the first Director of 
the Institute for a symbolic short period, but this was not to 
be. Voegtlin, his competitor , was given the assignment. In 
the tradition of the PHS , Schereschewsky put on his hat and 
was never seen again at the activity he had developed. He 
did continue his interests in cancer by organizing a cancer 
control program for the State of Georgia, patterned along 
the lines of the 1926 cancer control act of Massachusetts, in 
which he also collaborated. He published a national plan of 
cancer control (27). It was characteristically modest about 
its predictable benefits: "A reduction of 25 to 30 percent in 
the cancer mortality rate.... This would offset the mor
tality due to automobile accidents." His fiscal estimate was 
even more modest, "in the neighborhood of $10,000,000" 
annually. 

Schereschewsky's role in the national involvement in 
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PHOTO 3. - The Office of Cancer Investigations. Cambridge. Mass .. 1939. Front TOW, leflto right: J. Trovato. D. Howard . R . Minor. T . Shovellon. R. 
W. O·Ca:a. D. Silverman. F. Linnell.]. Stasio . A . Pe.rrault . andF. C . Turner. Second TOW: M.J. Shear. H . L . Stewart. H . C . Grady. H . B. Andervonl. R . 
Lorenz. 1. Lei ter. and H . L. Meyer . Third TOW : F. Kennedy. W.1. McEleney. J. L. Hartwell. M. B. Shirnkin.J.J. Murphy. and W. Gately. 

cancer remained fairly well submerged for many years, but 
his memory remained bright among the staff of his Boston 
group. It was only in 1957. when the history of the first 20 
years of the NCI was published. that an appreciation of his 
efforts became incorporated in L~e record. 

Dr. Howard B. Andervont (1 898- ) continued to be the 
principal biologist of the NCI until he retired at the man· 
datory age of 70 (28) . 

Andy. as he was universally known, was a man of precise 
research and other habits. He was a master of the economi· 
cal experiment to answer specific questions, and his publica · 
tions were exact and to the point, y,;th summary tables that 
could be easily interpreted. E ery experiment was done per· 
sonal\y by him. with the assistance of a faithful diener but 
without delegation of true supen.ision over any mouse, and 
was incii\'idually recorded in student examination blue· 
books. His publications between 1924 and 1965 are a collec· 
tion of small research gems . He contributed much to the 
study of mammary. pulmonary (29). testicular, and hepatic 
tumors. induced and spontaneous. in mice. He pioneered 
the use of inbred anim als for such studies. Major discoveries, 
however. eluded him as they d id all of this gToup of workers. 

Perhaps his high points were demonstrations of the pro· 
tection of mice against the "milk factor" by passive immuni
ty through serum of rabbits immunized against tissues con
taining the factor (JO) and the role of the environment in the 
occurrence of breast cancer in mice (31) . The latter study, 
showing that female mice raised in isolation develop mam
mary tumors earlier than mice housed communally. was 
suggested by Strong. Andervont . however, showed it precise
ly and convincingly, with the usual minimum number of 
animals . 

Andervont's publications are notable for the absence of 
statistical treatment and of lengthy, theoretical discussions. 
His gTcat contributions to cancer research. made over four 

decades, were modestly designed, modestly but thoroughly 
performed. and modestly published in obscure outlets su~ 
as the Pu'blic Health Reports. It is too bad that they were too 
soon forgotten, for many were rediscovered and rcpeatcdl 
without knowledge of his prior contributions. 

Andy was a modest man, fond of his family and his work 
He eschewed academic and administrative battles. prefer
ring to withdraw to his own counciL Moreover, Andy 
thought that all administrative matters at the laboratory 
level could be done by one good secretary, with professional 
supervision one day a month. He commanded much natural 
loyalty. but not as a forefront fighter for the gToup. 

Dr. Murray J. Shear (1899- ) was a biochemist, a smaU. 
bright native of Brooklyn. He was among the pioneers ill 
chemical carcinogenesis and experimental cancer chemo
therapy. Shear stimulated an association with Professor 
Louis F. Fieser of Harvard. Fieser synthesized many analogs 
of the carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons thal had bed! 
isolated from tar by the gToup at the Royal Cancer Hospital 
in London, under the direction of Dr. Ernest Kennaway. A 
formal agTeement was reached by an exchange of letters ill 
1934 between Schereschewsky and Fieser, although Fiesd' 
never did fully accept inbred mice for the work because be 
considered them abnormal. 

An important series of papers (32-36) emanated frOID 
these endeavors between 1936 and 1942, paralleling similit 
studies being carried out in London by Dr. James Cook and 
his associates . The implied hypothesis of both gToups ~ 
that cancer might be an inborn error of metabolism ID 

which cholesterol gave rise to endogenous carcinogenic Colll

pounds. This possibility became particularly attractive whdl 
Fieser and Cook independently synthesized 3-methylcho
lanthrene from bile acids and when the sex horroo~ 
were shown to be structurally related to the carcinogenlC 

hydrocarbons and. in turn, to cholesterol. 
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PHOT04.-H . B. And~IVont, about 1965. 

Shear introduced the term and the concept of "cocar
cinogenesis" from observations that crude tars contained too 
low a concentration of benzpyrene to account for the car
cinogenic potency. Thus tar had to contain other materials 
liat enhanced the carcinogenic process, which were dubbed 
-cocarcinogens." This turned out to be a fertile field of in
.-atigation, with later modifications and permutations of 
tbe concept by Drs. Isaac Berenblum and E. Hecker. 

After reading a paper that reported hemorrhage in 
lfinspJanted tumors in guinea pigs inoculated with bacterial 
toxins, Shear became interested in cancer chemotherapy 
~nd suggested that the phenomenon resembled the 
Schwartzman reaction. Bacterial mixed toxins were, of 
course, the material reported by Dr. Bradley Coley at the 
turn of the century as being of clinical use in sarcomas. 
Sh~ar initiated a systematic program aimed at isolating the 
~~tl.\'e principle from Serratia marcescens (Bacillus pro
~glOsus) (37-40). A bacterial polysaccharide was eventually 
UOlated, but its clinical use was not exploited because of its 
~ere and unpredictable reactions. It was also inconvenient 
10 mention that the effects of this endothelial toxin could be 
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reproduced in transplantable mouse tumors by anaphylaxis 
(41) and antiplatelet serum (42). 

Late in his career, Shear persuaded that a special 
laboratory be created for him, which he entitled Chemical 
Pharmacology and for which he recorded his rationaliza
tions (43). Shear was a good speaker, persuasive on the 
podium and in smaller groups, who dilated his attractive 
brown eyes to indicate his interest and sincerity. But in the 
clutch his help was seldom available, since, to his great 
regrets, he was already overburdened with other respon
sibilities. Thus he included himself out and was not pursued 
when the national cancer chemotherapy program was 
organized. To him, a roie less than one at the top was un
thinkable. 

Dr. Egon Lorenz (1892-1954) was a slender, blond Ger
man physicist who joined the Boston group when Scheres
chewsky was interested in high frequency currents and 
mitogenetic radiation, a dubious discovery from the Soviet 
Union. He was a graduate of German universities, with 
Breslau as the last stop in the student wanderings after ser
vice in the German army. He came to the United States on a 
Rockefeller fellowship and stayed, having had enough of 
war and all that it meant (44) . 

Egon, as he was known to his associates young and old, 
swung slowly into the biophysical applications to cancer. He 
quickly disproved the existence of mitogenetic radia tion and 
became involved in the role of physical properties of 
polycyclic hydrocarbons in the carcinogenic reactions. He 
worked out techniques for spectral analysis of the com
pounds and for preparation of colloidal dispersions, emul
sions, and monomolecular layers of the chemicals . The 
biologic work was done with Andervont and other biologists, 
but eventually Egon took over the animal end of the ex
periments as well. 

The needs of biologists for hydrocarbons that could be in
jected iv and into tissue were extensive, and the preparation 
of a 3-methylcholanthrene dispersion in horse serum, in liter 
volumes, was a recurrent event. During hot weather, since 
this was long before air conditioning, the ether solution 
would occasionally explode, spattering the carcinogen over 
Lorenz and his long-suffering assistant, Henry Meyer. No 
cancers are known to have resulted from the exposure, but 
some apparel was badly damaged. 

Interest in environmental factors in the production of 
pulmonary cancer stimulated Lorenz to design a com
plicated multi-jar contrivance housing mice under dustfree 
conditions (45). The amount of dust was carefully moni
tored, and the mice were oiled to reduce hair and skin debris 
sources. During the New England hurricane of 1938, Lorenz 
drove through its apogee to sustain the animals by manual 
pumping of the air until the electrical power source was 
restored. 

Lorenz got into his real element during World War II, 
when he became involved in radiobiology via participation 
in the Manhattan Project (46). His programmatic, expen
sive, and extensive study of several species exposed to various 
levels of daily radiation led to the lowering of the accepted 
tolerance levels for man. He participated in studies showing 
that partial body shielding protected animals against other
wise lethal doses of radiation and discovered that bone mar
row injections had a similar protective effect. He also 
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discovered that total-body irradiation in small doses had a 
synergistic effect in the radiation treatment of experimental 
lymphosarcoma in mice (47). 

Lorenz lived a full life, enjoying the good things of life: 
music, winter sports, wine, and women. He was a hard 
worker when he was interested, but he suffered fools badly, 
whether they wore scientific or administrative vestments. He 
was a hard man not to like, except by hostesses whose invita
tions he neglected. 

Dr. Harold L. Stewart (1899- ), a bonafide pathologist 
from the faculty of Jefferson Medical College in Phila
delphia, joined the Boston group in 1957. A small, redhead
ed man of definite opinions and unquestioned competence 
in his field , he immediately laid claim over all pathology in 
the laboratory and later at the NCI. 

Stewart was and remained a classic morphologic patholo
gist (48), to whom the clarification of the histogenesis of the 
neoplasm was the main purpose and end of research. He 
and his associates , especially Dr. Thelma B. Dunn 
(1900- ), became international authorities on the histology 
of mouse neoplasia . His criteria for the diagnosis of ex
perimental gastric cancer and Dunn's classification of mouse 
lymphomas (49) remain unchallenged. Dunn became the 
first woman to be elected president of the American Associa
tion for Cancer Research (AACR) and has published her 
reminiscences (50) . 

Stewart's primary interest for several years was to induce 
adenocarcinoma of the stomach in mice. He finally suc
ceeded, on a limited scale, by injecting dispersions of 5
methylcholanthrene into the glandular wall of the stomach 
(.51, 52) . The aim was also partially achieved by an 
aminofluorene analog fed to rats by Morris et al. (53-56), 
but best achieved by Sugimura and Fujimura (.57) in Japan 
by means of a nitrosoguanidine compound. 

Stewart was a battler for his rights as he saw them and for 
the rights of his pathology associates. This gained him great 
loyalty. The price was unquestioned acceptance of his 
leadership, manifested by d aily obeisances at his noon 
gatherings for lunch. Woe be it to anyone who would ask for 
his presence somewhere else ins:ead of reporting at his of
fice . 

Stewart became involved in international affairs of the In
ternational Union Against Cancer and in various registries 
of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and had an in
creasingly important voice in such affairs, directly or 
through the selection of people acceptable to him . He did 
not consider appointments of pathologists, within or without 
the NCI, as nominations; rather they were his direct 
emissaries. On decisions involving the NCI as a whole, he 
could be counted on to take a position that would embarrass 
whomever he had tagged as an administrator. 

Stewart traveled widely , chaired more meetings than 
anyone else in the place, and retired at 70 to begin garner
ing more honorary memberships and medals than any of his 
associates . The top positions of the NCI and of the Interna
tional Union Against Cancer escaped him . His mark on the 
pathology of experimental cancer, however, was real and 
lasting. 

Dr. Floyd C. Turner (1889- 1960) looked like a farmer, 
with a weather-beaten face and rough hands. He was a com
missioned officer of the PHS and was sent from Washing-
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ton, D.C., to become the officer in charge of the Boston 
group upon Schereschewsky's retirement (58). 

Turner's wife had died of breast cancer, which was the 
compelling motivation of his involvement in cancer re
search . His approach was direct. He was going to disCOver 
an effective therapeutic agent for breast cancer in mice, and 
spontaneous mammary tumors were the only acceptable t~ 
material. He used transplanted tumors grudgingly_ Every 
source of mice with breast lumps was mobilized, and every 
mouse was started on one chemical or some other prepara
tion that same day, Sundays alone excepted . Turner han
dled every mouse and made every injection himself, with an 
assistant sometimes holding the beast. 

The empirical testing of chemicals was tolerantly ac
cepted by the group as a vagary of the chief, with litde 
chance of payoff or lasting results. Every so often, however. 
Turner would find a report in an exotic foreign publication, 
claiming wonderful effects in treating tumors with plant or 
animal extracts, such as autolysates of spleen or heart . The 
theoretical reason for selecting those particular organs wasJ 

that primary and metastatic tumors were rare, and thus the 
tissues must have substances that were antineoplastic. Flasks 
would appear, in which minced meat was permitted 10 

autolyze , to release the magic necrotoxins. In the process, 
the whole laboratory would become suffused with an in
tolerable stench- not a clean chemical stench but a com 
plex sweet, organic stench that induced nausea. A luckles 
attendant was ordered off a bus for being too odoriferous 
after working with one of these candidate cancer cures. 
Eventually, a modest negative report of H2 chemicals was 
published (59) but left out literally thousands of tests with 
crude, unidentifiable materials that had attracted his atten
tion. 

Turner's chemotherapeutic approaches resembled those 
accepted for the National Cancer Chemotherapy Program 
almost two decades later, although the program had to de
pend on transplantable rather than spontaneous tumors, a 
much harder target . But Turner will retain a place in 
cancer research because he saved some rats given sub
cutaneous implants of Bakelite disks. These were controls 
for Lorenz's studies on monomolecular layers of carcino
gens, and one developed a sarcoma at the site of the 
presumably inert, untreated disk. Turner gave implants of 
similar disks to 13 rats, 4 of which eventually developed sar
comas at the implant site (60) . This is now referred to as the 
first report on "solid-state" carcinogenesis, which remains 
an enigma within the cancer mystery. However, the Bakelite 
disks were hardly inert ; they had a characteristic odor. 
which indicated that something detectable by our olfactory 
apparatus was being given off. 

Soon after the United States entered World War H. 
Turner was sent to man a quarantine station. This literally 
as well as figuratively broke his heart. He was retired and for 
some years continued his cancer chemotherapy in a small 
town in California. It is heartening to record that he was 
supported by a small grant from the NCr. He was an honest. 
dedicated man . 

Four brand -new Research Fellows joined the group du~
iog 1938. Dr . Jonathan L. Hartwell, a Ph .D. in organiC 
chemistry, was transferred from Fieser's department to that 
of Shear. He was assigned the job of gleaning the published 
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PHOT05.-T. B. Dunn and H . L . St~wart , about 1969. 

i.cnalur~ for compounds that had been tested for car
c~("nic activity. Joseph Leiter, who was to acquire his 
~torate lat~r in Washington, D.C. , came from New York 
- t:.d tlJQk care of the animal work involved in the testing of 
c~puunds for carcinogenic activity . He also was responsi
~ for the collection of atmospheric dust samples from 
~"~I cities, an arrangement developed by Shear to test 
"~h("r such pollutants could be related to the higher in
~ce of lung cancer in city populations as compared with 

It"nera\ population (61). 

' OL ~9 . 1'\0. 2 (SUPPL.), AUGUST 1977 

I was assigned to Andervont , to work on lung tumors in 
mice and to test the air pollutant samples (62) . Charac
teristically, Andervont suggested that I browse through his 
collection of reprints and derive my own ideas. The heritage 
of Schereschewsky, "sink or swim" in research, was clearly 
passed on to Andervont. 

Dr. Hugh Grady, a student of Harold Stewart at Jeffer
son Medical School in Philadelphia, was a tall, nearsighted 
pathologist who hummed Irish ballads; he and Stewart 
began to study the histogenesis of primary pulmonary 
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adenomatous tumors in strain A mice (63). This involved 
serial sections following the inoculation of the animals with 
a polycyclic hydrocarbon. as described by Andervont. and 
remains a classic in histogenesis. 

It was a young crowd. Turner was the officer in charge 
and the oldest of the group. Andervont was the next in 
chronologic seniority. 

The Gibbs Memorial Laboratory. the interim home for 
the group until their amalgamation to Bethesda. was a red 
brick edifice constructed solidly for the determination of 
atomic weights. It was off the main Harvard campus. along 
the eastern Cambridge extension of Massachusetts Avenue. 
00 the greenswald between the Peabody Museum and the 
Mallinckrodt Laboratory. The third floor was occupied by 
the biochemists. except for Grady's room. The second floor 
housed the administration. consisting of Turner and two 
secretaries. and the laboratories of biophysics aod pa
thology. The first floor was divided between the biology sec
tion and Andervont's special strains of mice and the 
pathology preparation room. In the basement were the 
animals and their attendants . 

The animals' attendants and other assistants were ini
tially selected from the Works Program Administration 
(W.P.A.). which had plenty of candidates in the depression. 
stricken Boston area. The young men were the intellectual 
cream of the lot . but many bore the physical marks of long 
economic deprivations. Their stature was stunted. and their 
teeth were atrocious . Their mental spark. however . soon 
came to the fore. Within weeks they were thoroughly bored 
with changing cages. keeping water bottles filled. and per
forming related diener tasks-. They wandered around the 
building to find something more interesting to do and at 
tached themselves to the histology preparation or operative 
procedures of one or another investigator. In absence of 
such outlets. water fights would begin in the basement. or 
rats would be taught to perform tricks. One such trained ro
dent proceeded to yank out identifying cards on cages. to 
the consternation of members of the staff who had not 
learned the need for individual identification of ex
perimental animals. 

Most of the attendants were young and unmarried and 
moved with the group to Bethesda. During World War II. 
many were drafted or went into service voluntarily. Their 
teeth were replaced by dentures. their weight was increased 
by better diet. and they returned for visits to the NCI. smart 
and orderly in their unifonns. After the war they took ad· 
vantage of the excellent investment made by the Nation in 
its most precious commodity. its citizens. through the G.1. 
Bill of Rights. with its provi.sions for education. Among the 
underprivileged men employed under W .P.A .. there arose 
several physicians and other professionals. Dr. Roger W . 
O 'Gara (1915- 71) was one of these; he rejoined the NCI as a 
pathologist and contributed to its research program (64). 
Another one. Dr. Majic Potsaid . selected radiology and 
returned to the Boston area for his career. Such levels of 
achievement may have been beyond their reach without the 
assistance they received . 

B. The Washington Group 

Some time before their amalgamation with the NCI. the 
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Division of Pharmacology of the National fostitute of 
Health also gathered for a group portrait (photo 6). 

Their story too is best told by describing some of the pr(). 
fessional members of the staff who made their impress 011 

cancer research. 
Dr. Carl Voegtlin (1879- 1960). a large. taciturn Swiss

born biochemist- pharmacologist. headed this second fOCUs 
of cancer research in the PHS and became the first chief (or 
Director.. a later official designation of the office) of the NCI 
(6'). 

Voegtlin was educated in several Swiss and Gennan 
universities. He came to the United States in 1904. wher~ a 
year's fellowship stretched to a lifetime. His pivotal position 
was on th~ faculty at Johns Hopkins. wher~ he participated 
in the identification of the role of the parathyroid in calciulII 
metabolism. In 1913. he was selected to head the Division of 
Pharmacology at the U.S. Hygienic Laboratory in Wasb
ington. D.C.• the predecessor of the National Institute of 
Health as the research arm of the PHS. He remained with 
the PHS until his retirement in 1943. shifting from civil ser. 
vice to the commissioned corps upon his designation as chief 
of the NCI. At that time it was traditional that such posts 
were occupied by commissioned officers. Voegtlin retainrd 
close relationships with Johns Hopkins. Four of his staff of 
eight who were engaged in cancer research by 1936 were 
graduates ofJohns Hopkins. 

Voegtlin was a well-trained investigator in the Gennall 
tradition. The research program of the Division of Pharo 
macology included many obviously self-generated problems 
that can be termed basic. yet related to such practical prob
lems as the mechanism of action of chemotherapeutic 
agents. particularly arsphenamine for syphilis. These studies 
led to investigations of the role of sulfhydryl enzymes ill 
tissues. 

Voegtlin's interest in cancer dated to 1922. although the 
actual reasons are not clear. Dr. Helen M. Dyer recalls that 
rats with transplantable tumors were imported from !he 
Crocker Institute and the Buffalo Institute and used for 
studying the effect of salts of gold. lead. and copper, a.s well 
as arsenic on tumor growth for possible chemotherapeutic 
effects. At that time. Dr. Blair Bell in Liverpool was claim· 
ing clinical responses in cancer patients treated with lead. 
which is recorded in the progress reports as one of the £3. 

tionales for the work. The results in rats were negative and 
remained unpublished. Interest shifted toward identifying 
differences between normal and tumor tissue and to facton 
involved in cell proliferation. 

The investigations led to a number of solid contributions 
(66, 67) on the reducing power of normal and malignant 
tissue. content of glutathione and ascorbic acid in normal 
and tumor tissues . and effects of amino acid deficiencies on 
tumor growth. By 1935. some two dozen publications had 
appeared. with Voegtlin as the senior author 00 half and 
another seven as junior authors (68) . Drs. James M. 
Johnson. Herbert Kabler. and Mary E. Maver were the 
senior associates during the earlier period. By 1938. D~. 
Harold W. Chalkley and Wilton R. Earle added their 
studies on cell proliferation and tissue culture to the pro
gram. 

Voegtlin made a transition from a research director exer· 
cising tight control over the program in his pharmacolOgy 
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PHOTO 6.-The Division of Pharmacology. National Institute of Health. W~shington. D.C .• about 19 8. Frunt TUW. left (0 right : H. Kahler. J . M. Johoson. M. I. Smith. C . Voegtlin. W. 
R. Earle . M. E. Maver. and H . Bauer. Second row: W . Lindner. T . H . Stark. ). W . Thompson. E. W. Emmart. M. Farrell . K. Harlow . O. Manhino. Rosen. and C. 1. Wright . Third 
row: C. A. Doane. R. H. Bohl. Springstern. M. Feeser. W. I'ilkerton. E. L . Schilling. R. V. Bishop . M. Goldberg. G. O . Jarrels. and Collison. Fourth row: T . Hawley. S. M. Rosenthal . R. 
Holbrook. R. R . Spencer. E. Davis. B. B. Westfall. and F. De Eds. 
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division to a more liberal director of cancer research. At the 
NCI, he allowed-within their disciplines- considerable 
freedom of choice to his senior workers. However, he main· 
tained direct interest in all phases of the program and stead
fastly refused to allow set subdivisions in his organization. 
With the exception of pathology, he visualized the senior 
people as temporary chairmen of the activity, a plan that 
obviously gave him more direct control but in the long run 
was not compatible with bureaucratic personnel practices. 
His exemption of pathology from this pattern was probably 
influenced by pressures from higher levels to have pathology 
centralized for the whole of the National Institute of Health. 

It was not wise to undertake large new departures in 
research without his knowledge and consent, and he was 
well known for his recurrent question: "What does that have 
to do with cancer?" 

Voegtlin was respected but aloof. He was certainly the 
logical choice for the first Director, if such direction had to 
come from within the PHS. He recognized roles for cancer 
control activities, including statistics, and for clinical 
resources, which were developed at the Marine Hospital in 
Baltimore . However, he firmly believed that the laboratory 
had to provide the leadership in cancer research, and this 
pattern was laid for the NCI for over a decade. 

Dr. James M. Johnson (1883 - 1953), a chemist born in 
South Carolina and educated at Johns Hopkins, was the 
senior member-by age and years of service-of Voegtlin's 
staff. He transferred from the Division of Pharmacology to 
the NCI. Johnson carried out Voegtlin's leads and orders. 
Earlier in his career he was involved in the synthesis of 
arsphenamine, the flow of Which from Germany was inter
rupted by World War I, and in research on the role of 
glutathione. He characterized various chemical constituents 
in normal and tumor tissues. One of his last contributions 
was to show that the reports of higher dextro-glutamic acid 
content in tumors than in nonnal tissues were the results of a 
laboratory artifact (69) . 

Johnson was unswervingly loyal , and it would have been 
unth inkable for him to question his chief, whom he called 
Professor Voegtlin. 

During a period of expansion of cancer research at the 
Division of Pharmacology, 1928-30, the core of the staff 
that was eventually transferred to the NCI was added. 

Dr. Harold W. Chalkley (1887-1976) was an English-born 
graduate of J ohns Hopkins in physiology. He was interested 
in cell division and regeneration and used free-living 
animals such as the amoeba and hydra for his subjects. 
Chalkley had a fine feel for quantitative biologic measure· 
ments and is best known for a method of quantitative mor
phologic analysis of tissues that became known as the 
Chalkley technique (70). which he devised during his col
laborative studies with Dr. Glenn H . Algire (1907-58) on the 
development of blood vessels around tumors (71, 72). 

Chalkley was an ardent discussor of any topic, scientific, 
cultural, or political, an able artist , and a charming com· 
panion. He labored not mightily at the laboratory bench but 
spread his ideas and his enthusiasm to others. For years after 
Voegrlin's retirement , it was Chalkley's self-imposed duty 
and pleasure to keep the chiefs portrait in good repair by 
regular applications of oil. 

Dr. Herbert Kahler (1896- 1962), born in Oregon and 
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educated in biophysics at Cornell University, was one of 
those convenient gadgeteers who could invent, devise, Or 
repair anything mechanical (73). He made electrodes for 
measuring electrical resistance in tissues and an apparatus 
for milking mice (71). He was a pioneer in the use of 
ultracentrifuges and electron microscopes because he knew 
how they worked, and dysfunction on their part was a 
challenge to be resolved (75) . A thin, dark man with a slight. 
moustache, he kept to his last and took no part in the little 
conspiracies and undercuttings that are inevitable in 
human groupings . He was always pleasant, approachable, 
and helpful, but ruthless when he was holding a good poker. 
hand. Herb died of leukemia and refused to associate thiS' 
with his exposures to ionizing radiation. 

Dr. Wilton R. Earle (1902- 64), born in South Carolina 
and educated at Vanderbilt University, was the tissue 
culture expert (76). For many years only Dr. George Gey of 
Johns Hopkins was his competitor in devising increasingly 
more complicated methodology for their work. Both made 
practically impossible demands of their art, and their in
strumentation placed tissue culture beyond the reach of any 
other investigators to whom equal facilities were not avail
able. 

Earle demanded that everything had to be at least in 
duplicate, whether this be a gross of pencils br a set of sterile 
transfer rooms. 

Earle and Gey both sought to convert normal cells into 
neoplastic cells in vitro by exposure to carcinogenic 
hydrocarbons or radiation. Both observed such changes, 
which could not be related to the carcinogenic exposure and 
were probably spontaneous in origin (77-82). 

Tales abound about both of these pioneer tissue culture 
masters. For Earle, his life was full of "little folk" that in
terfered with his investigations. One such incident involved 
the inexplicable film of oil on his most precious glassware, 
no matter how rigorously washed in all sorts of corrosive 
acids. The phenomenon was finally traced to a night watch
man who warmed his cheese sandwiches in the constant
temperature incubator in which the glassware was kept. 
This led to the installation (in duplicate) of 24·hour 
temperature-monitoring devices. 

Years later, Dr. Harry Eagle (83) became Scientific Direc· 
tor of the NCI and quickly converted the complex in vitro 
procedures, with their expensive equipment and ap' 
propriate magical incantations, into a simplified tech
nology. The definition of the basic media so that they 
could be prepared commercially completed the conversion 
of the exclusive techniques of Earle and of Gey into pro· 
cedures within reach of all reasonably functional labora
tories . 

Voegtlin's group, with its special predilection for Hopkins 
graduates, did not discriminate against women. Mary E. 
Maver (1891-1975), a biochemist from the University of 
Chicago, contributed a long series of studies on enzymatic 
characteristics of tissues and tumors, with special interest in 
a group of proteolytic enzymes, the cathepsins, which un' 
fortunately correlated best with the amount of necrosis (84). 
Helen M. Dyer (1895- ) joined the pharmacology division 
as a young technician, returned to George Washington 
University to obtain a doctorate in biochemistry, and reo 
joined the NCI. She contributed to the metabolism studies 
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PHOT07.-Tissue cultu.re. cytology group, 1944. Left to Tight :]. H . Daniel . H . W. Chalkley. W . R. Earle. and G. H . Algire . 

of Wazo and fluorene carcinogens (8.5) and to the studies of 
~ physiologic factors in gastric function and compiled an 
uri)' index of chemicals that had been tested experimentally 
&I chemotherapeutic agents against cancer (86) . 

Dr. Roscoe R, Spencer (1888- ) was a commissioned of
rlC~r member of the pharmacology group . who became the 
~lStant chief of the NCI under Voegtlin and the second 
ctud upon Voegtlin's retirement in 1943. He was a Virgin
~n and obtained his doctorate from Johns Hopkins. 

Spenny. as he was called by his associates. was a bona fide 
m~ical hero. who had participated in the development of a 
'Uccessful tick vaccine against Rocky Mountain spotted fever 
IS i) .. His interests in cancer were primarily at a philo
~phlcallevel. with cancer as an example of species adapta
tlon. in a multicellular organism. He studied the effects of 
Qrcmogens and environmental factors such as temperature 
on small. free -living organisms (88, 89). The observations 
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were devoid of tests for genetic changes or biochemical 
markers and have left no impress. 

A pleasant man with a brush moustache and smiling face. 
Spenny was not an administrator. He tried his best to hold 
together a group of individualists during wartime condi
tions, with indifferent results. The Journal of the National 
Cancer Institute ONCI). established by Voegtlin in 1940. 
was beginning to atrophy from diminishing contributions, 
in part because he could not bear to continue his 
predecessor's edict of exclusive outlet from the staff. Finally 
a committee of the staff gently relieved him of his duties as 
editor. 

After the war, disaster struck Spencer when he testified 
before a Congressional Appropriations Committee that he 
did not think that an expanded budget for the NCI was 
justified. For a government official to intimate that more 
money is not essential is to reserve for himself a place at a 
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lower rung of bureaucratic Hades. Spencer was promptly 
replaced. His testimony was quickly corrected as an early ex
ample of misspokenness- what had been meant was that 
such budgetary increases had to be long term in nature and 
in commitment, with adequate preparatory training and 
new facilities. etc. 

No description of Voegtlin's pharmacology group and the 
early days of the NCI would be complete without the inclu
sion of Miss Ora Marshino. chief administrative officer. She 
was a lawyer who held the chiefs office in complete and ab 
solute sway. It was a sin for a secretary to light a cigarette in 
the office; any staff member, of any rank. who deviated 
from the chiefs orders or wishes had her to answer to. But 
Ora never was the dragon she appeared to be. She was a 
meticulous, knowledgeable. and irreplaceable administra
tive assistant for the National Advisory Cancer Council and 
for the NCI and an archivist who, long after her retirement. 
compiled histories of the NCI (3) and its Research Fellows 
(90) . She was invaluable to the chief and to everyone else in 
the place. but it took a long time to appreciate this . 

c. The Third Group: Research Fellows 

And so it came co pass that the ground for the NCI 
building was broken with appropriate ceremonies on Oc
tober 3, 1938. The Georgian three-story structure of red 
brick (photo 8) was carefully set peripherally to the main 
complement of the National Institute of Health. The tradi

tional Institute was a symmetrical five-building arrange
ment with the administrative building in the center. The 
central building boasted large white columns for its fronl, 
giving it a southern plantation look. 

The new activity. cancer, was tolerated but not complete. 
ly accepted by the microbe fighters who were the elite of the 
new campus. It was only after World War II that the Na. 
tional Cancer Institute Act was replicated for a series of new 
institutes. on heart, neurological diseases, and other disease 
categories. The National Institute of Health then became 
the plural National Institutes of Health. For years, however, 
the title above the administration building just had the "s· 
added to the word Institute, where it stood out like a cor. 
rected typographical error-testimony to astute economr 
that was presumably being practiced therein. 

The NCI building was completed by January 1940. The 
Boston group. however. moved in before the onset of incle
ment weather. during the previous October. Loaded on 
trucks. every piece of equipment. including some trash ca~ 
filled with trash. reached the new home. although some 
cages of animals were spilled on the way and a few ex
periments were ruined. Many of the laboratory attendants 
rode post. since the government by long custom paid for the 
travel of only those best able to pay and not of the lowlier 
employees. Only a few dieners and the secretaries remained 
behind. and even fewer eventually returned to Boston. II 
was a tightly knit group. 

The Washington contingent. of course. had fewer prob-

PHOT O 8. - The NCI building, Bethesda, Md., around 1955. 
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o g especially since all already were residents of 
.... moon hood f h bOld' 

.. 11 xpanded the staff by another cadre, recruited 

t-m" - ~ ,o moved by stages, as t ,e ms} e 0 t e Ul mg 
! ~ ByJanuary 1940, all were in place. 

- 0 

, ~~n :thority of research fellowships. Thirteen were 
• ti:JO. a . d b ..... '. t-d during 1938 and asslgne to Boston, Bar Har or, 

411 ~.:~ at their institution. Fifteen more were re
J d ring 1939 and 1940. Of the total of 28, 17 were ......~_ u 

• J or uansferred to Bethesda and two more to the 
.-..r--""" . 

. bcility at BaltImore. 
' I ~ ~ third gTouPof Research Fellows included some of the 

figu res of the subsequent two decades of the In
....I~ 

'" ,-, 
~ the original Research Fellows, Dr. Jesse P. 

_ --:a:~n (1902- 59) stands out (91). He was a workaholic 
\00 .. ::r.:uJ(. who began his career in New York even before 
... ~nr;: his doctorate from Brown University in 1930. An 
~ but traumatic tutelage at Harvard, Germany, and 
t-e,in- followed. This period left a mark on Greenstein, 
. I\c ~°nd how difficult it was at that time for a Jew to get a 
~ncnt position despite his arduous work and un
,.~ contributions to protein chemistry. An addition to 
• Wnih- resulted in a rebuke rather than an increase in his 

--uar y'stipend. The opening at the NCI represented a 
t.rc=. ,,·here he could continue his driving interests in 
~ Acids. yet fulfill his obligations to cancer research. 

rbt truth was that Greenstein was but peripherally in
...-:rd in cancer, for which he dramatically overcompen
_ -.n.;. 10 the benefit of cancer. The first four volumes of the 

contain S2 papers by Greenstein. The culmination was 
~ L.uic Biochemistry ofCancer (92, 93) of 1948 and 1954, 
;:"I.t ~ s)'Othesis of the subject since the contributions of 

Ouo Warburg in the 1920's. 
G.fC"t'nStein would set up procedures for the measurement 

.( C"QlJlnes. from acylase to zymohexase, train a technician 
",n the procedure, and have it done on a spectrum of 

c.-plamcd tumors and comparable normal tissues that 
~ han'ested for him by Dr. J. W. Thompson and others 
~ to the task. One of the more interesting findings 
~, Ur r~uction of liver catalase activity in tumor-bearing 
.-auls (94). Greenstein reached a generalization that 
CiI1::DOr. as a class converged biochemically in their enzymatic 
cil.&acteristics, a generalization that was made on estab
i.bc-d transplanted tumors and that was not as clear when 
'fGDt~neous neoplasms were examined. There was a rapid 
- of publications, often completed over the weekend 
~ng the experiments. The main talents of Greenstein 
.cd ~ associates in the meanwhile were applied to the 
~tK)n, synthesis, and biochemical study of amino acids, 
!rum which came many honored recognitions from his 
pc-m. 

Crttnstein was a driving, driven man, and his sudden 
<c"th by stroke at the early age of 57 deprived cancer 
~u(h of what by 1959 was its commanding figure in the 
!-rld of biochemistry. Many younger men thrived under his 
"u~g. but older associates who preferred different ap
P~~(hes or a more moderate pace were discarded or sought 
fdug~ dsewhere, In fact, another laboratory was eventually 
ut:.(~ for many of such refugees. 
~Cr~nstein's position and reputation were soon so high 

t hIS voice became important in administrative as well as 
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PHOT09.-j. P . Greenstein, about 1944. 

scientifi c policies of the NCI. The reorganization of the NCI 
effected by Scheele with the post-war expansion had the 
blueprint of Greenstein for the intramural laboratory por
tion of the plan. Greenstein may have become the Director 
of the NCI, but preferred to retain his hands on his retorts 
rather than to get involved in the paper problems of others. 
Had he accepted, the intramural program may have 
emerged much more structurally centralized and directed 
than it became under the benevolent laissez-faire of Dr. 
John R. Heller. 

During the 1930's there was considerable interest in nutri
tion and cancer. This interest has been a recurrent one in 
cancer research, with papers of supposition and postulations 
going back to the 19th century. The 1930 interest was stim
ulated by the demonstration that the growth of rodents was 
inhibited by large amounts of carcinogenic hydrocarbons, 
especially if the diet was low in its content of sulfur
containing amino acids. This led to the investigation of 
low-cystine diets in carcinogenesis. Leukemia elicited by 
percutaneous applications of 3-methylcholanthrene, hepa
tomas induced by azo dyes, and spontaneous mammary 
cancers indeed could be inhibited by the placement of the 
animals on low-cystine diets. However, the animals were a 
sorry-looking lot, thin, hairless, and shaky, and the conclu-
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sion was that the effect was a nonspecific one. Obviously, 
tissues possessing necessary nutritional factors were required 
for carcinogenesis as well as for normal growth (95, 96). 

A similar conclusion followed studies on the effect of 
vitamins on tumor growth . Deficiency in pantothenic acid 
or riboflavin inhibited tumor growth. but at levels that 
seriously interfered with the host's nutrition (97) . The 
primary investigators in this area were Dr. Julius White , a 
Research Fellow, and Dr. Harold P. Morris, a civil service 
scientist from the Department of Agriculture. 

Interest in nutritional factors in cancer subsided to a low 
ebb by 1950, after the careful work of Dr. Albert 
Tannenbaum in Chicago showed that tumor initiation and 
growth in mice were related nonspecific ally to the total 
caloric intake. White became chief of the Laboratory of 
Physiology and found a full -time occupation in its ad
ministration. Morris specialized in developing in rats stable 
transplantable hepatomas, which varied from aggressive , 
anaplastic types to growths that were hard to distinguish 
morphologically or biochemically from normal hepatic 
tissue. the so-called minimal deviation tumors . These 
tumors became a favored material for biochemists through
out the world and led to literally hundreds of publications, 
many with Morris as coauthor (98) . This work showed that 
the neoplastic state was a reversion of the tissue toward 
its emb ryonic und ifferentiation , reiterating in biochemical 
terms observations recorded by the histologists of the pre
vious century. 

A biochemist tra inee! in tissue metabolism techniques , Dr. 
Dean Burk was transferred from his post at Cornell Univer
sity. where he investigated a wide variety of tumors (99) . For 
reasons best known to himself, Burk became a proponent of 
irregul ar methods of cancer treatmen t and an embarrass
ment to the administrators. O ther biochemical talents were 
represented by Drs. Richard J. Winzler (1914- 72), W. vB. 
Robertson, andJ. Shack (100- 102). 

PHOTO IO .- H . P. Morris and C. Dubnik. about 1944, preparing ex· 
perimental diet for rats. 
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PHOTO 11. - W. E. Heston. about 1944. gjvingiv injections to mice. 

The research program of the NCI was also strengthened 
by the addition of more formally trained geneticists and 
pathologists than were represented by the incumbents. 

Dr. Walter E. Heston was moved from his temporary 
assignment at The Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, 
Maine, the center of mammalian cancer genetics developed 
by Little. Heston continued and expanded his studies on 
pulmonary tumors and heredity in mice; he attempted to 
localize tumor susceptibility to specific genes (103, 104). 
Later, experimental genetics was further enriched by the 
addition of Dr. Margar~t K. Deringer to the staff. 

Dr. W. Ray Bryan (1905 - 75) was transferred from his 
association with Dr. J. W. Beard at Duke University. His in
terests were in viruses, a controversial area of cancer 
research in 1940. The august Advisory Committee, headed 
by Murphy, that outlined approaches to fundamental 
cancer research (105) for the NCI concluded that: "The very 
exhaustive study of mammalian cancer has d isclosed a com· 
plete lack of evidence of its infectious nature"; this included 
viruses but presumably excluded chickens. And that was 
that, although by 1940 the milk factor in the etiology of 
mammary cancer in mice had been demonstrated by the 
geneticists of The Jackson Laboratory, and Dr. R . E. Shope 
of Rockefeller had further revived mammalian viral on· 
cology with his discoveries of the papilloma- carcinoma 
growths of the rabbit. Shope's discoveries also stimulated the 
re-entry of Rous into cancer research. 

Andervont . Bryan. and I at this point joined hands for an 
attack on the mammary tumor of the mouse. We took on 
the biologic- genetic, viral. and endocrinologic areas for in
dividual emphasis. There were no formal protocols. as such 
arrangements eventually became known . The group met 
practically daily, usually at the brown-bag lunch period, 
and it was of an ideal size for intimate and constant interac· 
tions. With the collaboration of other members of the staff. 
the work culminated in the fi rst monograph that emanated 
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he l\CI. A Symposium on Mammary Tumors in Mice 
~ I I contained the first evidence for the antigenic prop

j Ff o! \he milk factor, obvious implication of its viral 
~ . ~nd exhaustive data on the endocrinologic, genetic, 

.r.'-~ ' ....I and other factors that influenced the ap
~~IIO.- . 

_ 0«" of the neoplasms_ 
~~. problem of mammary tumors. in .mice. and the m~lk-
~ttt"d virus that was mvolved In Its etiology was Im

e ~.n ll)' slow for virologists and biochemists, since the 
...... ' of samples depended on the appearance of tumors, 
..bi. took some 12 months to emerge even in the more 
__~ibk strains. Bryan somehow convinced Voegtlin that 
iM ow and Shope viruses. with which he had worked 
~1l)' at Duke (107). could be considered chemical 
~ with peculiar characteristics. Part of the attic became 
• (tucl.m yard. and Bryan initiated his now classic quan
tIU! l"f'(' bioassay studies on the Rous agent (108). Before 
~~ _ ~·er. he prepared himself with an analysis of quan
~ dose-response data with polycyclic hydrocarbons. 
~b quantitation was a late comer to chemical car
.~. starting at the behest of Fieser during the last 
~__: of c~ Boston group (109). 

Wuch later, in the 1950·s. Bryan became one of the 
~ of the extensive viral cancer program, but his 
c...J,rotJ lay in his own work and not in administrative ar
,~ents between diverse and often competing research 
-«len ",·ho sought support under the program. Burdened 
..., • t.id wife, Bryan was semiretired to a honorific post un

t.r died in 1976. a victim of emphysema caused by the 
ucurtl~ he continually smoked (110). 

tun"'ell continued to compile data on chemicals that 
a...c! bttn tested for carcinogenic activity. The original 
~me appeared in mimeograph form and listed 696 com
f'O"nds. of which 169 were said to have elicited cancer in ex
prnmental animals. A decade later, in 1951 . data had ac
c.mwated on 1.329 compounds. of which 322 were 
tTpOrtf'd as positive (111). Today the listing is in the 
u.ausands, and subsequent volumes were made possible only 
~ ~ of computers. Hartwell soon went to other involve
IlWUts. including exploration of botanicals for carcinostatic 
taufcc::s. after working with Shear on podophyllotoxin as one 
tUmple. 
D~ . Harold F. Blum. with long experience in photody

t.&a:uc processes and reactions to ultraviolet radiation. ini
Clattd exact. quantitative studies on ultraviolet car
ODOgm~is in mice (112, 113). Dr. Paul S. Henshaw ex
plDdf'd research in radiobiology. 

1hc pathology group added several young associates. Dr. 
G Burroughs Mider (114) conducted investigations on in
~ skin tumors and leukemia in mice. He refused to 
~~e under Stewart's hegemony over pathology and left 
thr- !'\CI after 3 years, later to return as its Associate Director 
Cl Chotrge of Research and thence to Associate Director of 
:~ !'\ational Institutes of Health in 1955. Dr. Jesse E. 
~wards (11.5) was interested in induced hepatomas and 
t~nd that carbon tetrachloride was a hepatocarcinogen in 
:!lJ.c~. After a couple of years he departed for the Mayo 
Cliruc and made a prominent name for himself in the 
~l~ology.of the heart . Dr. Albert J . Dalton. a cytologist. re
~lned wah the NCI for his whole career. He emerged as an.uth . . 

onty 10 electron microscopy (116). 
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D. NCI Takes Shape 

By mid-1940, the NCI was a going concern, in a building 
proudly proclaiming its name for its intramural laboratories 
and for regular meetings of the National Advisory Cancer 
Council to set policy and to recommend the disbursement of 
grant funds. It also had a clinical facility in Baltimore and a 
publication of its own. 

Writers and photographers from Life, the weekly il
lustrated member of the Time- Life empire , came to caU, 
probably by carefully stimula ted invitation rather than 
spontaneously. The NCI and cancer research were described 
in the June 17. 1940, issue of Life. The article included a 
dramatic photograph of a posed staff meeting (photo 12). 

Voegtlin was in complete charge over the activity.and 
was, in effect . also the executive officer for the extramural 
grant program. The extramural activities were under direct 
control of the National Advisory Cancer Council (at that 
time, the advice was to the Surgeon General). There was an 
executive secretary of the Council. originally Dr. Ludwig 
Hektoen, retired professor of pathology from Chicago who 
was brought over from his post with the National Research 
Council. Hektoen. a pleasan t. soft-spoken man long past his 
prime, spent a few days at the NCI before and after the 
meetings of the Council. The detailed work fell upon Ora 
Marshino in keeping records and in translating the actions 
of the Council , as approved by the Surgeon General , by 
guiding fund allocations through the bureaucracy . 

T he National Institute of Health, wi th the NCI as its com
ponent. had two personnel systems. The top administrative 
posts were carefully guarded pr.eserves of the commissioned 
corps of the PHS. The other system was the Federal civil ser
vice. Voegtlin, a civil service employee as head of the Divi
sion of Pharmacology. was admitted to the corps on his 
designation as Director of NCI. During the war he proudly 
wore his four-stripe uniform. 

Most of the scientific staff were under c'vil service. and 
the Research Fellows after variable periods were absorbed 
into the civil service ranks, with a few of the M.D.'s opting 
for the commissioned corps. The duality of personnel sys
tems led to problems, of course; it certainly was not a tidy 
arrangement welcomed by business managers. Yet it had its 
advantages, providing more than one w~y of doing things. 
For one thing, officers were considered mobile and could be 
transferred more easily than the civil servants. 

The officer- civil service differences were exploited as 
status symbols by some of the staff and their wives, especially 
those known in the army as guardhouse lawyers. They took 
great delight in comparing various real and imagined ad
vantages and disadvantages of one group over the other. 
NCI seemed singularly free of this diversion and. for that 
matter. of all group social affairs. Voegtlin and his wife were 
not socializers. and all other groupings, around the usual 
games or dances . were spontaneous or informal, or mostly 
nonexistent. The Andervonts , Andy and Letha , held annual 
New Year's Eve shindigs , with piano playing by Mary 
Shimkin and the singing of nostalgic songs, on and off key. 
and enough alcohol to remember the next day. The usual 
womanizing. at the level permitted or ignored in those days. 
of course went on. and a few romances even led to mar
riages. Alcoholism , compulsive gambling, and other social 
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PHOTO 12. - Staff of the NCI . 1940. Reproduced from Life, June 17. 1940. through Herbert Gehr. Life Magazine copyright Time Inc. Lejl to right: M. B. 
Shimkin. H . Kahler. M. J. Shear. M. B. Melroy. H . L. Chalkley. R. R. Spencer. M. E. Maver. P. S. Henshaw. H. L . Stewart. E. Lorenz. F. C. Turnrr. 
and W . R . Earle. 

vices were kept underground , and the few divorces that oc
curred awaited the more permissive post-war period. The 
NCI staff of 1940 by 1976 standards would be considered 
staid and certainly nO( with-it , but it did not consider itself 
bored, deprived, or depraved . 

Voegtlin reported to the Director of the National Institute 
of Health, and Dr. Lewis R . Thompson was an easy rider for 
such a smooth, no· wave activity as the NCI under Voegtlin. 
It was not wise for any staff member to go out of channels 
regarding anything that had to do with cancer or the NCI. 

The policy, that elusive phantom used to enforce personal 
wishes. was one of iron·clad separation of the intramural 
staff and the extramural affairs of the NCI. The meetings of 
the Council, held four times a year and chaired by the 
Surgeon General , were closed, confidential , and confined . 
Voegtlin wanted no help from the outside with his direction 
and, at the same time, wanted no criticisms that the in· 
tramural personnel would profit from intimate knowledge 
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of grant requests from scientists from other institutions. This 
sharp separation persisted and was considered sacrosanct. 
until the arrival of the contract mechanism of supportill! 
research during the 1950's, which eventually required par
ticipation of intramural scientists as legal project officers. 
The questions of confidentiality of grant requests and the 
public right to know about the deliberations of advisory 
bodies to the government were to come up even later. 

The designed isolation of the intramural staff from the 
extramural activities of the cancer program was further 
abetted by complete control over tTavel and reviews of aD 
manuscripts and memoranda going beyond its walls by tt,>.e 
Director's office- meaning the Director himself- unless 11 

could be stopped by his administrative assistant. 
Voegtlin did not have a firm organizational pattern. for 

his intramural staff, preferring to designate his senior SCIen

tists as temporary chairmen of activities. He visualized a 
series of interdisciplinary groups working on specific prob-
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lems but hoped that these would arise with a minimum of 
help and persuasion on his part. He did issue indirect 
orders, or suggestions, enforced by the allocation of funds, 
that biochemical characterization of tumor tissue, nutri
tional factors in tumor origin and growth, carcinogenesis in 
tissue culture, and studies of gastric cancer had high priori
ty. Some of the older biochemists from his pharmacology 
group were assigned to act as property managers and sup
pliers of animals and tissues to the more active researchers. 

The whole intramural activity was sufficiently small to 
have direct guidance from the chief. About 100 people 
formed the staff, which included everyone from the janitors 
to the front office. All were housed in one building, which 
had six floors-the three official stories, an attic, a base
ment, and a sub-basement. The first floor, on the left of the 
entrance, had the Director's suite, including conference 
rooms and a cubbyhole for the Managing Editor of the 
JNCI. On the right side of the first floor were the biologists, 
with Andervont's personally handled mouse strains occupy
ing the rear half of the area. This, and a few other animal 
areas, were the only air-conditioned spaces in the building. 
In 1940, summer in Washington, or even in the more for
runate Bethesda, which was at a higher elevation from the 
swamps upon which the Capitol was built, was not con
ducive to labor. When the temperature reached 90 and 
bumidity went over 100, the personnel were dismissed to 
continue sweating at home. Actually, a better rule would 
bave been the point at which the chair stuck to one's bottom 
",·hen one attempted to rise. Mice did poorly under such 
conditions, and they had first call for preservation. 

The second floor was allocated pnmarily to biochemistry, 
with Greenstein holding sway on the right and Shear on the 
left. The third floor was for the pathologists and the tissue 
culture suite of Earle. Biophysics and the heavy equipment. 
such as ultracentrifuges and electron microscopes that were 
coming to the fore, were housed in the basement and the 
sub·basement, along with more animal rooms, with mice, 
rats, and guinea pigs being almost exclusively the material. 
Except for the stocks of the geneticists, the animals were im
ported by purchase from the few breeding laboratories that 
existed at the time. The animal facilities of the National In
stitutes of Health were yet to be developed, and there was a 
permanent disagreement about the quality of mice from 
\'arious sources. Problems of quarantine and uniformity of 
diet were constantly being discussed. Cancer research was 
one of the earliest of scientific fields to recognize and accept 
the need for genetically defined, environmentally uniform 
animals for their work, which included standard diets and 
hlowledge of the disease spectrum that always lurked in the 
background. To other scientists, even at the National In
stitutes of Health, inbred, homozygous animals seemed ab
normal and not representative, and the questions of uniform 
diet seemed almost unreasonable pickiness. Perhaps the fact 
that total life-time studies were often required in cancer 
research, whereas for much other research the time span was 
rnuch shorter, was involved in the lack of understanding. 

The sub-basement also housed radiologic equipment and 
$~me radium. Lorenz, not a tidy investigator by any defini
lion. so contaminated the area with radioactivity that some 
rOOms had to be sealed off for years after his demise. 

The attic was the storeroom and eventually also the 
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chicken yard for Bryan's work on the Rous tumor viruses. 
Voegtlin was insistent upon having a periodical publica

tion for the NCI. In 1938, the only cancer journal in the 
United States, the AmericanJoumal of Cancer, was going 
under financially, and the AACR, for which it was the house 
organ, was attempting to continue it under a new title, 
Cancer Research. Both Cancer Research and the ]NCI ap
peared in 1940, the former as a monthly, the latter as six 
issues per year (117). 

The orders to the intramural staff were that all papers by 
them were to appear in the new publication of the NCI. The 
only exceptions, granted individually by the chief, were 
some papers on the chemical isolation of amino acids by 
Greenstein_ This makes the contents of the first few volumes 
of the]NCI a good record of the NCI research (118). 

Volume 1, 1940- 41, of theJNCI consisted of 863 pages, of 
which 61 were devoted to the proceedings of a conference on 
gastric ca~er. There were 44 original research papers, five 
scientific r wiews, and three administrative repor~s, all by 53 
authors. At that time, multiple authorships were not com
mon; the a erage number of authors per paper was two. 
Division of tHe scientific staff into three groups shows that 29 
papers were! by the ex-Boston contingent, 16 by the ex
Washingto~1 people, and 21 were by the new infusion of 
Research Fjllows. Voegtlin was the editor, selecting his con
sultants 9n an ad hoc individual basis as and when he felt 
such t;onsultation was needed; except in pathology, it 

/'
s:!90m was. 

- .-- As to the eventual fate of the members of the original 
staff, Spencer became the next Director of the NCI, serving 
from 1943 to 1947. He was replaced by Scheele, who was the 
Director for less than a year 15efore being designated the 
Surgeon General. Scheele's connections with cancer research 
were administrative, and he was not identified as one of the 
boys. He led the NCI into one of its expansions. put it in the 
hands of Heller, and left for bigger arenas , leaving no 
publications to record his views or contributions. 

When the organization of the NCI was formally divided 
into sections, which were then promoted to branches, and 
eventually to laboratories , five became headed by alumni of 
the Boston group and two by previous Research Fellows. 
Mider reached the highest adminictrative levels upon his 
return to the NCI as its Scientific Director under Heller. 
Perhaps as another indication of either relative ability or ag
gressiveness of the three groups, four of the Boston con
tingent eventually were elected to the presidency of the 
AACR. From the Washington group, only Voegtlin reached 
this august post; indeed, he was the only Director of the NCI 
to doso. 

The staff assembled once a month, or on the call of the 
chief, for scientific conferences, at which the results of 
research or plans were discussed as selected by the chief, who 
chaired the meetings. Occasionally a prominent visitor 
would be invited. Leo Loeb, the grand old man of cancer 
research from St. Louis, was the first such speaker, and his 
carefully edited remarks were published in the]NCI. 

The chief did not welcome technical assistants at the 
meetings nor their representation on publications. Their 
presence was limited to those specifically involved in the 
work to be presented, and their listing on publications re
quired vigorous defense. 
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There was full discussion at the staff meetings. which were 
restricted to research . Administrative matters were the ex· 
clusive province of the chief. to be discussed with individual 
members on an ad hoc basis . if at all. 

The format and course of the meetings soon became 
established. in line with the personalities involved . The 
more aggressive younger or ambitious individuals could be 
depended on to be heard from. to attract attention. or to get 
a dig at a senior adversary . Two or three of the latter were 
guaranteed to speak their piece. no matter what the topic. 
reinforcing the audience with their wisdom and experience. 
The alumni of the Washington group were characteristically 
a silent lot. tending to sit on the back rows and to become in
volved in introspection . In the days before air conditioning. 
it was pleasant to drowse under the large. sunny windows. 

No minutes were kept of these informal sessions. which 
were always finnly controlled and terminated strictly on 
time. The real interactions between the scientists occurred 
in dail y contacts. consultations. and bull sessions. usually at 
lunch or toward the end of the day. The brown-baggers 
assembled: the biologists around Andervont . the pathol
ogists around Stewart. and the biochemists around 
Greenstein. Administratively more ambitious individuals 
made it a point to walk to the central building where. in line 
or in th~ cafeteria. they could see. hear. be seen. and even 
be heard . 

The first formal conference was on gastric cancer. 
organized ",-ith great care by the chief. The conference was 
held in the largest auditorium on the top floor of the ad
ministra tion building of the_National Institutes of Health. A 
memoraf'!dum to the staff announced that their attendance 
was welcome. but that they were to sit back of the roped-off 
section of the auditorium and that they were not to enter 
into the discussions unless specifically invited to do so . Ex· 
cept for the few on the program. no one from the staff ap ' 
peared at the meeting. 

The gastric conferences were repeated in New York in 
1944 {l19) and in 1946 (120) and represented an early at
tempt at a programmatic approach to cancer. Intramurally. 
investments on attempts to produce experimental cancer in 
mice (121) and rats (I22) were ur.successful. Dr. Morris K . 
Barrett (1900- 67). who emerged as a surgeon during the 
war (123). did write a scholarly review (124) on approaches 
to the problem. but by then the interests had dissipated. 

E. The Outlanders 

The 1937 National Cancer Act was broadly coached. its 
purposes being stated as " . .. conducting researches, in
vestigations, experiments and studies relating to the cause, 
diagnosis , and treatment of cancer. ·j It would require a 
lawyer to explain the subtle differences between researches. 
investigations. experiments. and studies. but the goal of 
prevention, diagnosis . and treatment of cancer is clear here 
as well as through other provisions of the Act. Certainly 
clinical activities. statistics. epidemiology, and what became 
known as cancer control were implicitly included in the in
terpretative. if not the spelled-out directions to be taken . 

The original formulation of the NCI. intramurally as well 
as extramurally. included these activities. but they were less 
evident than the more visible laboratory studies . They also 
tended to be forgotten even more quickly. 
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As far as statistics of cancer are concerned. the analyses of 
mortality data by Schereschewsky (25) in the mid-1920's 
were expanded and updated by a series of publications by 
Gover (125) . These were issued between 1939 and 1941 from 
the Division of Public Health Methods. on funds a\locatt'd 
from the NCI. Gover is identified as an associate statistician 
which is about all that is known about her. • 

Dr. Harold F. Dorn (1906 -63). a senior member of the 
Division of Public Health Methods. undertook a pion('tt 
survey of the incidence of cancer in ten metropolitan areas 
of the United States. The basic data were gathered betwccn 
1937 and 1939. but the final report appeared in 1944 (126). 
Approximately a decade later. 1948-49, the survey was 
repeated in the same areas and in more extensive fom,. 
These surveys are benchmarks in the field of cancer statistics 
and epidemiology (127) . . 

Dorn was an economist by training and specialized in 
studies involving large populations. He was for two decades 
the chief statistician not only for the NCI but for the whole 
National Institutes of Health. Dorn was a quiet. reservct\ 
person who avoided arguments, kept his own counsel, and 
achieved what he wa.s after by dogged pursuit. Followin! 
World War II he became increasingly more involved in in. 
ternational studies and affairs; he held the office of 
Secretary-General of the International 'Union Against 
Cancer until his untimely death from carcinoma of tht 
kidney. Dorn realized that the true dimensions of research in 
epidemiology had to involve the whole world and that tht 
Uni ted States alone was too homogenized and too limited for 
such endeavors. 

Cancer epidemiology at the NCI in 1939- 40 was allocated 
to one room near the chiefs office. From there. two ac· 
tivities eventually surfaced. One was a survey of radiation 
protection in hospitals. in connection with the program of 
radium loans. Cowie and Scheele (128) found. as is almost 
inevitable in such surveys, that there was much to be desired 
in the safety compliances. The other activity was an evalua· 
tion of breast cancer therapy (129) based on records gleaned 
from nine large cancer hospitals by Dr. James Hawkins 
(1909- 72) . The prevailing view was that. until the preven· 
tion of cancer became practical on a public health scale. the 
control of the disease was dependent on cancer therapy. 

In 1940 there was mighty little to deploy in cancer preven· 
tion. The Papanicolaou vaginal smear procedure emerged 
with a 1941 publication. but it was years before it became 
broadly accepted among clinicians and pathologists. The 
public education campaigns of the ASCC emphasized 
awareness of symptoms and the allay of fear. Breast self-ex· 
amination was being cautiously discussed in committees. 
with the usual alarms against the fanning of cancerophobia. 

Until the conclusion of the war and the post -war expan
sion. epidemiology at the NCI was practically restricted to 
public health statistics. Epidemiology as a research method 
in the search for causes was first represented by a study of 
Henshaw and Hawkins (130) . By the simple device of count
ing deaths from leukemia among radiologists and among 
other physicians. these authors showed the higher risk 
among radiologists. which they attributed to exposure to 
ionizing radiation. 

Cancer statistics as gathered and analyzed by Dom abo 
gave rise to some hypotheses of cause. The predominant 
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and the most obvious, was the geographic distribution 
o:'le, I d I' h h' I ' r5kin cancer, re ate to exposure to sun 19 t. T IS re atlOn-
Jli p, of course, was known for at least two decades and sug

ted by dermatologists of the 19th century. 
'~n regard to therapy, surgery held full sway, with radia
lion considered only as an ancillary method. The NCI pur
hased 9.5 g radium for loans to over 50 approved hospitals; 
\' 1943, some 7,000 patients had received treatments with 

theloaned radium. But modern radiotherapy, as developed 
10 France. became a significant feature of cancer treatment 
In the United States only following World War II. 

Clinical activities of the NCI were developed at the 
M~rine Hospital (subsequently renamed U.S. Public Health 
Sen'ice Hospital) in Baltimore, about 50 miles north of 
fk'thesda. Dr. John E. Wirth (1905-65), a surgeon trained 
.at Memorial Hospital in New York and working at the 
wt'dish Hospital in Seattle, Washington, was given the task 

of organizing a 100-bed tumor clinic. It was equipped with 
,wo 250-kV radiation units and a facility for the storage of 
r.ldium and production of radon seeds. The latter, in
cluding design of a deep well for immediate use in case of an 
.a ir raid or other disaster, was the work of a shy physicist, Dr. 
John E. Rose (131)_ He and Wirth were initially employed as 
R~arch Fellows. 

The tumor clinic was supposed to receive all cancer pa
:1('nl5 admitted to PHS facilities east of the Mississippi . Such 
rrferral was ordered by an official memorandum from the 
urgeon General. Compliance. however, was something 

tiS(', since surgeons of the system were not about to forego 
their most interesting cases elsewhere. Radiotherapy can
ci1dates were usually available, particularly for recurrences 
.after unsuccessful surgery. 

The tumor clinic added Dr. Juan A. del Regato, a 
french-trained Cuban physician, as the radiotherapist. 
There began a long debate concerning the proper role of 
udiation in the treatment of cancer. The Memorial 
Hospital training looked upon radiation as an adjunct under 
order by cancer surgeons. del Regato exemplified the mod
nn VIew of radiotherapy and radiobiology as specialties , 
with primary treatment of some forms of cancer as its 
responsibility. The war interrupted further developments. 
\\'~n Wirth returned from his wartime duties, he found 
t~t he was not to assume charge of the clinical cancer 
i.acilities planned for Bethesda and went into private prac
tice in California. del Regato transferred to the cancer 
hospital at Columbia, Missouri, and there wrote with Dr. 
Lauren Ackerman one of the best one-volume treatises of 
nncer, which has gone through four editions and has been 
tanslated into Spanish and Polish (132). 
Tht tumor clinic had a laboratory that was supposed to 

d('\'elop a research program as well as to do the necessary 
~thology and other specialized procedures. Interactions 
~(~'een the laboratories in Bethesda and the tumor clinic in 
&himore were minimal. On occasion, a biochemist would 
npress interest in tumor tissue of human origin. usually 
..h'er stimulation by the chief, or Wirth would come to 
8~lhesda for periodic visits with the chief and suggest some 
(ol~aborative endeavor. Arrangements would be made to 
ddlver specimens but would soon falter from lack of real in
:crcst or various difficulties and misunderstandings. Lab
or.tory scientists tend to consider clinicians as conveniences, 
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not to be included in the original plans or the eventual 
publications, unless they happen to think of mentioning 
them in a footnote of acknowledgment. Clinicians with an 
idea of performing some determinations on human tissue 
reciprocally consider the laboratory workers as handy tech
nicians who should be delighted to do such work. These di 
vergent attitudes provided ample room for misunderstand
ings in both directions. 

The period of 1940 was a decade or more before bio
metrically designed clinical trials were medically accepted. 
It was even before retrospective stu dies were part of the ex
perience of clinicians, or even before standardized defini 
tions and analyses of therapeutic results . There was, of 
course, little to test or to analyze other than surgical pro
cedures. In 1941, however , Dr. Charles Huggins of Chicago 
opened the modem era of cancer chemotherapy with his 
observations on the ameliora tive effect of diethylstilbestrol 
in advanced cancer of the prostate . A modest trial of sc im
planted diethylstilbestrol pellets was undertaken at the 
tumor clinic in Baltimore (133). The chief reason for the 
procedure was that the patien ts there could not be relied 
upon to take the medication orally. 

F. Other Parts of the Forest 

The period around 1940 had no unifying or predominant 
scientific hypothesis regard ing th cause or cure of cancer. 
There were proponents of the W arburg concept of cancer as 
a cellular adjustment to anoxia , becoming manifc:; ted as 
anaerobic glycolysis in tumor tissue. The concept of a 
common-denominator enciogenous carcinogen based uP9n 
cholesterol lost proponents with t!le introduction of azo--dyes 
into the field of chemical carc·nogens. 

Cancer research around 1940 was also laboring under 
some premature and unfounded conclusiop.5 tha t were 
voiced by many of the leading investigators of the day. One 
was that cancer was not an infection and that virus research 
in cancer was a waste of time, despite the examples of the 
fowl sarcomas, mammary tumors in mice, and rabbit 
p apillomas. This negative attitude was to be overcompen
sated ,two decades later, when virus research was going to 
solve the problem of neoplasi a . Another premature consen
sus was that neoplastic growth , other than transplanted 
tumors, exerted no immunologic reactions in the host. Dr. 
William Woglom (134) , a scholar of cancer and a wri ter of 
thoroughly documented , lucid papers, labeled immunologic 
research on cancer as an unpromising area by his review of 
1929. A similar attitude existed against chemotherapy. In a 
famous statement, Woglom (13.5) likened the search for 
systemic agents against cancer with a search for chemicals 
that would dissolve the left ear and leave the other ear in 
place. Being a cautious scientist, he left a small loophole in 
his analogy by saying that it was "almost, but not quite" ap
propriate. 

Indeed, many scientists of the time considered research on 
cancer a waste of time and a graveyard for scientific reputa
tions . There was an example of this , too , in the only Nobel 
Prize to be given for cancer research up to 1966. This was in 
1926 , when it was awarded to Dr. Johannes Fibiger of Den
mark, for his intriguing investigations in rats of gastric 
cancer which he related to an organism transmitted by 
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cockroaches that the rats ingested. This work could not be 
duplicated by others and is still an enigma- for everyone ac
cepts that Fibiger was a thoroughly honest , astute, and 
capable pathologist. The prize probably should have gone, 
or at least have been divided with, Yamagiwa ofJapan, who 
introduced the induced tar tumor into cancer research 
(136). Then, as now, such prizes place higher value on 
novelty , elegance, and complexity of procedure than on 
simplicity or utility. 

In the environment of 1940, a single, general direction to 
cancer research was neither wise nor possible. Retrospective
ly, the leitmotifs were in chemical carcinogenesis, biochem 
ical , primarily enzymatic searches for differences between 
normai and cancer tissues, and the effects of nutrition on 
tumor growth and its host . 

It is easy to fall into chauvinism and to overevaluate the 
importance of one's own institution . The NCI , however, was 
important from its beginning. Cancer research even on an 
international scale in 1940 was such a modest endeavor that 
the entry of the NCI did produce a quantum -jump expan
SIOn . 

The national scope of the cancer research activities is well 
reflected by the size of the AACR, our oldest professional 
cancer society, which goes back to 1907 (137). In 1940 it had 
about 200 members . Its annual meeting that year , in Pitt 
burgh , was held conveniently in one large room. There were 
40 papers on the program and p lenty of time for discussions . 

T he 1940 meeting of the AACR in Pittsburgh saw a 
rebellion of the younger members against the older poobahs 
who since 1907 had considered the organization as a priva te 
club with self-perpetuating officers and directors. Over the 
unbelieving, cataleptic r age of the old guard, the constitu 
tion was rewri tten to allow all m embers to vote for the board 
of d irectors and to int roduce a greater measure of demo
cratic procedure in the selection of its members and pro
grams. The AACR then began steady growth toward be· 
com ing the most prestigious professional organization in 
cancer research in the world . Gradually, the NCI and the 
American Cancer Society (ACS) accepted supportive roles 
and unden vrote the AACR p ublication , Cancer Research, 
as an outlet for research reports for which they had made 
fiscal allocations. Of cour e , fiscal aid implies some control , 
but in 'this relationship , with constant vigil , control and in
terference were minimized . T here are definite advantages to 
having officers of a p rofessional organization also serve as 
counselors to the agencies that disburse funds. 

The Federal budget for cancer under the National Cancer 
Act did not shut off or reduce private or State funds for 
cancer , despite the fears expressed by those who view any in
cursion of the government with alarm. Rather, the national 
program primed the pump . In New York, Alfred P . Sloan 
and Charles Kettering donated funds from their General 
Motors profits to found the Sloan-Kettering Institute as the 
research arm of the Memorial Hospital. In Wisconsin , the 
McArdle endowment served as the basis for a cancer 
laboratory there . In Texas, the M. D. Anderson money per
formed a similar function for the University of Texas at 
Houston. These were the seeds from which arose the largest 
and the most eminent cancer institutes in the United States. 
Each was assisted by funds from the national allocations for 
cancer. Each trained and developed scores of scientists and 
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clinicians who were to expand the research attack against 
cancer in the years to follow . These developments. of course, 
had to awai t the conclusion of World War II . 

Internationally. England and Germany were in the fore
front of cancer research in 1937, the latter country already 
being intellectually disemboweled by the Nazis. In Ger
many, Warburg was still the doyen of biochemistry, and the 
Zeitschrift Jur KrebsJorschung still a leading cancer research 
journal. In England. the Kennaway group in London set the 
pattern and pace of chemical research in cancer. The older 
Imperial Cancer Research Fund was in the doldrums, 
because its Director. Gey. espoused the "iral etiology of 
cancer- prematurely and on inadequate evidence. In 
japan. research on cancer. originaiiy grouped around the 
great Yamagiwa. oriented itself around T_ Yoshida and azo 
dye carcinogenesis_ One of his associates. R. Kinosita. in Oil 

tour of the United States just before the war. spread the 
word and made hepatomas in rats a favorite material for 
biochemists. The liver was a better control for hepatoma 
than most tumor-normal tissue pairs and also provided such 
interesting variants as fetal liver. regenerating liver. and 
liver damaged by noncarcinogenic toxins. 

The Fourth International Cancer Congress was scheduled 
to be held in 1939 in Atlantic City. By then. few in
vestigators could come from Europe. although the lights 
were not being dimmed as yet in the United States_ This was 
the last one for the duration_ 

At the NCI the war made its inevitable impact ; its effects 
began to be felt with the reorientation of the national 
posture and the universal draft. Although most of the pro
fessional staff were beyond the age of service. there were 
members of the reserves, younger technical assistants. and 
the pull toward enlistment in a war with a popular cause. 
Thus the NCI had but a year of the initial st ructure visual
ized by Voegtlin before it had to batten down its hatches for 
the duration. . 

Voegtlin and the responsible administrators of the PHS 
retained biomedical research activities as viably as possible. 
For this. some defense-oriented work that seemed also to 
bear on cancer was located_ Perhaps the most important of 
such research was in radiation. as part of the Manhattan 
Project that culminated in the atomic bomb. Active plans 
for a post-war expansion also were pursued without inter· 
ruption. 

It was the best of times. and not the worst of times_ The 
virtues of smallness are often exaggerated, but even in 19<W 
the older alumni of the original Boston and WashingtoD 

groups were sighing nostalgically for the good old days of 
less than a decade before. 

They had not seen anything yet! 

IV. WAR AND CONSEQUENCES, 1942-48 

World War II divides the history of the 20th centuI}'. 
scientifically as well as politically . It marks the rise of the 
United States to preeminence in biomedical sciences, in part 
due to the contributions by American scientists and in part 
due to the destruction of European scientific institutions. 

Cancer research and the NCI reflected the changes duro 
ing this period. Thus a description of the national move
ments in biomedical science is necessary to u.nderstand and 
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, oncology in proper perspective within the broader 
~of biomedkal research. 
em 

A.. National Attitudes 

"I no time during the involvement of the United States in 
t\:nd War II was there any but the most optimistic view of 
", (!{Ilcome. Military defeats were but temporary setbacks, 
~ Ihe destruction and horror of war never touched the 
~Iand. As a consequence, egen during the depths of the 
.~I . lhinking, planning, and preparation for the post-war 
~ff\' and expansion were being actively pursued. 

Sclc'n'ce and its yields loomed large and obvious. The ex
~ of the atomk bomb, first in the desert of New Mex
.."t' and tragically next over Japan, was perhaps the most 
¢!"&milic and important event in contemporary history. The 
~can public was quickly acquainted with the scientific 
.,nUllS that released this new form of energy and cataclysmic 
~ruction. 

The American public also became acquainted with the 
e:~c1es of medicine that were being offered to our fighting 
1!:ICn. miracles of surgery made possible by blood replace
.-=1, control of shock, and the antibiotics and miracles of 
~ti\'e medicine that controlled epidemics. For the first 
u:D( in history, disease produced less casualties than the 
tr'.uma of combat. 
~ ~illing drafting of science for the war effort was ef

knr'Ci by President Roosevelt by the creation of the Office of 
Xx'nufic Research and Development (OSRD). under Dr. 
\·.n~·ar Bush. In this organization, medical affairs were 
8Ddcr the chairmanship of Dr. A. N. Richards, phar
t1acologist from the University of Pennsylvania. OSRD. in 
~ capacity or another, involved the total potential of 
tOmce, and. in its functions, academicians were in
Catinguishable from their colleagues in uniform. In its 
councils and by its products. the organization demonstrated 
Uac power of sc:;ience, a power that could be applied to 
f'Qcetime purposes as to those of war. Bush. in his 1945 
rrpon, "Science- the Endless Frontier," outlined the vistas, 
.nd Dr. John R. Steelman, in his report of 1947 , developed 
t.be thesis. 

OSRD was a wartime agency, and its replacement by a 
Xational Science Foundation was blocked by President 
Truman because its directorate as initially proposed was 
tm\oved from sufficient governmental controls. Also . it was 
-bUillized that biomedical research would be transferred to 
an expanded National Institute of Health rather than to the 
an.- science agency, which would be concerned with the so
ulled basic sciences (5, 138). 

\':hile these issues were being contested in Washington, a 
onntnal development was taking place in New York. There 
the wealthy advertisement magnate, Albert Lasker. and his 
..,fe Mary became interested in biomedical research. The 
...!fliction of their cook with cancer was a trigger of this in
InC'St, and it was accentuated some years later when Albert 
~er developed a fatal cancer of the large intestine. 

The Lasker fortune could have established a research in
' titution along the format of the Rockefeller Institute for 
lledical Research. But Albert Lasker thought in bigger 
~~ nns. of involving the national treasury through appropria· 
.IOns. And the way to that goal was to organize a lobby for 
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biomedical research that would persuade Congress to make 
such alloca tions (1 J 9, 140). 

Among the Lasker expansions was into the ACS. which in 
1944 was founded as a reorganization of the ASCC. The 
Society represented a ready-made lobby group that already 
extended into the National Advisory Cancer Council of the 
NCI. 

Mary Lasker occupies and will be remembered for a com · 
manding role in biomedical research in the Lnited Sta tes. 
She followed the tactical plan laid out by her husband , not 
only for cancer but also for mental and cardiac diseases, the 
three most prominent causes of d isability and death . The 
plan involved a small , effective group of professional and 
governmental people a t key points: in the voluntary 
organizations such as the ACS. in government, and well
placed money and educational materials where they would 
count. The latter included slick prints of the problem and its 
solution to be placed on the desks of all Congressmen and 
not simply mailed and thus fcrgotten . Generous support, 
then quite legal , was made available for election campaigns 
of a few well-selected converts , especially Lister H ill in the 
Senate and John E. Fogarty in the House . Mem bership on 
councils that recommended the d istribution of subsequent 
funds closed the circle . Direct access to the White House and 
the reward of research scientists by prizes and statuettes of 
the Victory of Samothrace were useful reinforcements and 
excellent public relations for biomedical sciences as well as 
for the Lasker Foundation . It was an effective extrapolation 
to its logical extremes of the advertising- mercantile culture 
of the United States, applied to goals considered worthy by 
the medical- scientific community. 

B. The PHS 

Surgeon General Parran aad his lieutenan ts. especially 
Dr. Joseph Mountin. continued to remake the PHS in ac
cord with their views of the future . The laws applying to the 
PHS were rewritten in 1944. which included wider authority 
for research . grants , and training at the Na t.ional Institute 
of Health and for a clinical center. The authoriza tions were 
activated by appropriation of funds in 1947. Shortly 
thereafter a half-dozen categorical institutes were created in 
the model of the NCI , and the National Institu te of Health 
became plural. 

The personnel requirements for the programs continued 
to be met by three systems of employment: the commis
sioned officers corps of the PHS , the Federal civi l service . 
and research fellowships . The commissioned corps was the 
elite leadership group of public health generalis ts . Parran 
recognized that the train ing of medical officers recruited to 

the corps was deficient in public health , and provisions for 
such training were developed through the venereal disease 
program, the special baby of Parran in which he first made 
his mark while on assignment to New York State and the 
coterie of Franklin Roosevelt. The training ground was 
Johns Hopkins. 

It was, therefore . no accident that following the war many 
top positions in the PHS became occupied by officers 
tra ined in venereal disease control. The prevailing view, 
which culminated at its apogee during Nixon's presidency, 
was that management was a specialty in itself. somehow in· 
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dependent of the subjects it manages. During the 1940's, 
however , venereal disease training programs were the only 
ones available, and they certainly were useful in molding a 
leadership cadre for the PHS. The decline of the commis
sioned corps experienced later was attributable to the lack of 
systematic recruitment for outstanding medical graduates 
during the war, because the PHS was made part of the 
military forces only by courtesy late in the war and was not 
in a position , or desired, to compete with the army and navy 
for personnel. This, plus the disappearance of systematic 
training programs for its younger officers, inevitably led to 
deteriorations, the effects of which became evident much 
later. 

During the mid-1940's, it was still the policy to head divi · 
sions and institutes of the PHS by commissioned officers. 
And so it came to pass that in 1946, when Scheele returned 
from the war as a public health officer with the Supreme 
Headquarters of the European Theater, he was assigned to 
be assistant chief of the NCI, now a formal division of the 
National Institutes of Health. By that time R . E. Dyer had 
lost whate er confidence he had in the administrative 
abilities of Spencer, so de facto Scheele became the head of 
NCI. 

Scheele had had training in cancer matters at the 
Memorial Hospital before the war , but his interests were in 
public health and in administration rather than research. 
Upon Spencer's retirement in 1947 , Scheele's elevation to 

directorship, and coincident with an expanded appropria
tion, th CI was reorganized and expanded. 

In this new turn of events, some differences of opinion 
had to be resolved . The two major areas here involved the 
scope of the clinical center and the growth of the NCI at 
Bethesda 'n contrast with the establishment of colonies 
elsewhere in the country. 

C. War Assignments and Colonies 

The NCI professional staff by 1942 was well represented 
by persons beyond the early draft age. Also, decisions at 
higher levels were to disturb research as little as possible. 
These factors, as well as the successful progress of the war, 
served to preserve the main activities of the NIH throughout 
the war. 

Among those who served in the armed forces were Dr. 
Harold L. Stewart as pathologist at Letterman General 
Hospital in San Francisco and White, Barrett, Scheele, and 
myself in the European Theater. 

Vacancies were more evident among the younger techni 
cal and attendant staff. Many of them later took the educa · 
tional advantages under the G.l. Bill of Rights and joined 
professional ranks upon the completion of their duties. 

The vacancies on the staff were filled during the 1942
46 period by commissioned officers, such as Drs. A. B. 
Eschenbrenner and A. Nettleship in pathology, and by 
Research Fellows. Of the eight hired as Research Fellows 
during 1942- 46, six were women; during the previous 4 
years, 1938- 41 , only one of 34 Research Fellows was a 
woman . 

Spencer, trying to hold the place together during this 
time, was apparently sold on the idea of creating colonies of 
direct operations at a distance from Bethesda . The idea was 
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taken up by three commissioned officers. Dr. James Hawkins 
wanted to develop epidemiology in Boston, in association 
with the clinical cancer facility organized by Dr. Sidney 
Farber. Dr. Roy Hertz, brought in for studies in en
docrinologic physiology, was given a green light to have a 
clinical research unit at George Washington University, 
while retaining his laboratories at the NCI. J was permitted 
to begin a combined laboratory- clinical unit in conjunction 
with the University of California Medical School in San 
Francisco (12). 

It is not known what concurrence, if any, Spencer had for 
the colonies from the Director of the National Institute of 
Health, but the San Francisco unit was approved and 
backed by Surgeon General Parran. Nevertheless, the deci. 
sion to create a clinical center at Bethesda and the new 
directorate of the NCI were not compatible with decen
tralization, at least at that particular time. In the clear light 
of retrospect the life-span of the "colonies" was finite at the 
beginning. Of course, Hertz merely transferred his patienll 
when the Clinical Center opened in 1954. Hawkins became 
involved in training in surgery and in the early tests of an· 
tifolic acid compounds. A visit with the new scientific 
d irector led to a disagreement that culminated in a resigna. 
tion by Hawkins, who returned to private clinical practice in 
Idaho. The California unit, the Laboratory of Experimental 
Oncology, existed for 7 years, 1947- 54, and was then tet
minated . Ostensibly, 15 clinical research beds in San Fran
cisco could not be defended while 500 were available ill 
Bethesda . 

Scheele's short directorship of the NCI of less than] year 
preceded his elevation to Surgeon General. He quickly for· 
malized the internal organization into a research branch 
with six sections of biology, biochemistry, biophysics, che
motherapy, endocrinology, and pathology in Bethesda and 
a seventh section in San Francisco. A research grants branch 
and a cancer control branch were also established in Bethes· 
da; each was headed by a commissioned officer. The re
search branch was placed under Dr. Harry Eagle, another 
officer, brought in from his venereal disease laboratory at 
Johns Hopkins. 

Eagle was ordered to take the assignment and had a 
frustrating 2 years before resigning t.o return full time to his 
own research. He decided that the cancer program need~ 
many changes but found the organization too solidly en· 
trenched. Also, he insisted in continuing his own work all 
media for spirochetes and then devised semidefined media 
for mammalian cells in tissue culture. For Eagle's work, haH 
the first floor of the NCI building was converted to labora· 
tories. 

The new grants branch was initially headed by a young 
officer, Dr. David Price, who specialized in public health 
administration and soon rose to higher posts. He was su~' 
ceeded by Dr. Ralph G. Meader, who was recruited from hiS 
position as executive secretary of the Childs Fund at Yak 
(22). This activity became the administrative arm of the Na
tional Advisory Cancer Council, especially after the embar· 
rassment of 1948, when its execlltive secretary, Dr. A. C. 
Ivy, became involved with Krebiozen. 

The cancer control activities were placed under Dr. 
Austin V. Deibert, who in 1951 was succeeded by Dr. R3f 
mond F. Kaiser (141). This branch had its own granu. 
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• iew mechanism and remained semi-independent of the 
' ~ramural and grant programs until transferred to another 
~~\-ision of the PHS in 1960. It never overcame its image of 
~ing an orphan in the research environment of the NCI. 

o. The Bench Workers 

Cancer research intramurally continued without serious 
Interruption during the war period, although the number of 
contributions. as represented by publications, declined 
.barply. 

Some research lines initiated and pursued during the war 
.ere noteworthy. None, of course, solved the cancer prob
km. but all advanced knowledge that inevitably would be 
usefully applied to further investigation. 

In the biology of cancer, Andervont plugged along. He 
explored the response of different strains of mice to 
chemical carcinogens and factors that affected the ap
peuance of various spontaneous tumors. During 1943-46, 
tOI'lle 21 papers included his name as author or coauthor. He 
ntablished a milk factor-positive line of BALB/c mice 
(142); Andervont and Bryan (30) showed that the milk fac
tor was antigenic and that passive immunization to it could 
~ demonstrated. I (143, 144) induced interstitial cell 
rumors of the testes in BALB/c mice given implants of 
diethylstilbestrol-cholesterol pellets and showed that adre
nalectomy as well as ovariectomy reduced the appearance of 
mammary tumors in mice. Heston and Deringer (14.5) 
demonstrated a relationship between the lethal yellow gene 
of the mouse and susceptibility to spontaneous pulmonary 
lumors. 

The biochemistry group under Greenstein was the cham
pion in turning out papers. No less than 58 reports under 
Grttnstein's name were published in 4 years. In 1948 ap
~ared his Biochemistry ofCancer (92), a synthesis of studies 
on the biochemical characteristics of tumor tissue and 
nncer research in general. The research group, including 
Dr. Alton Meister (146) and Dr. Vincent E. Price, also con
rinued work on the isolation of proteins and amino acids. 

Radiobiology was a target of research, and contracts from 
the national endeavors eventually were identified with the 
~fanhattan Project. The long-term effects of low doses of 
radiation on several species were exhaustively studied, with 
the result that the accepted tolerance dose was revised 
downward (147). Dr. Henry S. Kaplan, after working with 
Dr. Jacob Furth, joined the group and continued his studies 
on radiation-induced leukemia in mice (148) . At the same 
li.me, Henshaw and Nettleship were also engaged in radio
b~ology and accidentally discovered that urethan was a car
~mogen. Urethan was employed as an anesthetic for mice to 
unmobilize them while they received radiation, and at 
~utopsy the animals were found to have multiple lung 
tumors (149). 
~chenbrenner, who was placed in charge of pathology 

dunng Harold Stewart's absence, investigated the hepa
romagenic effects of carbon tetrachloride and chloroform in 
~ic~ (1.50). He and Dr. Eliza Miller (1.51) applied quan
Iltatwe techniques devised by Chalkley to histologic studies 
;nd Obtained important results. They dissociated cirrhosis 
rom neoplasia in the induction of liver tumors and showed 

that these are separate and not sequential reactions. The 

PHOTO H .-H . L. M~yer , around 1944, setting up mic~ for radiation 
~xposure inv~stigations by A. T~ttl~ship and P. Henshaw. Urethan car· 
cinogenesis was discover~d in the coune of th~ experiments. 

purported hyperplastic effect of radiation on the interstitial 
cells of the testes was shown to be a relative change due to 
the atrophy of the spermatic elements (1.52). Eschenbrenner 
was involved in the planning of the clinical cancer center 
before the full dimensions of the center were decided, and 
his separation from the NCI was traumatic and un
fortunate. The quantitative approach to histology remained 
an underdeveloped field. 

Earle, with Dr. E. L. Schilling, Dr. Virginia J. Evans, 
and, later, Dr. Katherine K. Sanford, in 1944 began 
publishing their meticulous, truly long· term attempts to 
transform normal cells to cancer in vitro. The contrjbutions 
of the techniques developed by the group are yet unex
ploited. The growth of single isolated tumor cells from 
which the clones could be grown (1.53), the role of a 
cellophane substrate (J 54), and eventual fluid - suspension 
cultures that allowed the production of large volumes of 
cells (1.5.5) were among such contributions. Earle continued 
to develop chemically defined media for tissue culture 
without serum or embryo juice. 

Interest in the nutritional aspects of cancer inductio:1 and 
growth somehow abated. White was in Europe, and his 
wife, Florence, continued his studies (1.56). Morris, with 
Dunn and Dubnik, became interested in propagating 
hepatomas in rats (157), which led to the establishment of a 
wide variety of transplantable liver tumors that became 
favorite materials for biochemists throughout the world. 

Dr. C. Donald Larsen (1905- 75), a biochemist from 
Rochester who was supposed to work on lipid problems in 
cancer, lost interest in lipids but initiated the study of a 
series of carbamic acid esters (1.58, 1.59) following the 
demonstration of urethan as a carcinogen. An important 
contribution from these studies was the discovery of a 
transplacental carcinogenic effect of urethan (160). After 
the war, Larsen transferred from his laboratory to research 
grant administration. 
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Shear's group had completed its studies on chemical car
cinogenesis by 1942 and reoriented toward chemotherapy. 
The main thrust was to isolate the fraction from S. 
marcescens that produced hemorrhage in transplanted 
tumors (161). Hartwell (162) studied the reactions of 
nitrogen mustard with proteins and amino acids, but no ex
tended attention was placed on these agents . 

E. The American Cancer Society 

In the complex, confusing societal ecology of the United 
States, the dividing line between governmental and 
nongovernmental activities is fuzzy. This is also true, of 
course, of cancer. The affairs of the NCI , including its 
budget, cannot be understood without knowledge of the 
professional and public pressures and judgments that are 
being constantly made of it and its achievements. In tum, 
one of the roles of the NCI is to maintain a balance with the 
unofficial domain, which in cancer is primarily represented 
by the ACS. 

The ACS was organized in 1944 as a reorganization of the 
ASCC. which was founded in 1913. The Woman's Field 
Army was organized in 1933 as an arm for itS public educa
tion campaigns. But the involvement of such scientists as 
Drs. J. B. Murphy. Francis Carter Wood , and-above 
all - C. C. Little in its programs increasingly highlighted the 
importance of gaining new knowledge through research. 
With the stimulus given by the Laskers to raise their sights in 
organiza tion and in funding and with the post-war role of 
the NCI not being clear, the ACS was frankly designed to 
take over the cancer affairs of the country. It is not inciden
tal that the leaders of the group were more at ease and more 
dedica ted to private sources of funds than to governmental 
allocations. 

In the national expansion of the ACS. the governing 
group encountered the problem and the dangers of conflict 
of interest. Members of the group were among the best 
qualified to de....elop the cancer program and thus accept 
funds for such purposes. Could they then also sit in judg
ment of the allocations? In 1944. the question was resolved 
by having an outside group act in the re ,iew capacity. Little 
approached the National Research Council. who set up with 
ACS money a .review mechanism called the Committee on 
Growth (COG). The name was an indication of the "basic" 
research approach as the appropriate one: Cancer was seen 
as an aberration of growth which had to be understood if 
cancer were to be understood and•. through such under
standing. conquered or controlled. 

The Executive Committee of COG was a blue-ribbon 
group of biomedical scientists. with Dr. Cornelius P. Rhoads 
as chairman. It included no government employees. 
although these were placed on many of the discipline panels 
that reviewed research applications. Its advice was for
warded to the ACS, but the funds available for allocation 
were known and divided to panels by executive judgment of 
research priorities. 

The same problem, real or possible conflict of interests, 
existS in governmental review processes and probably is im
possible to resolve. The most knowledgeable to judge are 
also the most competent to be supported. Probably the best 
empirical approximation is the "sunshine" principle, in 
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which business is conducted in the open and not in closed. 
door executive sessions. 

The ACS also became the public lobby for cancer before 
Congress. This function was honed Lo perfection by Mrs. 
Lasker and her small, professional advisory coterie, on 
which Farber of Boston was the cancer champion. The pro
posed budget of the NCI was slipped LO the group, and ~ 
cooperative member of the Congressional Appropriations 
Committee would ask the right question, about the mucb 
larger budget that really was needed to continue the battle 
against cancer. The process became as formalized and as 
stately as the mating dance of the whooping crane. 

The balance between NCI and ACS tended to keep botb 
"honest"; various working arrangements were made to act in 
concert. Thus figures on incidence and mortality we~ 
"coordinated," and it was agreed that ACS should get the 
lion's share of publicity at conjoint meetings. 

F. Other Cancer Institutes 

The immediate post-war period saw the rise of four in. 
stitutions devoted to cancer to commanding positions they 
have retained since. Inflation affects titles as much as cur. 
rency. During the first two decades of this century. special. 
ized cancer research institutions were known as laboratories; 
by 1950, the appropriate titles were institutes; now, they are 
centers, comprehensive or otherwise. 

The expansions of the post-war years were closely 
as ociated with the personalities of the directors whose in· 
fluences, of course, extended far beyoI!d their own institu· 
tions. 

Cornelius Packard Rhoads (1898- 1959), a hematologist 
at the Rockefeller Institute, became Director of the 
Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases in New 
York in 1940. His research program originally was oriented 
around nutritional factors and physiology of cancer but, 
after wartime experience with nitrogen mustard gases, his 
emphasis shifted to chemotherapy. Rhoads was a driving 
man, for whom there were two cardinal sins: One was to 
believe that the problem of cancer would not be solved and 
the other was that the solution would be found anywhere but 
at his creation, the Sloan-Kettering Institute. 

In 1946, Sidney Farber (1903- 73) , a professor of 
pathology at Harvard, established the Children's Cancer 
Research Foundation in Boston, now the Sidney Farber 
Cancer Center. His research program centered around the 
treatment of leukemia in children, and it was here that the 
folic antimetabolites were discovered. A large, impressive 
man with a silky voice, Farber was a key adviser to 
legislators, philanthropists. and medical organizations. His 
advice was softly given but best not disregarded. 

A Texas surgeon, Dr. Randolph Lee Clark, became Di
rector of the M. D. Anderson Hospital for Cancer Research 
in Houston in 1946 .. Under Clark's aggressive leadership, 
which has continued for 30 years without interruption, this 
component of the University of Texas became one of the 
largest and most important cancer centers in the nation. 
Among its specialties are many publications and meetings. 

Dr. Harold P. Rusch, born and educated in Wisconsin, 
has devoted his professional life to oncology. He became 
Director of the McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research at 
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. br University of Wisconsin in 1946 and has led its continued 

. h e,er since. He could be counted on to represent the 
~h workers at high-p~licy council.s. The ~isconsin group 
;.., ~n a prime contributor to bIOchemIcal research on 

p~r. 

The oldest cancer research laboratory, at Buffalo, New 
j. had to wait until 1952 for expansion into the Roswell 

\d . . d h 'd f,..,fL Memorial InstItute, un er t e gUl ance 0 Dr. George 

1 )toore . 
. 1 he directors of these institutes are prominently repre· 

trC lrd on the National Advisory Cancer Councils and on 
CJ" other panels and policy advisory boards of the NCI. 
"'••uch. they detennined the course of events more than 
..-' of the intramural staff. Such detenninations often had 
tbr co~quence of additional funds for their own institu
t'JGGS and programs. 

G. Meetings and Conferences 

~I~tings and conferences of scientists are a necessary 
component of their lives if they are to remain viable and cur
~t. C\'en if some such meetings may be scheduled at vaca
bOn spots. 

During World War II there was a natural reduction of 
e&;eh m~tings of cancer specialists, but some memorable 
...-s "'ere held. The meetings were noteworthy because they 
t~nted benchmarks of exchange and consensus of opin
~ lhat were influential in determining the future course of 
tnnrch. 

•0\ conference in endocrinologic aspects in cancer, for ex
.mple. was held at Atlantic City in June 1942. Dr. Charles 
Huggins presented his results of endocrine ablation in pros
Ule nncer, Dr. Konrad Dobriner talked of his studies on 
.anoid excretion in cancer, Dr. Ira T. Nathanson gave a 
P'~ on steroid treatment in breast cancer, and there was a 
~lla of reports on the endocrine factors in experimental 
cucinogenesis (163). 

Two important meetings were held at Gibson Island, 
W&f)'land, in 1944 and 1945. They were on research ap
~ches to cancer, and the second one was seminal in the 
~Iopment of concepts and acceptance of chemotherapy 
.. ~ justified field of research. The proceedings of both con
,"mea were published (164, 165) in full after careful 
f'dIting by Dr. Dean Burk and his program committees. The 
Gab.on Island conferences were eventually replaced by the 
unual Gordon Research Conferences. The proceedings are 
110( published-a luxury to the participants and a loss to the 
re.tl majority who cannot attend. 

TIle AACR discontinued its annual meetings for 3 years, 
19-H ·45. Its official publication, Cancer Research, which 
frpl.iced the bankrupt AmericanJournal ofCancer in 1940, 
-ppured regularly, although often late. The foreign cancer 
~rn~ls (in Germany, France, and Japan) disappeared tem
pa.r~~,ly as war casualties. Only the laboratories in England 
continued to exist and to perform their work. As did many 
O(hcr American laboratories, soon after the war NCI 
;Tlco,~ed some prominent European visiting scientists. 
~. Included Dr. Ouo Warburg of Germany, Dr. Isaac 

enblum of Israel, and Dr. Leslie Foulds of England. 
~e first post-war meeting of the International Union 

'" -mst Cancer was held in S1. Louis, Missouri, in 1947, 
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under the chairmanship of Dr. Vincent Cowdry. The United 
States had to provide travel and living expenses for all Euro
pean participants. They were a sad, tired lot, but not too 
tired to shout their displeasure at the appearance of a Ger
man collaborator on the speaker's podium. The wounds 
were still open and they would take time to heal. 

V. NCl COMES OF AGE: 1948-57 

The two decades between the late 1940's and the late 
1960's were a golden age for biomedical research in the 
United States. The image of science was as a source of 
limitless bounty, and no problems of sickness and death 
were beyond its solution, given enough money and publicity. 
Even the animalistic Joe McCa. thy period that so affected 
the national and international politics did not permea te to 
biomedical research. Given enough time and impetus, 
however, it would have , and plans were made lo.meet it with 
such fire-breaks as the Peters case, in which a consultantship 
was withheld because of the political views of the recipient 
(166). An NCI staff member was transferred to a more dis
tant institution to obscure his crime of having belonged to a 
suspect maritime union. The Senator did himself in before 
the situation became too serious for the biomedical area . 

The predominant feature for research during this period 
was the growth of the budget. At the NCI, the budget grew 
from $14 million in 948 to $48 million in 1957 . Of 
course, the great bulk of the money was for extramural 
research and other cancer activities. Intramurally, the 
largest detenninants affecting the programs were the open
ing of the Clinical Center in 1953 and the creation of the 
National Cancer Chemotherapy Program in 1955. The first 
oriented a large component of activities toward clinical 
research. The second dissolved the sharp distinction be
tween intramural and extramural activities. The pristine 
ivory towers of laboratOry research 'were breeched forever, 
and the NCI lost its innocence. 

The contract mechanism for suppor-'t of research, bor
rowed from the Department of Defense for the needs of the 
chemotherapy program, led to far-reaching effects that 
were still evolving two decades later. Contracts for research 
support activities were and remain controversial. Contracts 
required specifications and details that seemed foreign to 
research delving into the unknown. 

The requirement for government-employed "project of
ficers" to be responsible for contracts involved intramural 
scientists in management. Many scientists were not trained 
for such duties, and management functions hampered [neir 
own research. Some scientist- managers exploited the situa· 
tion by directing large funds toward their own scientific in
terests. 

One reason for the introduction of the contract mecha
nism was to involve commercial concerns that were con
sidered ineligible for grants. Commercial participation was 
necessary and beneficial, but could have been achieved by 
the modification of the grant guidelines. 

Another reason for the contract mechanism was that it 
was to be faster and simpler than the grant procedures. But 
complexities of review and approval of contracts grew, and 
commitments became increasingly shorter, progress reports 
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and project site visits more frequent , and plans and requests 
for proposals (RFP) ever more detailed. 

Thus, as in so many other human affairs, the problems 
and limitations of the grant-in-aid and the direct-operation 
systems were replaced by the contract system, rather than 
remedied by it. But perhaps the biggest single problem was 
bigness itself. A research program that expanded from a few 
million to many hundred million dollars inevitably reached 
a new level of visibility and accountability, of public and 
political interest. 

A. New Leadership 

The reorganization and expansion of the NCI required 
more room than was available in Building 6, the original 
home of the NCI. The Office of the Director, cancer con
trol, and related activities were moved to T6, a long, two
story building that was the temporary structure for the PHS 
during the war, it in turn having been ousted by the Com 
bined Chiefs of Staff from the PHS building on Constitution 
Avenue. Another area for NCI expansion was into a flat -top 
brick structure between Buildings 2 and 3, which soon got a 
reputation for having uncontrollable heat and poor ventila 
tion. T he activities around the Director were shifted to a 
series of buildings, some off campus and as far as Silver 
Spring, and never did get together in one place again. 

A number of events in 1948 again changed the directorate 
of the NCI. Surgeon General Pa an resigned precipitously 
or was fired by the Administrator of the Federal Security 
Agency, the predecessor of the U.S. Department of Health , 
Education . and Welfare. Hls successor was Scheele, and 
Scheele selected Heller as the next Director of the NCI. The 
reasons for the appointment are no clearer now than they 
were in 1948, to Heller no more than to the workers at NCI. 
The new Director, a North Carolina gentleman, had spent 
his career as a venereal disease control officer and had risen 
to head the activity. With Eagle, another alumnus of 
venereal disease, as the Scientific Director, the more 
facetioLls members of the NCI felt that it should be renamed 
the National Cancer and Clap Institute. 

Heller ne\'er did develop a deep interest in cancer. He was 
an administrator, pure but not simple, who knew human 
behavior and liked people. During his 12 years as Director of 
the NCI, the longest tenure so far . it is hard to recall any 
scientific decision, report, or controversial opinion that 
emanated from him on cancer or any other substantive 
topic. Heller will always be remembered by many staff 
members whom he protected . even when they were in error. 
It is in a way fitting that he was the only Director or member 
of the NCI to grace the COver of Time, on its July 27, 1959, 
issue. He was also the first individual institute director to be 
elevated to Assistant Surgeon General. In 1960 he became 
president of the Memorial Hospital -Sloan-Kettering In
stitute in New York, a position that required more ad
ministrative ruthlessness than a gentleman like Heller could 
muster. He sustained an incapacitating stroke, from which 
he was rehabilitated by his devoted wife, and returned to 
NCI as a special assistant for foreign relations. 

NCI in 1948 was joined by four other categorical institutes 
at the now-plural National Institutes of Health. The Na
tional Institutes of Health directorate also became of more 
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PHOTO 14.-]. R. HeUer. from the cover of Time, July 27. 1959. Copyrigbr 
1959 Time Inc. All rights r~rved . 

intimate concern to cancer affairs. Grants in cancer, t'xccpl 
for those in cancer control, were now reviewed by paneuoi 
an overall National Institutes of Health Division of Research 
Grants . Upon Dr. R . E. Dyer's retirement as Director of tht 
National Institutes of Health in 1950, his crown prince, Dt
Norman Topping, was bypassed for Dr. William Sebrell. J 

careful and conservative nutritionist who was ill at ease in, 
large administrative post . During the national imbroglio 
about the poliomyelitis vaccine in 1955, Sebrell became iB 
and Dr. James Shannon made his mark before the televisioo 
audience with the Secretary of the U .S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare cowering in the bad· 
ground. Shannon's directorship lasted from 1955 to 1965 
and reflected his imaginative, hard-driving. hard-drinkUl! 
characteristics. NCI had more than its share of the e\'cr' 
increasing budgets, planned programs, and tbe new 
mechanism of research by contract. 

At the NCI, the post of Scientific Director remained \'2' 

cant from 1949 to ]952, when Mider was recruited 10 

return. The business of research and ot~er activities went ()II 
without visible or definable differences; this suggested tlW 
some of the directorate positions were of more value l) 

table-of-organization box fillers than as actual functions.:4
suggestion was made, when the title of Associate Director lD 

Charge of Research was changed to Scientific Director, tlu1 
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.hc immediate administrative superior be named the Unsci
~nlific Director. 

8- The Director's Office 

The Office of the Director continued to encompass the 
:.:Will administrative and service units and a few activities 
dut did not fit readily elsewhere. Thus the edit?rial office of 
,he JNCI. now expanded to a respectable working staff, was 
dministratively in the Director's office, although it actually 
~rat('d rath~r inde.pendently. TheJNCI was rehabilitated 
from its nadrr of sIZe and appearance by Dr. Ross C. 
~lilcArdle (1901-64) (167), who also selected its format, in
cluding the blue cover that acquired the appellation of 
~lilcArdle-pants blue, for obvious reasons. The editorial 
board of the JNCI also reviewed all papers for publication 
emanating from NCI, whether submitted to the JNCI or to 
ocher publications_ The procedure was a policy dictated 
from on high, resented by many who considered the review 
as unnecessary and demeaning under the academic-type 
"igge for which the National Institutes of Health strove. 
The editorial board did not like it either, and most reviews 
of papers not destined for the JNCI were rather pro forma. 

The Research Grants Branch had particularly intimate 
relationships with the Director's office'since it processed the 
bulk of budgetary allocations and served as the administra
O\'e arm of the National Advisory Cancer Council, which 
~d to recommend all grants for payment after they had 
~n reviewed by the study sections of tbe all-National In
stitutes of Health Division of Research Grants. Dr. Ralph G_ 
Meader, a bard-working Yankee with a hair-shirt for a con
Kience, was in charge. After the dissolution of the COG, its 
txecutive officer, Dr. O. Malcolm Ray, became Meader's 
deputy_ Meader protected the grant system with all his 
might and was thoroughly opposed to the eventual contracts 
as another mechanism to support research. 

The National Advisory Cancer Council, originally visu
alized as advisory to the Surgeon General and as a technical 
body of experts, was evolving into a more general policy 

·group. As the 'budgets increased and cancer became increas
ingly more visible nationally, membership to it was reviewed 
by ever higher levels, eventually reaching tbe White House. 
By 1957. it included public members who were selected for 
political as well as other reasons. 

Traditionally, its advisory functions did not include the 
intramural affairs of NCI. To meet requirements for review 
and advisory bodies for the intramural areas, a special 
"isiting committee of counselors was organized. A prolifera
tion of similar bodies for other activities quickly occurred. 
producing more problems than were resolved_ 

C. Cancer Control 

It can be logically defended that all activities in cancer 
are directed at its control. But in a public health service en
"ironment, control is a narrower field that excludes research 
and clinical care and emphasizes the preventive measures 
and statistics, thus making the denominator population its 
main concern_ These are the distinctions between schools of 
medicine and schools of public health and between medical 
centers and departments of health. In the United States. 
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with the hyperdevelopment of therapeutic medicine and the 
atrophy of preventive medicine. these do not mix comfort
ab y, as they should. but present an area for disagreements 
based on different viewpoints. 

Should public health activities be at the National In
stitutes of Health or at administrative bureaus related to 
State functions? Is the proximity of such activities to 
research desirable. wishfully thus being able to 'translate the 
findings ofresearch to practical application with least delay? 
What are the differences and similarities between research 
grants and control grants? 

These and many related problems were encountered by 
the expanded Cancer Control Branch of the NCI wbich was 
initiated in 1947. abolished through transfer by 1960. and 
resurrected in the National Cancer Plan of 1971. 

During the decade 1948- 57. the cancer control activities 
were well understood and accepted by Scheele and Heller 
but were foreign and suspect to the intramural staff. The 
branch was administratively responsible for cancer grants to 
State health agencies, radium loans to hospitals . grants to 
medical and dental school for cancer teaching programs. 
and nursing activities (141). In support of these functions, 
educational materials were developed under joint spon
sorship of the ACS. 

Among the direct functions of the branch was a national 
attempt to promulgate exfoliative cytology for the diagnosis 
of cancer of the uterine cervix. NCI and PHS were 
specifically prohibited to practice civilian medicine or other
wise to endanger the sacred precincts of the private practice 
of medicine. Thus such progTams had to have specific ap
proval of the local medical societies and were allowed only if 
they were for demonstration . Full expenses. of course, were 
to be borne by the government. 

The Exfoliative Cytology Program was begun in earnest in 
1951 at the University of Tenne~ee Medical School. and the 
observations made in Memphis still remain among the most 
impressive; it demonstrated the value of the procedure in 
the detection of truly early cen-ical cancer. thus reducing 
mortality from the disease (168). The program was orga
nized before appropriate controls for field studies became 
accepted. as they were a decade later when X-ray mam
mography was being evaluated. 

By 1957. there were seven field programs in cervical 
cytology. from Washington. D.C., to San Diego, California. 
Analyses of data from Memphis and from San Diego. par
ticularly by Dr. John E. Dunn (169). were important in 
delineating the usefulness of the procedure. as well as pro
viding information on the natural history of cervical cancer. 
Much of the data from other centers, necessary for ad
ministrative control during the programs. yielded nothing 
more than the grossest of approximations to the frequency 
of abnormal findings in undefined populations. The final 
recommendation for the disposition of the reports was to 
bury them deep during the first moonless night. 

Statistics and epidemiology became legitimate scientific 
disciplines during the 1950's and were first incubated in the 
Cancer Control Branch. Dorn. who had conducted the first 
national cancer incidence studies in 1938, returned from his 
wartime duties with the anny and quickly organized a 
repeat survey of the same ten city areas in 1948- 49. He 
recruited statisticians being released by the armed forces 
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and soon gathered a group with talents equalled only to 
those of the British school of Dr. A. Bradford Hill . This 
group included Drs. Jerome Cornfield, William Haenszel , 
Nathan Mantel , Marvin Schneiderman, and Sidney J. 
Cutler, who were to ma,ke important biometric contribu
tions not only to cancer but also to other fields. Dorn and 
Cutler (170) finished the final report on the 1948- 49 survey 
in 1959, and it remains one of the benchmarks in the 
statistics and epidemiology of cancer. Biometry was made 
into a separate branch in 1951. Dorn became the chief 
statistician for the National Institutes of Health . He took 
Cornfield with him and was increasingly involved in interna · 
tional studies and affairs in his role as Secretary-General of 
the International Union Against Cancer. 

Epidemiology also found an initial home with the Cancer 
Control Branch. This activity was headed by Dr. Alexander 
G. Gilliam (1904-63), a careful , canny Scotsman who was at 
his best at finding methodologic inadequacies (171). Dr. R . 
L. Smith published analyses of mor tality from cancer 
among oriental and other ethnic groups in the United States 
(172) . 

The Cancer Control Branch also undertook studies on en
vironmental car.cer. For this , in 1949 Dr. Wilhelm C. 
Hueper joined the staff. first ha ..;ng his labora tories at 
Georgetown Medical School and then moving to the Clinical 
Center 3 years later, becoming part of the research staff 
under Mider. 

Hueper. educated in Germany as a pathologist, was a 
renowned expert in occupational cancer and the author of 
the definitive text he published in 1942 (17 J). His own work 
was prodigious (174) , but hIS strong views regarding in 
dustrial hazards soon got him into difficulties. He earlier 
had been discha rged b y DuPont for poi nting out their defi 
ciencies. and when he became a Federal employee, he in
sisted on extending his criticisms to other industries. 
Although undoubtedly many of his criticisms were justified, 
his activities were termina ted b y complaints from industrial 
concerns _The Surgeon General finally ordered that Hueper 
was not to make field trips. in order to preserve Federal pro
grams in indu -trial hygiene more general than carcinogenic 
hazards . It left Hueper embittered. and he intermittently 
lashed out against any authority closest at hand , com
municating his unhappiness to such unlikely outlets as the 
Police Gazette. Hueper at a meeting was asked for his 
criteria of tumor malignancy. His reply was characteristic, 
"Ven I say it's malignant, it's malignant'" Protected by suc
cessive NCI Directors whom he upbraided. Hueper retired 
at the mandatory age of 70, with a World Health Organiza
tion medal shared with Dr. L. M. Shabad of Moscow for 
their contributions to environmental carcinogenesis. 

Hueper was involved in the organization of the survey pro
gram of uranium miners in the Colorado- Utah plateau. 
Continued annually by Wagoner et al. (17.5), this program 
has clearly demonstrated the increased hazard of developing 
lung cancer among these uranium miners . An ecologic study 
organized in Hagerstown, Maryland, was less productive 
since its design was void of specific hypotheses and based on 
an inadequate population. 

An early responsibility of the Cancer Control Branch was 
the evaluation of diagnostic tests for cancer, in which Dr. 
Andrew Peacock, Dr. Eli Nadel , and others reached 
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repeatedly negative conclusions. Perhaps the most impor_ 
tant yield was the development of the biometric considera_ 
tions that were relevant to testing the tests (176). 

D. Clinical Research 

The Clinical Center opened its doors in ] 953. The firR 
patients to be admitted were those of Hertz, who Wert 

transferred from his clinical facilities at George Washingtou 
University. One of them promptly died. contrary to tilt 
policy established by the National Institutes of Health Direc_ 
tor, who wished not to admit patients with short life exp«. 
tancies. 

The clinical services in cancer were organized into thrtt 
branches- medicine, surgery, and endocrinology-and tht 
two supporting branches of radiology and pathology, tilt 
latter serving other institutes as well . 

Dr. Charles G. Zubrod, of Boston and St. Louis, 411' 
associate of Shannon during the antimalarial program foc 
the armed forces. was placed in charge of the Medicine 
Branch. Among his young associates were Dr. Emil Frei 1IJ 
who headed the leukemia service, and Dr. Nathaniel I. 
Berlin. who headed the metabolism service. 

Dr. Robert R . Smith, a commissioned officer trained u 
the Baltimore Tumor Clinic and the Memorial Hospital!. 
was appointed chief surgeon. Among the early investigatiolll 
emanating from this branch was the effect of adenovirust$ 
injected into cervical carcinoma for cytolytic effects (177), as 
a segment of then-current interest in the possible an
tineoplastic properties of viruses. The major program was in 
supraradical surgery for neoplasms of the head and neck 
and the pelvis. Another current interest, that of tumor cells 
in the blood and wound washings, culminated in the conclu· 
sion that the presence of such cells had no influence on prog· 
nosis (178). 

The medical research programs were directed to 
chemotherapy. especially of pediatric acute leukemia with 
antifolates, following the leads developed by Farber in 

PHOTO 15 .-The Clinical Center of the National Institutes or Health. 
opened in 1955. 
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"-'0 16.-£. Frci III getting acquainted with a little patient with 
~. about 1957. 

~. However, biometric design and contratest concepts 
.... immtdiately accepted and developed, even to the ex· 
.. Gl including the chief biometrician, Schneidennan, as 
-.~~uthors on clinical papers (J 79). 

... CIIOlrast to Zubrod's group, Hertz's group refused to 
...-pc biometrically controlled clinical studies. Hertz 
~ to the views of some of th~ older, most respected 
d "'lI. such as Farber and Dr. Alfred Gellhom. It was in 
Ing', group that the most impressive result in cancer 
......bcrapy was discovered, the curative effect of dissemi:"4 choriocarcinoma in women by methc;>trexate (180, 

,.~ priority for_the discovery is shared by a young 
~ UWclate, Dr. Min Chiu Li, who observed as a 
'--ch F~l1ow at Memorial Hospital a sharp drop in 
~PIC honnone output in a patient with a testicular 

-ho was given methotrexate. The observation was 
~ and ext~nded ~n Hertz'~ service at the Clinical 

. '. -h~re prevIous ammal Studles showed the need for 
.ad during pregnancy. 

_ ~ "~~ars. the Endocrinology Branch included Dr. 
--:~t ~t. ~ergenstal (1917-59) (182) as the assistant chief. 
'",:,~lale of Huggins in Chicago, he participated in 
. ~Jopment of adrenalectomy for advanced honnone
~l cancers. He and his associates introduced ?,Pl_ 
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DDD for adrenocortical cancer (183). His premature death 
was a loss to biomedical science . 

E. Cancer Chemotherapy Program 

The first large engineered and directed national program 
in cancer, aimed at the discovery of effective systemic 
chemical agents. was formed in 1955 (184, 185). Its origin 
was 2 years before when. following appropriate preparations 
and testimony. Congress instructed NCI to launch a pro
gram in the chemotherapy of acute leukemia . A stimulating 
factor, as so often is the case , is that a neighborhood child of 
a staff member of an influential Congressman had died of 
leukemia. 

NCI organized a committee. started a newsletter , an an
notated bibliography. and a series of seminars and symposia 
and promised favorable consideration of worthy grant re
quests. These orthodox teps were considered inadequate by 
the Lasker- Farber sponsors, and the sig~ts were raised 
beyond the usual patterns. To translate the' p lans into ac
tion, an expert on government facilita tions , organizations, 
and stimulations was assigned from the Division of Research 
Grants. He was Dr. Kenneth M. Endicott, originally from 
Colorado, a pathologist , a commissioned officer , a driver , 
and an expeditor wi e in the ways of making things go. In 
double -time, a Cancer Chemotherapy National Service 
Center (CCNSC) was organized to include other governmen
tal and public agencies, a series of advisory committees 
headed by Farber, and the authority to support its activities 
by contract, a mechanism patterned to that evolved at the 
Pentagon. The program was laid out from the acquisition of 
chemicals to be tested, through bioassay, pharmacology, 
and chemical trials. For the dimensions of the program, new 
sources of animals had to be developed , because it required 
more mice than were available for all of cancer research at 
that time. 

Endicott knew that a drug development program could 
not succeed without the participation of the pharmaceutical 
industry. For a while the industry was wary and refused to 
accept contracts, but Pfizer finally did and other companies 
soon followed. Relationships with industry were eased by the 
enticement of Dr. Robert Coghill , one of the founders of the 
deep-fermentation process for penicillin production, to the 
activity as deputy for industrial research. 

One area excluded from the contract formula was clinical 
aspects. The lawyers intimated that NCI could be held 
responsible for malpractice and other legal problems under 
contracts more readily than under grants, which were condi
tioned gifts and further removed from direct operations. 
Endicott had over his desk a framed quotation from 
Shakespeare's Henry VI, Part 2 (IV, ii. 86), "... the first 
thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers," but he had to go along 
with the warning. Clinical testing groups, therefore, were 
funded by grants, which produced a whole series of other 
problems. Review of grants was through study sections of a 
National Institutes of Health division for grants, and the 
section to which the clinical group studies were designated 
for review had a chairman unsympathetic to biometrically 
designed trials and an executive secretary who interpreted 
his duties so rigorously that liaison essential for program 
development was impossible. To add to the complications. 
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PHOTO 17.-The NCI clinical staff. 1957. First row, left to nght: R. Reinertson. W. E. Schatten. R. R. Smith. R. Herlz. P. Rubin. A. L. Flick. C. G. Zubrod. G. B. Mider. D. P. Tschudy. 
M. Schick. J . L. Steinfeld. H. Herbsman. A. Ship. and J. Shohl. Second row, left to rIght: A. Garceau. R. D. ~ritz. W.J. . Piepe~. E. J. Freire~ch. A. H. Levy. H. A. Lubs. Jr .• J. R. ~ndrews. 
J. L. Fahey. B. R . Landau. J. Stengle. H. R. Engel. J. Stabenau. R. R. Paton, and R. Mendelsohn. Th,rd TOW, rejl to TIght : M. C. La. R. G. Crounse. D. Nathans. G. Goldtn. N. 1. 
Ber!in. M. E. Liebling. C. O. Brindley. J. R. Jude. C. Z. Haverback. J. F. Potter. E. J . Van Scott. S. M. Weissman. H.]. Levine. and T. A. Waldmann. Fouf"th row. left to nght: P. T. 
Condit. R . A. Milch.]. Laszlo. P. D. Olch. and W. Kramer. 
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nts chief for NCI was antagonistic to the contracts 
•..: ~nisOl, and the Scientific Director was opposed to hav
~~~mura1 personnel involved either in contracts or in .:. ,n . . 

~otherapy orgamzatlOn. 
_ c~ resolution of the impasse could not be reached 
· :'"QUgh compromise and casualties were inevitable. The 

J 
T 

S('Ction was "modified" and the executive secretary 
-_.!lIfrrn~d." The Scientific Director was only partly 
~!ic-d . threatened to resign, and later was promoted to a 

:~: post at t?e. National Institutes of Health. The 
~.. oililtjon of chmcal study groups proceeded under the 
: ': I panel headed by Dr. I. S. Ravdin of Philadelphia. 
_ '::It rlfl neer group was based on the Medicine Branch of 
, huded by Zubrod and differentiated into a leadership 
?,S;!ton as the Eastern Study Group, which included Frei, 
• fftlil Freireich, and Dr. James Holland. The Memorial 
'hI?'t~1 clinical interests, under Dr. J. Burchenal, were 
"rpnizrd as a Leukemia Group. There was considerably 
_""" difficulty in having this group accept rigid biometric 
~. The institution under Farber, in Boston, never did 

..· ~~t such controls, d.:spite Farber's chainnanship and 
~nhip of the program. Apparently controls were 
...ertbing for other people. 

!k clinical area of CCNSC also developed the plan for 
• ,. ,,~ of chemotherapeutic agents as adjuvants following 
_~. ~rformed with curative intent (186). This plan was 
,~tatrd not only to test chemotherapeutic agents under 

mo.t favorable conditions, when the residual tumor load 
-'I.-r ilt the minimum, but also to get surgeons and 
.ook>gists involved in the program. 

•h«- clinical trials of chemotherapeutic agents did provide 
.' ~:lfic answers to the indications arid limitations of their 
-- SuI n 'en more important, the groups organized for the 
~ , wne the training ground for a new generation of clini

• who learned and accepted the need for biometric 
en and statistical analysis in clinical studies as the 

--..bocb by whic,h the anecdotal "art of medicine" could be 
~crd by a demonstrable science of medicine. The im

t.&ncc of this contribution extended well beyond the field 
~ .acology. which itself evolved into a recognized specialty. 

t: wu inevitable that a little bureaucracy arose, consisting 
..all oaJ~· of the staff but also of many other organizations 
~ by Endicott under the program, with complicated 
.,...,.. and approval mechanisms and constant uneasy 
'~ from established bureaucracies of the National In
~o~ Health and outside bodies. Getting around pro· 
V~ inhibitors was a major activity in itself. Publication by 
f!~('nt is a jealously guarded prerogative of the GPO , 
~t; rrports to Congress. To launch a rapid, informal 
a~njcations medium, Cancer Chemotherapy Reports
-..14!crt ' 

A Contract circumventing GPO, had to carry are· 
· '~l'-N I~t it really was not a publication. And soon its 
~~ processes took as long as those for most other J'our

fl'. 

.4:lon.'"S of n.ew programs became increasingly more com· 
~ .~. particularly when the problems related to in · 
4 ~taons .on. ?u.n:'an be~n?~, i.e., infonned. consent, 

pubhc VISibIlity. ActiVIties began to acqulTe stately 
~~nd a glacial pace of forward movement. 

~'4..~ of rograms of the CCNSC, however, arose on the 
I e moment. A $5 mjJlion endeavor on honnones in 
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cancer was simply added to one budget, apparently because 
a friend spoke to a friend in the Senate. A more modest pro
gram, on the analysis of end results in cancer (187) , began 
when there was a windfall that had to be allocated within 
days or be returned, and there was a statistician interested in 
taking it on. Very little systematic planning was built into 
these activities; perhaps they can be considered results of ad
ministrative serendipity. 

There can be no doubt that the imaginative, hard·hitting 
drug development program in cancer has borne fruit. 
Whether all the effort and expense were commensurate with 
the results, of course, remained a subject of debate in which 
proponents and opponents expounded rather than listened . 
The influence of the cancer chemotherapy program ex
tended beyond the United States. to Europe and to Japan. 
The campaign against cancer was increasingly a worldwide 
involvement. 

F. Back at the Laboratories 

The NCI sections of 1948 grew and expanded into 
branches and laboratories, but not at the rate of the new 
programs. Most scientists play a one- or two·string lute 
embellishing the same primary melody over their careers . 
Reshuffling the same personnel does no more than exchange 
chairs, and only new, you.nger additions to the staff, plus 
judicious retirements and attritions, lead to real program
matic changes. 

In the Laboratory of Biology. Andervont continued to 
hold his easy sway and perfonn his own neat work. His in· 
bred strains of mice, handled personally as usual, were 
studied for skin tumors following applications of 3
m ethylcholanthrene (188) or for interstitial cell tumors 
following iUlplantation of diethylstilbestrol pellets (189) . 
Heston continued to cross different strains for vari ous in
duced and spontaneous tumors (190). Heston and Dunn 
(19J) published an ingenious experiment to demonstrate 
that the characteristic for lung tumors resided at the tissue 
level. They showed that lung tumors were induced in lung 
tissue from susceptible strains and not in that of resistant 
strains transplanted to the cross of the two strains. Dr. Lloyd 
W . Law (192) continued his studies on factors modifying 
leukemia in mice. 

Leukemia in mice was added to the mouse mammary 
tumor as being of viral origin in 1951 , by the now classical 
research of Dr. Ludwik Gross (193). The demonstration was 
dependent on the use of young animals, in which the con
cept of vertical transmission was developed. In 1953, Gross 
also observed that filterable extracts from leukemic mice 
also induced parotid gland and other tumors and that the 
inducing agent was distinct from the leukemia virus. Dr. 
Sarah E. Stewart (1906- 76), then working at the PHS 
hospital in Baltimore, reproduced these results during the 
same year (194). Extension of the work in collaboration with 
Dr. Bernice E. Eddy showed the oncogenic versatility of the 
leukemia-associated filterable agent following its growth in 
tissue culture, both in tenns of the variety of neoplasms pro
duced and of crossing species barriers by being oncogenic in 
hamsters, rats, and other rodents as well as in mice (195). 
The agent was named the polyoma virus and has led to some 
tussling for priority. It is not inappropriate to note that the 
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results published by both Gross and Stewart at this time 
gained considerably in being accepted by the cancer 
research community through confirmatory work by Law 
(J 96), recognized as a most careful and critical experiment
er. In retrospect, there is ample credit to be shared by all, 
but the preeminent role of Gross has been amply recognized . 

Virus research on mice and chickens became well ac
cepted . In 1958 Bryan became head of the newly created 
Virus Oncology Section, which blossomed into another pro
grammed research endeavor by 1960. Bryan's collaborative 
work on the Rous virus extended to Rutgers. In 1956, a 
paper was published on the use of chick brains as a host virus 
system. in which a young man. Dr. Frank J . Rauscher. Jr.• 
appeared as coauthor (197) . 

The tissue culture group under Earle continued its fine 
work (198). Algire's in vivo chambers in mice provided more 
informa tion on vascularization (199). And Dr. Richmond 
T. Prehn contributed one of the early papers marking the 
rebirth of immunology in cancer. He showed that some im
munity to 3-methylcholanthrene-induced sarcomas could be 
elicited in homozygous mice (200) . 

Tpe Laboratory of Biochemistry continued to be domi 
nated by Greenstein. Maver compared DNA and RNA ex
tracted from normal and tumor tissue (201). Dr. Benton B. 
Westfall extended his biochemical work to glutamine in 
tissue culture (202). A husband-and-wife team, Drs. John 
and Elizabeth \Veisburger . began their studies on the 
metabolites of N-2-fluorenylacetamide (203) . 

In 1948, the biochemical group was joined by Dr. George 
U. Hogeboom (1913-56) , who had worked at Rockefeller 
Institute with Dr. Albert Claude on cell fractionation and 
identification of functions of subcellular components. This 
led to a fcrtile 8 years of work on mi tochondria and other 
cell components of normal liver and hepatomas, with Dr. 
W. C . Schneider as co-worker. It was established that mito
chondria were the center of respiration and energy produc
tion in the cell and that a key enzyme, diphosphopyridine 
nucleotide , was synthesized exclusively in the nucleus (204, 

PHOTO 18. - W . R . Bryan and V. Riley injecting Rous sarcoma virus into a 
chicken. about 1950. 
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20.5). It was an irreparable loss when Hogeboom died _ 
denly from a pulmonary cmbolus following minor surg~'l 

The Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology COntin~ 
work on the polysaccharide isolated from S. marcescen.s ~ 
produced hemorrhage in tumors. It was eventually UItt 
clinically in a few cases but did not maintain interest. 
plant matcrial, podophyllin, becamc anothcr foclls of ~ 
vestigation (206). Shear's role in the chemotherapy progrc 
under the CCNSC was that of a self-imposed elder COIl$Q; 

tanto However, his young associates. Dr. Abraham Golda 
and Dr. J . M. Venditti. with thc statistical help of Mantd 
began investigation of the effects of schedules on cxperimcs 
tal therapy. which latcr led to considcrations of the ap 
timum doses and schedules in treatment with the use of no. 
or more drugs (207) . These considerations were appli~ 
to clinical situations, especially when multiple-drug schei 
ules became a preoccupation. 

The Laboratory of Pathology. with the responsibilities. 
providing pathology services for the Clinical Center, _ 
was the source of consideration for pathologic morpholor 
generated in the research areas. Individual pathologia 
particularly Dunn. were well represented in papers fna 
other laboratories of the NCI. Centralized services .. 
histologic sections were provided. and compilations II 
transplantable tumors in animals were prepared (41). 
Among the talented younger pathologists who began _ 
make their mark in research were Dr. Joseph Leighton. Ik 
Clyde]. Dawe. and Dr_ Alan S. Rabson. 

G. The Broader Picture 

The explosive expansion of biomedical research durislf 
the 1950's was not limited to cancer or to the National La 
stitutes of Health. The same expansion was occunlDf 
among the voluntary health agencies, universities. :l1lC 

special research institutcs of the nation . Funds from Fed~ 
sources were more than matched by State and private aIIo 
cations. New buildings rose to accommodate the new ~ 
tivities. and old facilities were rehabilitated. New scientiD 
and educational media were launched. such as Cancer aD' 

Ca by the ACS and the Cancer Bulletin by the M. D. AndtT 
son Hospital in Houston. 

The ACS became firmly established as one of the foremOll 
voluntary health agencies of the country. One-third of ill 
annually collected funds were allocated to research aD' 
distributed according to the recommendation of the COG 
The 11 reports from COG during its existence are able slllll 

maries of the state of the art and the conventional technic~ 
wisdom concerning cancer (208). In 1955, Dr. HJ~ 
Weaver. who had engineered the polio program for th~ t\~ 
tional Foundation that led to the introduction of the kll1C'11 
virus type of vaccine of Dr. Jonas Salk . was substituted ffI 
Dr. Charles Cameron as senior vice-president for resear~ 
The contract with COG was terminated. the decision b~l~ 
that the ACS would orga'njze its own advisory groups (~09 
The program that evolved now included target-~rCl 
research. e.g.• on lung cancer, as well as the classical on~ 
tation by scientific disciplines as defined by academicians. . 

One reason behind this reorientation was the belief thaI" 
some areas of cancer there was need for programmatic.elll 

phasis. The ACS had become involved in direct operallO.a. 
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lnd the epidemiologic studies of lung cancer were done by 
. statisticians. Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond and Dr. D. Horn. 
; :c1iminary data fully confirmed the findings from England 
\ Dr. R. Doll and Dr. A. B. Hill that smoking of cigarettes 

~.J.S associated with decreased longevity and increased risk of 
•.;ng cancer. Planned research and applications on diagnosis 
.l :ld prevention of lung cancer appeared to be justified and 
I:::ldy. 

Public and professional education in cancer was ex-
p.lnded at the ACS and . by concurrence with the NCI . in 
;his area ACS was accorded primary position . A series of 
'-:Ol~driannual professional meetings. the National Cancer 
. onferences. were begun in 1948. and the published pro
~ings represent valuable summaries. particularly in 

dinical cancer. An innovative idea for public information 
.~s developed by Mr. Pat McGrady of the ACS. by science
. ri ter lOurs to cancer laboratories; after 2 years. the tours 
w<t're replaced by more manageable annual seminars for 
K'icnce writers. 

The chief centers for cancer research in the United States 
b," ihe mid-1950's were: the Memorial Hospital- Sloan
~c((ering Institute in New York City; the M. D. Anderson 
Hospital for Cancer Research in Houston. Texas; the McAr
dle Laboratory for Cancer Research in Madison. Wisconsin; 
tnt' Children's Cancer Foundation in Boston. Massachusetts; 
4nd the rehabilitated Roswell Park Institute in Buffalo. New 
' ork. Programs in cancer research ~ere developing at 
O("\-eral universities, including Columbia, Pennsylvania, 
~tiswuri, Chicago, and California. With the growth of 
t'roeral funding, a whole series of problems arose regarding 
the appropriate role and extent of research in educational 
rulitutions_ Research monies. in direct and indirect ways , 

Including those for traineeship and fellowship, subsidized 
vostgraduate education and began to extend even deeper 
with such programs as teaching subsidies for cancer. The 
O\Trhead to the institutions rose steadily. One solution to the 
!t'Suhant problems that was uniformly not taken was to turn 
d~'n the Federal dollars. 

The boundaries of NCI were no longer defined by one 
building on the campus of the National Institutes of Health . 
[ '-en on the campus, laboratories and sections spilled all 
O\'er Bethesda and extended to Silver Spring, although dis
unt colonies were a remembrance of the past . Many 
members of the intramural staff participated in contracts, 
\ludy sections. and various review and advisory bodies of the 
ACS and other institutes. 

The primary scientific society in cancer research, the 
:\:\CR. now had important representation from the NCI , 
..nd in 1955 Andervont was elected its president, the first 
.rom NCI since Voegtlin held the office in 1941. The 
publication of the AACR, Cancer Research, grew in size 
~~d importance and received generous subsidy from ACS. 
:\CI , and a number of private foundations. 

In international affairs on cancer, the International 
l'nion Against Cancer reflected the post-war recovery and 
lOw.th. Its quadriannual congresses were resumed , with the 

!>Callons being Paris in 1950, Sao Paulo, Brazil , in 1954. 
~nd London in 1958. Dorn became its Secretary-General in 
1953, extending the influence of the United States. From the 
:-':CI: Harold L. Stewart and Shear were particularly active 
~ nd mfluential in its affairs_ 

\Ol. \Ol. 59, NO.2 (SUPPL.). AUGUST 1977 

H. The Smoking Controversy 

It is obvious that , during the fi rst 20 years of its existence, 
NCI had a large place in the ever-expanding knowledge 
regarding neoplastic diseases . Its efforts and the efforts of 
scientists throughout the world, however. had not led to ma
jor "breakthroughs" in treatment or in the understanding of 
the pathogenic processes that converted normal cells into 
malignant counterparts. 

A major advance in the prevention of one important 
cancer entity. lung cancer, had been m ade by 1957. The 
definition of tobacco smoking as a major health hazard in 
the Western world ranks with the discovery in the last cen
tury of the dangers of contaminated water supplies. The 
discovery was made primarily by cancer research workers 
with epidemiologic methods . Yet the d iscovery was rejected 
by many laboratory scientists. obfuscated by the vested in
terests of the tobacco induslry , and remains unapplied by 
people in the face of ever-rising mortality from lung cancer. 

Dorn (210) contributed a prospective study on 250 ,000 
veterans of World \Var II , which added evidence of the role 
of smoking in lung cancer. This study could have preceded 
the Hammond- Horn survey for the ACS ; however . there 
were delays in obtaining clearance for questioning vete rans 
and printing the questionnaire forms . The results were 
published late and modestly, and Dorn contented himself to 
saying that a statistical relationship had been demonstrated; 
he was a careful man. 

The evidence for the conclusion that tobacco smoking is a 
major health hazard was finally collated and presented of
ficially to the nation in 1964 as a report on "Smoking and 
Health" (211) by a committee appointed by the Surgeon 
General, at that time Dr. Lu ther L. Terry. This was but a 
terminal step in a long chain of events , studies , and reports 
recognized as conclusive in 1957 by a special committee of 
the NCI, the National Heart Institute, the ACS, and the 
American Heart Association (212). 

The reaction to the developments by scientists at the NCI 
and elsewhere was interesting and instructive. Little, one of 
the true giants of research in genetics of cancer and peren
nial Director of the ACS . becam e scientific d irector for the 
tobacco interests. Dr. Stanley Reimann. founde!' of the 
cancer institute in Philadelphia, scoffed at the whole idea. 
At the NCI. Heller, one of the organizers of the interagency 
committee , could get no consensus from his sta ble of reo 
searchers. Harold Stewart and Shear especially raised 
various reservations and doubts ; Stewart's negative assess
ment was particularly devastating because his reactions were 
accepted by his friends in pathology at other governmental 
agencies and other scientific organizations. Even Hueper, 
seeing a competition between industrial hazards and smok
ing, assumed a moralistic posi tion that, after all , the latter 
was an individual option whereas industry had to be con
trolled. Andervont , a hearty smoker and old friend of Little, 
joined the tobacco advisory council. 

Even in retrospect, it is inexplicable why this should have 
occurred . Many scientists have hypertrophied supersensitive 
egos and consider administrators their natural enemies. But 
to deny the obvious seemed to lie in deeper psychological 
levels than could be rationalized by overt behavior. The 
single greatest discovery in cancer during the first 20 years of 
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existence of the NCI remained rejected. for Heller was not 
about to exert his position of leadership. and the Surgeon 
General was not about to expose his flanks to the inevitable 
attacks from the political and economic forces from the 
tobacco-growing States_ 

All of this demonstrates why few research scientists are in 
policy-making positions of public trust . Their training for 
detail produces tunnel vision. and men of broader perspec 
tive are required for useful application of scientific progress . 

VI. A STOPPING PLACE 

The 1957 history of the first 20 years of the NCI (213) is a 
convenient marker and the stopping place for this essay. 

The NCI of 1957 was quite different from what it was in 
1937 and what it was to be in 1977. The NCI even by 1957 
could not be described as a single. definable institution. but 
as a national-and. indeed. a truly international
endeavor. The boundaries between cancer institutes. uni
versity-based research . and the Federal and the private sec 
tors were becoming less defined. From mice as its major 
biologic material. patients with cancer became the focus of 
much of the research. From a budget of under $1 million. 
the annual investment was approaching $1 billion . 

The problem of cancer . however. remained implacable. 
and the research forays remained unfocused. Since the early 
years of the 20th century. it had been clear that the 
cancer us transformation of cells was transferred to the 
daughter cells. thus probably involving the genetic direc 
torate of the cell . The mechanism for this transformation 
was ascribed to somatic imitation by Dr. T . Boveri and his 
school and to virus infestation by Dr. A . Borrel and other 
proponents of the viral theory of cancer. 

By 1957 . a scientific consensus was arising that the viral 
aspects of cancer were a fertile field for investigation. after 
being relegated out of the mainstream for some four 
decades. There were just too many animal tumors. in 
chickens and in rodents. in which viruses obviously played 
an etiologic role, to contend that the human species was an 
exception . 

A practical reason for the return of virology in cancer 
research was the conque-t of poliomyelitis. This pro
grammed research. suppor ted by a private foundation. left 
unemployed many important investigators in tissue culture 
and virology. Cancer research was an obvious and promising 
area to which these talents and materials could be applied. 

The program in viral oncology. therefore. was becoming 
formulated by scientists and was to become the next pro
grammatic development in the cancer endeavors . This 
development. along with its immunologic aspects . occurred 
during the 1960·s. 

The rise of molecular biology can be dated from the 1944 
work of Dr. O. T. Avery and his young associates that DNA 
controls heredity. but an even better milepost was the an 
nouncement of the double helix structure of DNA by Dr. F. 
Crick and Dr. J. D. Watson in 1953. The biochemistry of 
cancer gradually revived from its doldrums. although the 
main stimulus came later from the immunologic demonstra 
tions of fetal and tumor antigens. 

It is fair to state that the engineered or managed program 
in chemotherapy never united the working scientists under 
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its banner. The NCI's role was one of expansion rather t~ 
innovation. Cozy arrangements were developing betw~ ~ 
dividual cancer institutes and commercial pharmaceutiQi 
houses. with closed-door arrangements for antifolics and 
other antimetabolites. The size and scope of the nalio'; 
program expanded the efforts. and the small individual ~. 
rangements were simply swamped out of existence_ 

By the mid-1950·s. the surgical approach to cancer ITC'al 

ment had reached its apogee and radical radiation then.. 
was well on the way. The results. as measured by surviYai 
indicated that the available methods could. at best. be a 
tended to about 50%. The future for the remainder of the 
afflicted had to come through better understanding of tbe 
causes and the pathogenetic mechanisms that could br 
directed toward its prevention. or to improve diagnostic_ 
therapeutic measures that. by definition. had to be systemir 
in their goals. Only time will tell when the penicillins for 
neoplastic disease will be discovered; the progress made it 
20 years indicates that the question of "whether" is no loll!" 
valid. There is good reason to examine the pace and the 
dimensions of the efforts. which may have been faster and 
greater than justified_Plans of a national scope have an ac
celeration factor built into them. a factor further stimulalli 
by the formal and informal bureaucracies and lobbies sud 
plans create and nurture. 

Thus in 1957. most of cancer research was phenOllll' 
nologic, but its techniques were becoming increasingly. 
phisticated. Cancer research was no longer applying to it 
materials findings in genetics. biochemistry. and odie 
scientific disciplines_ Cancer now was providing find"", 
that returned to and were extended by the more basic ~ 
tific disciplines_ Cellular immunity. for example. arosr in 
part on findings in cancer research. and the problems of 
virus-cell interactions provided clarifications from neapbt
tic disease. 

And. as in any incompleted voyage. some of the rOOlB 

have been circular. Thus there is recurrence of attentioD to 
environmental chemical carcinogens. from man-made and 
natural sources. and to nutritional factors in human car
cinogenesis. 

The National Cancer Act of 1971 raised by a quane. 
leap the investment being made toward the solution of the 
cancer problem (204). Cancer research. as it delves ~ 
deeper into the cell. cell- virus interactions. genetic It' 
plate. and process of differentiation. is now at the cort of 
the most basic biomedical research. Recognition of the ~ 
of cancer in biomedical research is evident in the exp:andi:ll 
number of its workers being elected to honorific acadaaio 
and the award of Nobel prizes in 1966 and] 975_ 

Yet the real solution of the cancer problem. in tenns d 

understanding its pathogenic mechanisms or preventing IY 

reversing its inexorable consequences. still lies in the futw:: 
The basic contention (214) remains: Cancer is a sol~'JDf 

problem. solvable by a human thought -and-action prOCC' 
we call scientific research. and within the capabilitio if 
human intelligence with which we were endowed by eN

Creator. 
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	I. fOREWORD AND EXPLANATIONS 
	Before you is one man's recalls and aftertastes of a lifelong involvement in cancer research with the National Cancer In· stitute (NCl). This report strives to recapture impressions of long ago and to orient them retrospectively to the views of a ""orking participant. It is certainly not an official or an approved history. It also makes no pretensions to being exhaustive, thus excluding the histodographic appurtenances of lengthy footnotes and numerous references. Indeed, the references have been reduced,
	Research is a human activity, carried out by a peculiar species of that calls itself Homo sapiens. Although the eventual end product of research may seem independent of the sources, the process itself cannot be divorced from the research workers, fallible and faulted human beings. Thus the study of men and women in research is relevant and may be instructive. 
	mamma.ls 

	A wide variety of people go into biomedical research. 
	Common denominators are hard to find, as they are for other human groups identified by some one characteristic. Research workers. of course. must have a modicum of intelligence and must comply with the rules of conduct considered necessary to call an activity research. The !"est is hard work and dedicatior.., for whatever idealistic or crass motivation that might be involved. The mix of 90% perspiration and 10% inspirat·on. as the fonnula for invention given by Thomas Edison, applies to most fields of hu
	Research has its problems. but it is doubtful whether these problems are any more compelling than those in other competitive fields of creative endeavor. There always are t("nsions between competing ~cientists. competing institutions, and competing fields of interest. There also are tensions between scientists and administrators, the tatter being an elusive designation of anyone who can interfere with one's decisions and betwe<!n both and their financial sponsors. There are fmstrations. of course. and fa
	An important area for tensions between scientists and their sponsors is represented by the metaphysicai delineations of the boundaries of the activities that are to be designated as research and the finer divisions of research into basic and applied varieties. These acquire all sorts of real or imagined attributes that fan the heat of the discussions, particularly when division of money or designation of status is involved. For example, few scientists laboring in laboratories will admit statistical and ot
	I Professor of Community Medicine and Oncology. Department of Community Medicine. School of Medicine. University of California at San Di~go. LaJolla. Calif. 92095. 
	2 Support~d by Public H~alth Service contract NIH 265-76·C-0419 from the National Cancer Institute. 
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	field, pejoratively compared with fundamental pursuits on microorganisms. 
	There should be no need to compare good work on cancer with good work on leprosy. Real distinctions lie in the quality, not in the material or the locus of the work. Pasteur said it all when he rejected the idea that there be such an entity as applied science-there is only one science, he said, the tree that bears fruit, and the products of science are indivisible from it. Yet, despite these admonitions, disagreements regarding basic and applied research exist and may set the tone and nature of an institu
	It is, of course, possible to identify bad research and research that is trivial, correcting or extending what is al· ready known by another biologic decimal point. Retrospectively. also, it is possible to identify the key steps preceding a culminating discovery. Such back· tracings, however, have a high degree of tautology and are more useful for testimony before funding committees than before scientific peers. 
	Personal recollections do require identification of the source. I was born, of all places, in Tomsk, Siberia; the fact that I am no longer there is a matter of my prayerful gratitude. During the holocaust of the Russian revolution, my engineer father and physician mother brought me and my brother through Japan, Java, and Australia to San Fran· cisco, California. My education was obtained from the University of California in Berkeley and in San Francisco. With an M.D. degree in hand but ....; th little desir
	Some 40 years later, I retain my wife and my abiding in· terest in that impudent caricature of nonnal differentiation and growth called cancer. It is a deadly and implacable foe, against which science is advancing slowly-but advancing. In this advance, the National Cancer Acts of 1937 and 1971 , the dedications of the United States to the solution of the problem, will be writ large on the page of history that records the eventual triumph. 
	The NCI has been my professional and spiritual home during the whole period, including the years following my official retirement in 1963 and academic assignments at the University of California in San Francisco, at Temple University in Philadelphia, and now in La Jolla , the land of lotus eaters. Even here, these recollections are being underwritten by public funds of the NCI. For this, and for four decades of support for endeavors which I can only hope represent contributions toward the eventual solutio
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	This pride and gratitude would not be well served by too laundered an account, The world is full of manure, and manure makes the posies grow, but it is not mandatory to call it chocolate. Nevertheless, whether because age leads 10 greater tolerance or because there is reticence to speak 100 badly of the departed or those-soon-to-be-departed ... but, really, looking back, there were so few, so occasional, so small-sized villains and villainies, and so many wann, faulted human beings. I hope we were and remai
	II. A BEGINNING, OF SORTS 
	II. A BEGINNING, OF SORTS 

	Friday, August 6. 1937, was an average, rather dull day for news. The headlines of The New York Times included international threats of a wider conflict by Japan, national urging of an extra session of Congress by a farm group, and, local political feuding; for the sports fan, an American yacht won a racing cup. On page 19 was a 13-line dispatch from Washington, D.C. , announcing that the day befort President Roosevelt had signed a cancer study bill setting up a National Institute. No one seems to have both
	A fuller account of the NCI bill appeared as an editorial in the August 7, 1937, issue of the weekly Journal of till Amen'can Medical Assodation, obviously written in a4 anonymous information office in Washington, D.C. Science, the publication of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, noted the event on September 3, 1937, as part of a news item about the proposed new buildings for the National Institute of Health "beyond Bethesda, Maryland," then a far spell from the District of Columbia. 
	Thus the creation of the NCI by the passage of a law was hardly considered an exciting happening. Yet it did mari the official recognition of cancer as a national problem and dedicated national resources toward the solution of the problem. Such dedication was not unknown in diseases thaI threaten livestock but was an unusual step for diseases of man, especially diseases that were neither contagious nor posed an economic threat. 
	Accounts of the administrative, fiscal, and legislative af· fairs of the NCI are available in several publications (1-6) and can be backed by archival records. For a working man's account, however, the few papers on the subject are careful· ly depersonalized and attempt to summarize the research findings rather than the processes of research and their participants (7, 8). The participants themselves are mostly silent, their contributions usually summarized in obituaries that only occasionally include anyth
	Research results, the real goal of which in cancer is to find effective methods of preventing and curing the disease, art fragile entities being constantly displaced by newer findings. When the goal is eventually reached, retrospective wisdolll and the choice of historians will unravel the golden thread backwards and presumably identify key contributions and enshrine investigators to whom credit is attributed, often with several competing candidates. The process is in-
	Research results, the real goal of which in cancer is to find effective methods of preventing and curing the disease, art fragile entities being constantly displaced by newer findings. When the goal is eventually reached, retrospective wisdolll and the choice of historians will unravel the golden thread backwards and presumably identify key contributions and enshrine investigators to whom credit is attributed, often with several competing candidates. The process is in-
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	but the most superficial of cancers. The results were pitifully inadequate, and an obvious reason was that patients with cancer came to treatment only when their disease was far advanced. Fear was not the only reason for such delay; the belief that cancer was a loathsome disease, to be hidden as a shame, was as inhibiting. This belief was related to the fact that among the more common of cancers that were recognized were tumors of the uterus and breast of women, generative organs considered private and secr
	Physicians recognized the tragedies of neglected cancer and hoped that the results of treatment could be improved if such treatment were initiated at earlier stages of the disease. Individual surgeons in Europe and the United States during the early part of the 20th century began to speak and write for cancer education of the public. Although cautions were expressed that medical information on cancer would lead to cancerophobia among the public, there was no alternative to public education if the goals of e
	Wealthy, socially minded citizen-leaders wert! recruited to become interested and involved in the subject. At the turn of the century. these were the "Lady Bountifuls" who had the time, status, and money to express their humanistic drives with the collaboration and guidance of physicians. members of the ecclesiastic and legal professions. and even some scientists who had made their economic and societal marks. The "Good Works" such aggregates espoused became manifested by formal organizations. drives for fi
	By 1904. German physicians formed cancer committees and launched a cancer journal, leitschrift f UT Krebsforschung. In the United States, a seminal event occurred in } 913. with the organization of the American Society for the Control of Cancer (ASCC). Some prominent surgeons of the time and a statistician of an insurance company who presented stark. chilling figures of cancer mortality and its rising toll were among the identifiable ferments (16) . 
	ASCC for many years was essentially a phenomenon of the northeastern seaboard, with headquarters in New York City. Publications were issued. campaigns were launched, and greater public awareness was stimulated. Inevitably, governmental participation was sought and responded to this increasingly viable and vocal citizen lobby. 
	In 1926, Massachusetts passed its Cancer Act, ordering the Department of Public Health to set up a cancer hospital, purchase radium, establish cancer clinics (with or without the cooperation of the medical profession!), disseminate cancer education, and make further studies (17). Research, however, was limited to statistical, epidemiologic investigations. 
	Research toward the solution of a biomedical problem becomes possible when a minimum critical mass is reached in a triad of required elements. The first of these is the availability of a core of knowledge and materials that appear ready for further exploitation. The second is a group of interested, knowledgeable people who wish to pursue the problem or topic. The third is the financial support with 
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	resultant facilities, equipment, and personnel for the endeavors. Before the advent of research institutions, such constellations were almost exclusively limited to universities. 
	For experimental approaches to cancer, the first suitable material was the transplanted tumor. M. Novinsky, a veterinarian in Russia, achieved this in dogs in 1876, but his work was buried and forgotten. A Danish veterinarian, Carl Jensen, made a permanent place in cancer research for transplanted tumors in mice through his careful, systematic work that was published in 1903. 
	Transplanted tumors were the exclusive material for cancer research until 1915 when the patient Japanese investigators K. Yamagiwa and K. Ichikawa described the induction of cancer on rabbit ears painted repeatedly with tar. Four years before that, Peyton Rous of the Rockefeller Institute reported the virus-induced sarcomas of chickens, but his contribution was rejected for several decades because it came at the time when the infectious theories of cancer had been unsuccessfully tested in the laboratory 
	The second element for progTammatic research, of people interested and knowledgeable about cancer, also was to be found by the tum of the century. At that time biologic science was aL'llost a German monopoly, and morphologic, microscopic pathology was .particularly so. The German model was transplanted to the United States by William Henry Welch (18). Welch was the key founder of The Johns Hopkin Medical School in 1893 and the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in 1901 . Many of the investigators 
	The pattern of support of biomedical research by private fortunes was predominant until the massive entry of the Federal Government follo'wing World War II. There are always exceptions and earlier examples. The Buffalo cancer laboratories were founded in 1898 by a State appropriation. Its research program floundered because it bet on the bacterial origin of cancer. The institution returned to more viable cancer research after World \-Var II, when it was renamed the Roswell Park Memorial Institute. Federal i
	By 1914, some 10 institutions-in the United States were 
	By 1914, some 10 institutions-in the United States were 

	doing cancer research; the more prominent ones were 
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	Rockefeller Institute, Cornell University, and Columbia University in New York City, Harvard University in Boston, University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, and the Skin and Cancer Hospital in St. Louis. Among the European centers were the Imperial Cancer Research Fund in London, the Imperial Board of Health in Berlin, Ehrlich's Laboratory in Frankfort, the Pasteur Institute in Paris. and the Veterinary and Agricultural School in Copenhagen. Yamagiwa transferred Gennan pathology to Japan and in 1907 foun
	The ASCC increasingly turned toward research as an area from which the eventual solution of the problem could bt anticipated. Dr. C. C. Little, perennial director of ASCC, established The Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine. which became the world leader in genetic research on cancer. Several private foundations made grants for cancer investigations. In 1936, Yale University received, througb careful planning by Dr. George M. Smith, an endowment from the Childs family'. The initial gift of $3.5 million 
	It all comes out as a multifactorial, kaleidoscopic series of events that involved many professional and nonprofessionll people, their voluntary organizations. and the eventual apression of their desires in governmental fonnalizations and financing. Thus does American democracy work-nO( necessarily logically, not necessarily in an orderly fashion. and not necessarily for the most important purposes. It is untidy but is yet to be challenged successfully by any belief system. 
	The direct. continuing Federal involvement with cancer in 1937 can be traced to three conditions of the time: the changed attitude concerning the role of the Federal Government in medicine and medical research during the FrankliD Roosevelt administrations, the dynamic sponsorship for such involvement by some professional and public figures who found a few responsive members of Congress. who in tuI'U enlisted their confreres in a noncontroversial, humanistically worthy field, and, finally. the ready soil c
	The direct. continuing Federal involvement with cancer in 1937 can be traced to three conditions of the time: the changed attitude concerning the role of the Federal Government in medicine and medical research during the FrankliD Roosevelt administrations, the dynamic sponsorship for such involvement by some professional and public figures who found a few responsive members of Congress. who in tuI'U enlisted their confreres in a noncontroversial, humanistically worthy field, and, finally. the ready soil c

	It is with the last of the above three elements that thit description primarily deals. But the ecology in which the events occurred is as important as the events themselves. During the period post World War I, Gennan preeminenct in science was destroyed, but American preeminence W1S only a promise. The economic boom of the 1920's was followed by the disspiriting economic depression which ill Europe allowed the flowering of dictatorships and in the United States left an indelible mark on the spirit and cOli"
	One recall of that era was the importance of a few priva
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	assembled even before the official passage of the cancer act and later became official as the National Advisory Cancer Council (photo 1). It was a prestigious group. but glaringly lacking major representation from the clinical area. Another striking hiatus was in virology; Dr. James Murphy held sway over Rous at the Rockefeller Institute, and he did not subscribe to the infectious theory of cancer. 
	Reservations were expressed by the advisory group and by various individuals appearing before the Congressional hearings as to having the cancer research activity placed in the PHS. Dr. James Ewing, doyen of cancer from his head position at the Memorial Hospital in New York. thought that the Veterans Administration was a more appropriate agency. He was also against the new grant·in-aid mechanism; much better. in his opinion, were larger endowments to established institutions with the Memorial Hospital as a
	But Parran. ably assisted by his lieutenants and his allies of the New Deal, prevailed without too much opposition. A large reason was that the PHS already had two viable foci of cancer research that had developed during the previous 15 years and had shown obvious evidences of productivity. One was in Boston, and the other in 'Washington, D.C. 
	These two units were much of the history of the NCI during the first few years and ,"-ere the bedrock of the national involvement in the problem of cancer for the subsequent several decades. 
	The two cancer activities of the PHS that exi.sted between 1922 and 1937 were very much the work of two men, Drs. Joseph W. Schereschewsky and Carl Voegtlin (photo 2). Schereschewsky was older, an officer of the PHS Corps; he had a wide approach to probTems as behooved a public health professional. He thus included statistics and public hea.Ith control in the field as part of cancer activities . Voegt!in was a civil service scientist with a laboratory orientation to whom statistics and even clinical applic
	Accounts of the two cancer activities are best told through recalls of the chief members of the staffs: Schereschewsky had retired in 1937 but left an indelible mark on his Boston staff. They frequently spoke of him as if anticipating him to enter the door at that moment. That ceased when the Boston group moved to Bethesda, Maryland, when it became politic not to mention him. 
	III. 
	III. 
	III. 
	Nel, 1937-41 

	A. 
	A. 
	The Boston Group 


	In 1939. a few months before the move to the NCI in Bethesda, Maryland, the staff of the Office of Cancer Investigations assembled for a picture (photo 3). By then it was strictly not the Boston group, but the Cambridge group. having been transferred in 1937 from the School of Medicine of Harvard University in Boston to the Gibbs Memorial Laboratory in Cambridge. 
	The only member of the group not present was the founder, Schereschewsky. His place was taken by Dr. Floyd 
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	PHOTO 1. -Members of the First National Advisory Cancer Council at groundbreaking ceremonies of the NCI. 1938. Left to right: F. C. Wood. C. C. Lit· tle. J. Ewing. A. H. Compton. J. B. Conant. T. Parran. and L. Helttoen. 


	C. Turner, who snapped the photograph by means of a delayed exposure device that allowed him to get into the picture. 
	C. Turner, who snapped the photograph by means of a delayed exposure device that allowed him to get into the picture. 
	Dr. Joseph W. Schereschewsky (1873-1940) was an adventurous man with a restless mind a d wandering feet. Son of a missionary in China, he received his medical education at Harvard and Dartmouth. His education was interrupted by some youthful escapades and enlistment in the medical corps for service in Cuba during the Spanish-American War. In 1899 he was commissioned in the PHS and served with distinction until his retirement in 1937 (24). 
	Schereschewsky's official interest in cancer was recorded in the annual report of the Surgeon General for the fiscal year 1923. He proposed investigations on cancer, starting with a statistical review of the problem as urged by the ASCC since 1913. He was given the privilege of conducting his studies at a location of his choice. which was at Harvard, with Dr. Milton J. Rosenau's Department of Preventive Medicine. It was not accidental, of course, that Rosenau was an alumnus of the PHS. nor that Schereschews
	Within 2 years, Schereschewsky published his findings (25), showing a steady increase in cancer mortality over a period of 20 years in the death-registration area of the United States. This publication was an important item that led to the increased interest and involvement of the PHS in 
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	cancer research. Cancer was obviously a national problem of health, but of a different variety than was represented by the infectious, transmissible diseases with which a sanit.ary corps was best equipped to deal. 
	The Boston operation was a one-man show, although nOlt was made of collabor~tion with individuals in the area, such as the procurement of mice from Dr. Leonell Strong of the Bussey Institute in 1927. Schereschewsky became intrigued with the effects of very high frequency currents on celJs and tissues. which eventually were attributed by others to the heat generated by such currents rather than to any mort specific effects. Tissue culture also was started on a small scale to study the uptake and other effect
	In 1927 a conference was organized by Schereschewsky to advise the PHS on a program of cancer research. The com' mittee, meeting in Washington, consisted of Drs. Francis Carter Wood, W. D. Howell, Warren H. Lewis, and James 
	B. Murphy and is a roll call of eminent men who were studying cancer at the time. . 
	The committee of 1927 recommended, as summa.rized In the ~nnual report (26), " .. . systematic investigations in the following fields: (1) cellular biophysics and biochemistry, (2) investigations of the effects on living cells of the spectrum of radiant energy, (3) investigations of occupational cancer, (4) cooperation in statistical research on cancer with the BureaU 
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	ofthe Census:' This is indeed a modest and succinct plan, at k~t in its statement if not in its intent. and represents one of the earlier cancer research plans that blossomed into the multh'olume program plans almost 50 years later. 
	The stimulation by the 1927 conference led to an increase in funds for cancer to $30,000 and a promotion for Schereschewsky. He was then able to recruit several UIOCiates under the civil service, and the activity in Boston bcoc~me officially the Office of Field Investigations of 
	C~ncer. 
	Schl'reschewsky's first pennanent addition to his small tUff Was Dr. Howard B. Andervont, who already had been working with him while he was an instructor in Rosenau's d~partment at Harvard. Dr. Murray J. Shear was employed ~ few years later and, soon thereafter, a cytologist and a phrsicist were hired. The activities of this group from 1930 to 1937 resulted in about 35 publications. As Andervont (24) ~atl'd, "Seldom, if ever, did Dr. Schereschewsky's name appear on any of these papers despite the fact tha
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	Schereschewsky's associates remember his remarkable versatility, exceptional memory, and fertile imagination. His staff uniformly called him "Sherry." 
	Schereschewsky's goal of a major commitment to cancer by the government was met by the passage of the National Cancer Act of 1937. But his own role ceased with his mandatory retirement at age 64. His Boston confreres would have wished that he had been selected as the first Director of the Institute for a symbolic short period, but this was not to be. Voegtlin, his competitor, was given the assignment. In the tradition of the PHS, Schereschewsky put on his hat and was never seen again at the activity he had
	Schereschewsky's role in the national involvement in 
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	SHIMKIN 
	PHOTO 3.-The Office of Cancer Investigations. Cambridge. Mass .. 1939. Front TOW, leflto right: J. Trovato. D. Howard. R. Minor. T. Shovellon. R. 
	W. O·Ca:a. D. Silverman. F. Linnell.]. Stasio. A. Pe.rrault. andF. C. Turner. Second TOW: M.J. Shear. H. L. Stewart. H. C. Grady. H. B. Andervonl. R. Lorenz. 1. Leiter. and H. L. Meyer. Third TOW: F. Kennedy. W.1. McEleney.J. L. Hartwell. M. B. Shirnkin.J.J. Murphy. and W. Gately. 
	cancer remained fairly well submerged for many years, but his memory remained bright among the staff of his Boston group. It was only in 1957. when the history of the first 20 years of the NCI was published. that an appreciation of his efforts became incorporated in L~e record. 
	Dr. Howard B. Andervont (1 898-) continued to be the principal biologist of the NCI until he retired at the man· datory age of 70 (28). 
	Andy. as he was universally known, was a man of precise research and other habits. He was a master of the economi· cal experiment to answer specific questions, and his publica· tions were exact and to the point, y,;th summary tables that could be easily interpreted. E ery experiment was done per· sonal\y by him. with the assistance of a faithful diener but without delegation of true supen.ision over any mouse, and was incii\'idually recorded in student examination blue· books. His publications between 1924 
	Perhaps his high points were demonstrations of the pro· tection of mice against the "milk factor" by passive immunity through serum of rabbits immunized against tissues containing the factor (JO) and the role of the environment in the occurrence of breast cancer in mice (31). The latter study, showing that female mice raised in isolation develop mammary tumors earlier than mice housed communally. was suggested by Strong. Andervont. however, showed it precisely and convincingly, with the usual minimum nu
	Andervont's publications are notable for the absence of statistical treatment and of lengthy, theoretical discussions. His gTcat contributions to cancer research. made over four 
	Andervont's publications are notable for the absence of statistical treatment and of lengthy, theoretical discussions. His gTcat contributions to cancer research. made over four 
	decades, were modestly designed, modestly but thoroughly performed. and modestly published in obscure outlets su~ as the Pu'blic Health Reports. It is too bad that they were too soon forgotten, for many were rediscovered and rcpeatcdl without knowledge ofhis prior contributions. 

	Andy was a modest man, fond of his family and his work He eschewed academic and administrative battles. preferring to withdraw to his own counciL Moreover, Andy thought that all administrative matters at the laboratory level could be done by one good secretary, with professional supervision one day a month. He commanded much natural loyalty. but not as a forefront fighter for the gToup. 
	Dr. MurrayJ. Shear (1899-) was a biochemist, a smaU. bright native of Brooklyn. He was among the pioneers ill chemical carcinogenesis and experimental cancer chemotherapy. Shear stimulated an association with Professor Louis F. Fieser of Harvard. Fieser synthesized many analogs of the carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons thal had bed! isolated from tar by the gToup at the Royal Cancer Hospital in London, under the direction of Dr. Ernest Kennaway. A formal agTeement was reached by an exchange of letters il
	An important series of papers (32-36) emanated frOID these endeavors between 1936 and 1942, paralleling similstudies being carried out in London by Dr. James Cook and his associates. The implied hypothesis of both gToups ~ that cancer might be an inborn error of metabolism ID which cholesterol gave rise to endogenous carcinogenic Copounds. This possibility became particularly attractive whdl Fieser and Cook independently synthesized 3-methylcholanthrene from bile acids and when the sex horroo~ were shown 
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	Shear introduced the term and the concept of "cocarcinogenesis" from observations that crude tars contained too low a concentration of benzpyrene to account for the carcinogenic potency. Thus tar had to contain other materials liat enhanced the carcinogenic process, which were dubbed -cocarcinogens." This turned out to be a fertile field of in.-atigation, with later modifications and permutations of tbe concept by Drs. Isaac Berenblum and E. Hecker. 
	After reading a paper that reported hemorrhage in lfinspJanted tumors in guinea pigs inoculated with bacterial toxins, Shear became interested in cancer chemotherapy ~nd suggested that the phenomenon resembled the Schwartzman reaction. Bacterial mixed toxins were, of course, the material reported by Dr. Bradley Coley at the turn of the century as being of clinical use in sarcomas. Sh~ar initiated a systematic program aimed at isolating the ~~tl.\'e principle from Serratia marcescens (Bacillus pro~glOsus) (
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	reproduced in transplantable mouse tumors by anaphylaxis 
	(41) and antiplatelet serum (42). 
	Late in his career, Shear persuaded that a special laboratory be created for him, which he entitled Chemical Pharmacology and for which he recorded his rationalizations (43). Shear was a good speaker, persuasive on the podium and in smaller groups, who dilated his attractive brown eyes to indicate his interest and sincerity. But in the clutch his help was seldom available, since, to his great regrets, he was already overburdened with other responsibilities. Thus he included himself out and was not pursued
	Dr. Egon Lorenz (1892-1954) was a slender, blond German physicist who joined the Boston group when Schereschewsky was interested in high frequency currents and mitogenetic radiation, a dubious discovery from the Soviet Union. He was a graduate of German universities, with Breslau as the last stop in the student wanderings after service in the German army. He came to the United States on a Rockefeller fellowship and stayed, having had enough of war and all that it meant (44). 
	Egon, as he was known to his associates young and old, swung slowly into the biophysical applications to cancer. He quickly disproved the existence of mitogenetic radia tion and became involved in the role of physical properties of polycyclic hydrocarbons in the carcinogenic reactions. He worked out techniques for spectral analysis of the compounds and for preparation of colloidal dispersions, emulsions, and monomolecular layers of the chemicals. The biologic work was done with Andervont and other biologi
	The needs of biologists for hydrocarbons that could be injected iv and into tissue were extensive, and the preparation of a 3-methylcholanthrene dispersion in horse serum, in liter volumes, was a recurrent event. During hot weather, since this was long before air conditioning, the ether solution would occasionally explode, spattering the carcinogen over Lorenz and his long-suffering assistant, Henry Meyer. No cancers are known to have resulted from the exposure, but some apparel was badly damaged. 
	Interest in environmental factors in the production of pulmonary cancer stimulated Lorenz to design a complicated multi-jar contrivance housing mice under dustfree conditions (45). The amount of dust was carefully monitored, and the mice were oiled to reduce hair and skin debris sources. During the New England hurricane of 1938, Lorenz drove through its apogee to sustain the animals by manual pumping of the air until the electrical power source was restored. 
	Lorenz got into his real element during World War II, when he became involved in radiobiology via participation in the Manhattan Project (46). His programmatic, expensive, and extensive study of several species exposed to various levels of daily radiation led to the lowering of the accepted tolerance levels for man. He participated in studies showing that partial body shielding protected animals against otherwise lethal doses of radiation and discovered that bone marrow injections had a similar protectiv
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	discovered that total-body irradiation in small doses had a synergistic effect in the radiation treatment of experimental lymphosarcoma in mice (47). 
	discovered that total-body irradiation in small doses had a synergistic effect in the radiation treatment of experimental lymphosarcoma in mice (47). 
	Lorenz lived a full life, enjoying the good things of life: music, winter sports, wine, and women. He was a hard worker when he was interested, but he suffered fools badly, whether they wore scientific or administrative vestments. He was a hard man not to like, except by hostesses whose invitations he neglected. 
	Dr. Harold L. Stewart (1899-), a bonafide pathologist from the faculty of Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, joined the Boston group in 1957. A small, redheaded man of definite opinions and unquestioned competence in his field, he immediately laid claim over all pathology in the laboratory and later at the NCI. 
	Stewart was and remained a classic morphologic pathologist (48), to whom the clarification of the histogenesis of the neoplasm was the main purpose and end of research. He and his associates, especially Dr. Thelma B. Dunn (1900-), became international authorities on the histology of mouse neoplasia. His criteria for the diagnosis of experimental gastric cancer and Dunn's classification of mouse lymphomas (49) remain unchallenged. Dunn became the first woman to be elected president of the American Associa
	Stewart's primary interest for several years was to induce adenocarcinoma of the stomach in mice. He finally succeeded, on a limited scale, by injecting dispersions of 5methylcholanthrene into the glandular wall of the stomach (.51, 52). The aim was also partially achieved by an aminofluorene analog fed to rats by Morris et al. (53-56), but best achieved by Sugimura and Fujimura (.57) in Japan by means of a nitrosoguanidine compound. 
	Stewart was a battler for his rights as he saw them and for the rights of his pathology associates. This gained him great loyalty. The price was unquestioned acceptance of his leadership, manifested by daily obeisances at his noon gatherings for lunch. Woe be it to anyone who would ask for his presence somewhere else ins:ead of reporting at his office. 
	Stewart became involved in international affairs of the International Union Against Cancer and in various registries of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and had an increasingly important voice in such affairs, directly or through the selection of people acceptable to him. He did not consider appointments of pathologists, within or without the NCI, as nominations; rather they were his direct emissaries. On decisions involving the NCI as a whole, he could be counted on to take a position that would e
	Stewart traveled widely, chaired more meetings than anyone else in the place, and retired at 70 to begin garnering more honorary memberships and medals than any of his associates. The top positions of the NCI and of the International Union Against Cancer escaped him. His mark on the pathology of experimental cancer, however, was real and lasting. 
	Dr. Floyd C. Turner (1889-1960) looked like a farmer, with a weather-beaten face and rough hands. He was a commissioned officer of the PHS and was sent from Washing-
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	ton, D.C., to become the officer in charge of the Boston group upon Schereschewsky's retirement (58). 
	Turner's wife had died of breast cancer, which was the compelling motivation of his involvement in cancer research. His approach was direct. He was going to disCOver an effective therapeutic agent for breast cancer in mice, and spontaneous mammary tumors were the only acceptable t~ material. He used transplanted tumors grudgingly_ Every source of mice with breast lumps was mobilized, and every mouse was started on one chemical or some other preparation that same day, Sundays alone excepted. Turner handle
	The empirical testing of chemicals was tolerantly accepted by the group as a vagary of the chief, with litde chance of payoff or lasting results. Every so often, however. Turner would find a report in an exotic foreign publication, claiming wonderful effects in treating tumors with plant or animal extracts, such as autolysates of spleen or heart. The theoretical reason for selecting those particular organs wasJ that primary and metastatic tumors were rare, and thus the tissues must have substances that wer
	Turner's chemotherapeutic approaches resembled those accepted for the National Cancer Chemotherapy Program almost two decades later, although the program had to depend on transplantable rather than spontaneous tumors, a much harder target. But Turner will retain a place in cancer research because he saved some rats given subcutaneous implants of Bakelite disks. These were controls for Lorenz's studies on monomolecular layers of carcinogens, and one developed a sarcoma at the site of the presumably inert,
	Soon after the United States entered World War H. Turner was sent to man a quarantine station. This literally as well as figuratively broke his heart. He was retired and for some years continued his cancer chemotherapy in a small town in California. It is heartening to record that he was supported by a small grant from the NCr. He was an honest. dedicated man. 
	Four brand-new Research Fellows joined the group du~iog 1938. Dr. Jonathan L. Hartwell, a Ph.D. in organiC chemistry, was transferred from Fieser's department to that of Shear. He was assigned the job of gleaning the published 
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	i.cnalur~ for compounds that had been tested for carc~("nic activity. Joseph Leiter, who was to acquire his ~torate lat~r in Washington, D.C. , came from New York -t:.d tlJQk care of the animal work involved in the testing of c~puunds for carcinogenic activity. He also was responsi~ for the collection of atmospheric dust samples from ~"~I cities, an arrangement developed by Shear to test "~h("r such pollutants could be related to the higher in~ceof lung cancer in city populations as compared with 
	It"nera\ population (61). 
	It"nera\ population (61). 
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	I was assigned to Andervont, to work on lung tumors in mice and to test the air pollutant samples (62). Characteristically, Andervont suggested that I browse through his collection of reprints and derive my own ideas. The heritage of Schereschewsky, "sink or swim" in research, was clearly passed on to Andervont. 
	Dr. Hugh Grady, a student of Harold Stewart at Jefferson Medical School in Philadelphia, was a tall, nearsighted pathologist who hummed Irish ballads; he and Stewart began to study the histogenesis of primary pulmonary 
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	adenomatous tumors in strain A mice (63). This involved serial sections following the inoculation of the animals with a polycyclic hydrocarbon. as described by Andervont. and remains a classic in histogenesis. 
	It was a young crowd. Turner was the officer in charge and the oldest of the group. Andervont was the next in chronologic seniority. 
	The Gibbs Memorial Laboratory. the interim home for the group until their amalgamation to Bethesda. was a red brick edifice constructed solidly for the determination of atomic weights. It was off the main Harvard campus. along the eastern Cambridge extension of Massachusetts Avenue. 00 the greenswald between the Peabody Museum and the Mallinckrodt Laboratory. The third floor was occupied by the biochemists. except for Grady's room. The second floor housed the administration. consisting of Turner and two sec
	The animals' attendants and other assistants were initially selected from the Works Program Administration (W.P.A.). which had plenty of candidates in the depression. stricken Boston area. The young men were the intellectual cream of the lot. but many bore the physical marks of long economic deprivations. Their stature was stunted. and their teeth were atrocious. Their mental spark. however. soon came to the fore. Within weeks they were thoroughly bored with changing cages. keeping water bottles filled. an
	Most of the attendants were young and unmarried and moved with the group to Bethesda. During World War II. many were drafted or went into service voluntarily. Their teeth were replaced by dentures. their weight was increased by better diet. and they returned for visits to the NCI. smart and orderly in their unifonns. After the war they took ad· vantage of the excellent investment made by the Nation in its most precious commodity. its citizens. through the G.1. Bill of Rights. with its provi.sions for educat
	B. The Washington Group 
	Some time before their amalgamation with the NCI. the 
	Some time before their amalgamation with the NCI. the 
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	Division of Pharmacology of the National fostitute of Health also gathered for a group portrait (photo 6). 
	Their story too is best told by describing some of the pr(). fessional members of the staff who made their impress 011 cancer research. 
	Dr. Carl Voegtlin (1879-1960). a large. taciturn Swissborn biochemist-pharmacologist. headed this second fOCUs of cancer research in the PHS and became the first chief (or Director.. a later official designation of the office) of the NCI 
	(6'). 
	Voegtlin was educated in several Swiss and Gennan universities. He came to the United States in 1904. wher~ a year's fellowship stretched to a lifetime. His pivotal position 
	was on th~ faculty at Johns Hopkins. wher~ he participated in the identification of the role of the parathyroid in calciulII metabolism. In 1913. he was selected to head the Division of Pharmacology at the U.S. Hygienic Laboratory in Wasbington. D.C.• the predecessor of the National Institute of Health as the research arm of the PHS. He remained with the PHS until his retirement in 1943. shifting from civil ser. vice to the commissioned corps upon his designation as chief of the NCI. At that time it was tr
	Voegtlin was a well-trained investigator in the Gennall tradition. The research program of the Division of Pharo macology included many obviously self-generated problems that can be termed basic. yet related to such practical problems as the mechanism of action of chemotherapeutic agents. particularly arsphenamine for syphilis. These studies led to investigations of the role of sulfhydryl enzymes ill tissues. 
	Voegtlin's interest in cancer dated to 1922. although the actual reasons are not clear. Dr. Helen M. Dyer recalls that rats with transplantable tumors were imported from !he Crocker Institute and the Buffalo Institute and used for studying the effect of salts of gold. lead. and copper, a.s well as arsenic on tumor growth for possible chemotherapeutic effects. At that time. Dr. Blair Bell in Liverpool was claim· ing clinical responses in cancer patients treated with lead. which is recorded in the progress re
	The investigations led to a number of solid contributions (66, 67) on the reducing power of normal and malignant tissue. content of glutathione and ascorbic acid in normal and tumor tissues. and effects of amino acid deficiencies on tumor growth. By 1935. some two dozen publications had appeared. with Voegtlin as the senior author 00 half and another seven as junior authors (68). Drs. James M. Johnson. Herbert Kabler. and Mary E. Maver were the senior associates during the earlier period. By 1938. D~. Harol
	Voegtlin made a transition from a research director exer· cising tight control over the program in his pharmacolOgy 
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	PHOTO 6.-The Division of Pharmacology. National Institute of Health. W~shington. D.C .• about 19 8. Frunt TUW. left (0 right : H. Kahler. J. M. Johoson. M. I. Smith. C. Voegtlin. W. 
	R. Earle. M. E. Maver. and H. Bauer. Second row: W. Lindner. T . H. Stark. ). W. Thompson. E. W. Emmart. M. Farrell. K. Harlow. O. Manhino. Rosen. and C. 1. Wright. Third row: C. A. Doane. R. H. Bohl. Springstern. M. Feeser. W. I'ilkerton. E. L. Schilling. R. V. Bishop. M. Goldberg. G. O.Jarrels. and Collison. Fourth row: T . Hawley. S. M. Rosenthal. R. Holbrook. R. R. Spencer. E. Davis. B. B. Westfall. and F. De Eds. 
	division to a more liberal director of cancer research. At the NCI, he allowed-within their disciplines-considerable freedom of choice to his senior workers. However, he main· tained direct interest in all phases of the program and steadfastly refused to allow set subdivisions in his organization. With the exception of pathology, he visualized the senior people as temporary chairmen of the activity, a plan that obviously gave him more direct control but in the long run was not compatible with bureaucratic 
	It was not wise to undertake large new departures in research without his knowledge and consent, and he was well known for his recurrent question: "What does that have to do with cancer?" 
	Voegtlin was respected but aloof. He was certainly the logical choice for the first Director, if such direction had to come from within the PHS. He recognized roles for cancer control activities, including statistics, and for clinical resources, which were developed at the Marine Hospital in Baltimore. However, he firmly believed that the laboratory had to provide the leadership in cancer research, and this pattern was laid for the NCI for over a decade. 
	Dr. James M. Johnson (1883-1953), a chemist born in South Carolina and educated at Johns Hopkins, was the senior member-by age and years of service-of Voegtlin's staff. He transferred from the Division of Pharmacology to the NCI. Johnson carried out Voegtlin's leads and orders. Earlier in his career he was involved in the synthesis of arsphenamine, the flow of Which from Germany was interrupted by World War I, and in research on the role of glutathione. He characterized various chemical constituents in nor
	Johnson was unswervingly loyal, and it would have been unthinkable for him to question his chief, whom he called Professor Voegtlin. 
	During a period of expansion of cancer research at the Division of Pharmacology, 1928-30, the core of the staff that was eventually transferred to the NCI was added. 
	Dr. Harold W. Chalkley (1887-1976) was an English-born graduate ofJohns Hopkins in physiology. He was interested in cell division and regeneration and used free-living animals such as the amoeba and hydra for his subjects. Chalkley had a fine feel for quantitative biologic measure· ments and is best known for a method of quantitative morphologic analysis of tissues that became known as the Chalkley technique (70). which he devised during his collaborative studies with Dr. Glenn H . Algire (1907-58) on the
	Chalkley was an ardent discussor of any topic, scientific, cultural, or political, an able artist, and a charming com· panion. He labored not mightily at the laboratory bench but spread his ideas and his enthusiasm to others. For years after Voegrlin's retirement, it was Chalkley's self-imposed duty and pleasure to keep the chiefs portrait in good repair by regular applications of oil. 
	Dr. Herbert Kahler (1896-1962), born in Oregon and 
	Dr. Herbert Kahler (1896-1962), born in Oregon and 
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	educated in biophysics at Cornell University, was one of those convenient gadgeteers who could invent, devise, Or repair anything mechanical (73). He made electrodes for measuring electrical resistance in tissues and an apparatus for milking mice (71). He was a pioneer in the use of ultracentrifuges and electron microscopes because he knew how they worked, and dysfunction on their part was a challenge to be resolved (75). A thin, dark man with a slight. moustache, he kept to his last and took no part in the
	educated in biophysics at Cornell University, was one of those convenient gadgeteers who could invent, devise, Or repair anything mechanical (73). He made electrodes for measuring electrical resistance in tissues and an apparatus for milking mice (71). He was a pioneer in the use of ultracentrifuges and electron microscopes because he knew how they worked, and dysfunction on their part was a challenge to be resolved (75). A thin, dark man with a slight. moustache, he kept to his last and took no part in the
	Dr. Wilton R. Earle (1902-64), born in South Carolina and educated at Vanderbilt University, was the tissue culture expert (76). For many years only Dr. George Gey of Johns Hopkins was his competitor in devising increasingly more complicated methodology for their work. Both made practically impossible demands of their art, and their instrumentation placed tissue culture beyond the reach of any other investigators to whom equal facilities were not available. 
	Earle demanded that everything had to be at least in duplicate, whether this be a gross of pencils br a set of sterile transfer rooms. 
	Earle and Gey both sought to convert normal cells into neoplastic cells in vitro by exposure to carcinogenic hydrocarbons or radiation. Both observed such changes, which could not be related to the carcinogenic exposure and were probably spontaneous in origin (77-82). 
	Tales abound about both of these pioneer tissue culture masters. For Earle, his life was full of "little folk" that interfered with his investigations. One such incident involved the inexplicable film of oil on his most precious glassware, no matter how rigorously washed in all sorts of corrosive acids. The phenomenon was finally traced to a night watchman who warmed his cheese sandwiches in the constanttemperature incubator in which the glassware was kept. This led to the installation (in duplicate) of 
	Years later, Dr. Harry Eagle (83) became Scientific Direc· tor of the NCI and quickly converted the complex in vitro procedures, with their expensive equipment and ap' propriate magical incantations, into a simplified technology. The definition of the basic media so that they could be prepared commercially completed the conversion of the exclusive techniques of Earle and of Gey into pro· cedures within reach of all reasonably functional laboratories. 
	Voegtlin's group, with its special predilection for Hopkins graduates, did not discriminate against women. Mary E. Maver (1891-1975), a biochemist from the University of Chicago, contributed a long series of studies on enzymatic characteristics of tissues and tumors, with special interest in a group of proteolytic enzymes, the cathepsins, which un' fortunately correlated best with the amount of necrosis (84). Helen M. Dyer (1895-) joined the pharmacology division as a young technician, returned to George Wa
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	of Wazo and fluorene carcinogens (8.5) and to the studies of ~physiologic factors in gastric function and compiled an uri)' index of chemicals that had been tested experimentally &I chemotherapeutic agents against cancer (86). 
	Dr. Roscoe R, Spencer (1888-) was a commissioned ofrlC~r member of the pharmacology group. who became the ~lStant chief of the NCI under Voegtlin and the second ctud upon Voegtlin's retirement in 1943. He was a Virgin~nand obtained his doctorate fromJohns Hopkins. 
	Spenny. as he was called by his associates. was a bona fide m~ical hero. who had participated in the development of a 'Uccessful tick vaccine against Rocky Mountain spotted fever ISi).. His interests in cancer were primarily at a philo~phlcallevel. with cancer as an example of species adaptatlo. in a multicellular organism. He studied the effects of Qrcmogens and environmental factors such as temperature on small. free-living organisms (88, 89). The observations 
	n
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	were devoid of tests for genetic changes or biochemical markers and have left no impress. 
	A pleasant man with a brush moustache and smiling face. Spenny was not an administrator. He tried his best to hold together a group of individualists during wartime conditions, with indifferent results. TheJournal of the National Cancer Institute ONCI). established by Voegtlin in 1940. was beginning to atrophy from diminishing contributions, in part because he could not bear to continue his predecessor's edict of exclusive outlet from the staff. Finally a committee of the staff gently relieved him of his d
	After the war, disaster struck Spencer when he testified before a Congressional Appropriations Committee that he did not think that an expanded budget for the NCI was justified. For a government official to intimate that more money is not essential is to reserve for himself a place at a 
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	lower rung of bureaucratic Hades. Spencer was promptly replaced. His testimony was quickly corrected as an early example of misspokenness-what had been meant was that such budgetary increases had to be long term in nature and in commitment, with adequate preparatory training and new facilities. etc. 
	No description of Voegtlin's pharmacology group and the early days of the NCI would be complete without the inclusion of Miss Ora Marshino. chief administrative officer. She was a lawyer who held the chiefs office in complete and absolute sway. It was a sin for a secretary to light a cigarette in the office; any staff member, of any rank. who deviated from the chiefs orders or wishes had her to answer to. But Ora never was the dragon she appeared to be. She was a meticulous, knowledgeable. and irreplaceab
	(90) . She was invaluable to the chief and to everyone else in the place. but it took a long time to appreciate this. 
	c. The Third Group: Research Fellows 
	c. The Third Group: Research Fellows 

	And so it came co pass that the ground for the NCI building was broken with appropriate ceremonies on October 3, 1938. The Georgian three-story structure of redbrick (photo 8) was carefully set peripherally to the main complement of the National Institute of Health. The tradi
	And so it came co pass that the ground for the NCI building was broken with appropriate ceremonies on October 3, 1938. The Georgian three-story structure of redbrick (photo 8) was carefully set peripherally to the main complement of the National Institute of Health. The tradi
	tional Institute was a symmetrical five-building arrangement with the administrative building in the center. The central building boasted large white columns for its fronl, giving it a southern plantation look. 

	The new activity. cancer, was tolerated but not complete. ly accepted by the microbe fighters who were the elite of the new campus. It was only after World War II that the Na. tional Cancer Institute Act was replicated for a series of new institutes. on heart, neurological diseases, and other disease categories. The National Institute of Health then became the plural National Institutes of Health. For years, however, the title above the administration building just had the "s· added to the word Institute, w
	The NCI building was completed by January 1940. The Boston group. however. moved in before the onset of inclement weather. during the previous October. Loaded on trucks. every piece of equipment. including some trash ca~ filled with trash. reached the new home. although some cages of animals were spilled on the way and a few experiments were ruined. Many of the laboratory attendants rode post. since the government by long custom paid for the travel of only those best able to pay and not of the lowlier emp
	The Washington contingent. of course. had fewer prob-
	The Washington contingent. of course. had fewer prob-

	PHOT O 8. -The NCI building, Bethesda, Md., around 1955. 
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	~ the original Research Fellows, Dr. Jesse P. _ --:a:~n (1902-59) stands out (91). He was a workaholic \00.. ::r.:uJ(. who began his career in New York even before 
	... ~nr;: his doctorate from Brown University in 1930. An ~but traumatic tutelage at Harvard, Germany, and t-e,in-followed. This period left a mark on Greenstein, . I\c ~°nd how difficult it was at that time for a Jew to get a ~ncnt position despite his arduous work and un,.~contributions to protein chemistry. An addition to 
	• Wnih-resulted in a rebuke rather than an increase in his --uar y'stipend. The opening at the NCI represented a t.rc=. ,,·here he could continue his driving interests in ~Acids. yet fulfill his obligations to cancer research. 
	rbt truth was that Greenstein was but peripherally in...-:rd in cancer, for which he dramatically overcompen_ -.n.;. 10 the benefit of cancer. The first four volumes of the 
	contain S2 papers by Greenstein. The culmination was ~ L.uic Biochemistry ofCancer (92, 93) of 1948 and 1954, ;:"I.t ~s)'Othesis of the subject since the contributions of 
	Ouo Warburg in the 1920's. G.fC"t'nStein would set up procedures for the measurement .( C"QlJlnes. from acylase to zymohexase, train a technician 
	",n the procedure, and have it done on a spectrum of c.-plamcd tumors and comparable normal tissues that ~han'ested for him by Dr. J. W. Thompson and others ~to the task. One of the more interesting findings ~, Ur r~uction of liver catalase activity in tumor-bearing .-auls (94). Greenstein reached a generalization that CiI1::DOr. as a class converged biochemically in their enzymatic cil.&acteristics, a generalization that was made on estabi.bc-d transplanted tumors and that was not as clear when 'fGDt~neou
	pc-m. Crttnstein was a driving, driven man, and his sudden <c"th by stroke at the early age of 57 deprived cancer ~u(h of what by 1959 was its commanding figure in the !-rld of biochemistry. Many younger men thrived under his "u~g. but older associates who preferred different apP~~(hes or a more moderate pace were discarded or sought fdug~ dsewhere, In fact, another laboratory was eventually ut:.(~ for many ofsuch refugees. ~Cr~nstein's position and reputation were soon so high t hIS voice became important
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	PHOT09.-j. P. Greenstein, about 1944. 
	PHOT09.-j. P. Greenstein, about 1944. 

	scientific policies of the NCI. The reorganization of the NCI effected by Scheele with the post-war expansion had the blueprint of Greenstein for the intramural laboratory portion of the plan. Greenstein may have become the Director of the NCI, but preferred to retain his hands on his retorts rather than to get involved in the paper problems of others. Had he accepted, the intramural program may have emerged much more structurally centralized and directed than it became under the benevolent laissez-faire o
	During the 1930's there was considerable interest in nutrition and cancer. This interest has been a recurrent one in cancer research, with papers of supposition and postulations going back to the 19th century. The 1930 interest was stimulated by the demonstration that the growth of rodents was inhibited by large amounts of carcinogenic hydrocarbons, especially if the diet was low in its content of sulfurcontaining amino acids. This led to the investigation of low-cystine diets in carcinogenesis. Leukemia
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	sion was that the effect was a nonspecific one. Obviously, tissues possessing necessary nutritional factors were required for carcinogenesis as well as for normal growth (95, 96). 
	A similar conclusion followed studies on the effect of vitamins on tumor growth. Deficiency in pantothenic acid or riboflavin inhibited tumor growth. but at levels that seriously interfered with the host's nutrition (97). The primary investigators in this area were Dr. Julius White, a Research Fellow, and Dr. Harold P. Morris, a civil service scientist from the Department of Agriculture. 
	Interest in nutritional factors in cancer subsided to a low ebb by 1950, after the careful work of Dr. Albert Tannenbaum in Chicago showed that tumor initiation and growth in mice were related nonspecific ally to the total caloric intake. White became chief of the Laboratory of Physiology and found a full-time occupation in its administration. Morris specialized in developing in rats stable transplantable hepatomas, which varied from aggressive, anaplastic types to growths that were hard to distinguish mor
	A biochemist trainee! in tissue metabolism techniques, Dr. Dean Burk was transferred from his post at Cornell University. where he investigated a wide variety of tumors (99). For reasons best known to himself, Burk became a proponent of irregular methods of cancer treatment and an embarrassment to the administrators. Other biochemical talents were represented by Drs. Richard J. Winzler (1914-72), W. vB. Robertson, andJ. Shack (100-102). 
	PHOTO IO.-H. P. Morris and C. Dubnik. about 1944, preparing ex· perimental diet for rats. 
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	PHOTO 11. -W. E. Heston. about 1944. gjvingiv injections to mice. 
	PHOTO 11. -W. E. Heston. about 1944. gjvingiv injections to mice. 
	The research program of the NCI was also strengthened by the addition of more formally trained geneticists and pathologists than were represented by the incumbents. 
	Dr. Walter E. Heston was moved from his temporary assignment at The Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor, Maine, the center of mammalian cancer genetics developed by Little. Heston continued and expanded his studies on pulmonary tumors and heredity in mice; he attempted to localize tumor susceptibility to specific genes (103, 104). Later, experimental genetics was further enriched by the addition of Dr. Margar~t K. Deringer to the staff. 
	Dr. W. Ray Bryan (1905-75) was transferred from his association with Dr. J. W. Beard at Duke University. His interests were in viruses, a controversial area of cancer research in 1940. The august Advisory Committee, headed by Murphy, that outlined approaches to fundamental cancer research (105) for the NCI concluded that: "The very exhaustive study of mammalian cancer has disclosed a com· plete lack of evidence of its infectious nature"; this included viruses but presumably excluded chickens. And that was 
	Andervont. Bryan. and I at this point joined hands for an attack on the mammary tumor of the mouse. We took on the biologic-genetic, viral. and endocrinologic areas for individual emphasis. There were no formal protocols. as such arrangements eventually became known. The group met practically daily, usually at the brown-bag lunch period, and it was of an ideal size for intimate and constant interac· tions. With the collaboration of other members of the staff. the work culminated in the first monograph that
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	he l\CI. A Symposium on Mammary Tumors in Mice I I contained the first evidence for the antigenic propj Ff o! \he milk factor, obvious implication of its viral ~ . ~nd exhaustive data on the endocrinologic, genetic, .r.'-~' ....I and other factors that influenced the ap
	~

	~~IIO.-. 
	_ 0«" of the neoplasms_ ~~. problem of mammary tumors. in.mice. and the m~lk
	-

	~ttt"d virus that was mvolved In Its etiology was Ime ~.nll)' slow for virologists and biochemists, since the ...... ' of samples depended on the appearance of tumors, ..bi. took some 12 months to emerge even in the more __~ibkstrains. Bryan somehow convinced Voegtlin that iM ow and Shope viruses. with which he had worked ~1l)' at Duke (107). could be considered chemical ~ with peculiar characteristics. Part of the attic became 
	• (tucl.m yard. and Bryan initiated his now classic quantIU! l"f'(' bioassay studies on the Rous agent (108). Before ~~_ ~·er. he prepared himself with an analysis of quan~dose-response data with polycyclic hydrocarbons. ~b quantitation was a late comer to chemical car.~.starting at the behest of Fieser during the last ~__: of c~Boston group (109). 
	Wuch later, in the 1950·s. Bryan became one of the ~of the extensive viral cancer program, but his c...J,rotJ lay in his own work and not in administrative ar,~ents between diverse and often competing research -«len ",·ho sought support under the program. Burdened ..., • t.id wife, Bryan was semiretired to a honorific post un
	t.r died in 1976. a victim of emphysema caused by the ucurtl~ he continually smoked (110). 
	tun"'ell continued to compile data on chemicals that a...c! bttn tested for carcinogenic activity. The original ~meappeared in mimeograph form and listed 696 comf'O"nds. of which 169 were said to have elicited cancer in exprnmental animals. A decade later, in 1951. data had acc.mwated on 1.329 compounds. of which 322 were tTpOrtf'd as positive (111). Today the listing is in the u.ausands, and subsequent volumes were made possible only ~ ~of computers. Hartwell soon went to other involveIlWUts. including
	D~. Harold F. Blum. with long experience in photodyt.&a:uc processes and reactions to ultraviolet radiation. iniClattd exact. quantitative studies on ultraviolet carODOgm~is in mice (112, 113). Dr. Paul S. Henshaw explDdf'd research in radiobiology. 
	1hc pathology group added several young associates. Dr. G Burroughs Mider (114) conducted investigations on in~skin tumors and leukemia in mice. He refused to ~~e under Stewart's hegemony over pathology and left thr-!'\CI after 3 years, later to return as its Associate Director Cl Chotrge of Research and thence to Associate Director of :~ !'\ational Institutes of Health in 1955. Dr. Jesse E. ~wards (11.5) was interested in induced hepatomas and t~nd that carbon tetrachloride was a hepatocarcinogen in :!lJ.
	.uth . . 
	10 electron microscopy (116). 
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	D. NCI Takes Shape 
	By mid-1940, the NCI was a going concern, in a building proudly proclaiming its name for its intramural laboratories and for regular meetings of the National Advisory Cancer Council to set policy and to recommend the disbursement of grant funds. It also had a clinical facility in Baltimore and a publication of its own. 
	Writers and photographers from Life, the weekly illustrated member of the Time-Life empire, came to caU, probably by carefully stimulated invitation rather than spontaneously. The NCI and cancer research were described in the June 17. 1940, issue of Life. The article included a dramatic photograph of a posed staff meeting (photo 12). 
	Voegtlin was in complete charge over the activity.and was, in effect. also the executive officer for the extramural grant program. The extramural activities were under direct control of the National Advisory Cancer Council (at that time, the advice was to the Surgeon General). There was an executive secretary of the Council. originally Dr. Ludwig Hektoen, retired professor of pathology from Chicago who was brought over from his post with the National Research Council. Hektoen. a pleasant. soft-spoken man lo
	The National Institute of Health, with the NCI as its component. had two personnel systems. The top administrative posts were carefully guarded pr.eserves of the commissioned corps of the PHS. The other system was the Federal civil service. Voegtlin, a civil service employee as head of the Division of Pharmacology. was admitted to the corps on his designation as Director of NCI. During the war he proudly wore his four-stripe uniform. 
	Most of the scientific staff were under c'vil service. and the Research Fellows after variable periods were absorbed into the civil service ranks, with a few of the M.D.'s opting for the commissioned corps. The duality of personnel systems led to problems, of course; it certainly was not a tidy arrangement welcomed by business managers. Yet it had its advantages, providing more than one w~y of doing things. For one thing, officers were considered mobile and could be transferred more easily than the civil s
	The officer-civil service differences were exploited as status symbols by some of the staff and their wives, especially those known in the army as guardhouse lawyers. They took great delight in comparing various real and imagined advantages and disadvantages of one group over the other. NCI seemed singularly free of this diversion and. for that matter. of all group social affairs. Voegtlin and his wife were not socializers. and all other groupings, around the usual games or dances. were spontaneous or info
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	PHOTO 12. -Staff of the NCI. 1940. Reproduced from Life, June 17. 1940. through Herbert Gehr. Life Magazine copyright Time Inc. Lejl to right: M. B. Shimkin. H. Kahler. M. J. Shear. M. B. Melroy. H. L. Chalkley. R. R. Spencer. M. E. Maver. P. S. Henshaw. H. L. Stewart. E. Lorenz. F. C. Turnrr. 
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	vices were kept underground, and the few divorces that occurred awaited the more permissive post-war period. The NCI staff of 1940 by 1976 standards would be considered staid and certainly nO( with-it, but it did not consider itself bored, deprived, or depraved. 
	Voegtlin reported to the Director of the National Institute of Health, and Dr. Lewis R. Thompson was an easy rider for such a smooth, no· wave activity as the NCI under Voegtlin. It was not wise for any staff member to go out of channels regarding anything that had to do with cancer or the NCI. 
	The policy, that elusive phantom used to enforce personal wishes. was one of iron·clad separation of the intramural staff and the extramural affairs of the NCI. The meetings of the Council, held four times a year and chaired by the Surgeon General, were closed, confidential, and confined. Voegtlin wanted no help from the outside with his direction and, at the same time, wanted no criticisms that the in· tramural personnel would profit from intimate knowledge 
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	ofgrant requests from scientists from other institutions. This sharp separation persisted and was considered sacrosanct. until the arrival of the contract mechanism of supportill! research during the 1950's, which eventually required participation of intramural scientists as legal project officers. The questions of confidentiality of grant requests and the public right to know about the deliberations of advisory bodies to the government were to come up even later. 
	ofgrant requests from scientists from other institutions. This sharp separation persisted and was considered sacrosanct. until the arrival of the contract mechanism of supportill! research during the 1950's, which eventually required participation of intramural scientists as legal project officers. The questions of confidentiality of grant requests and the public right to know about the deliberations of advisory bodies to the government were to come up even later. 
	The designed isolation of the intramural staff from the extramural activities of the cancer program was further abetted by complete control over tTavel and reviews of aD manuscripts and memoranda going beyond its walls by tt,>.e Director's office-meaning the Director himself-unless 11 could be stopped by his administrative assistant. 
	Voegtlin did not have a firm organizational pattern. for his intramural staff, preferring to designate his senior SCIentists as temporary chairmen of activities. He visualized a series of interdisciplinary groups working on specific prob-
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	lems but hoped that these would arise with a minimum of help and persuasion on his part. He did issue indirect orders, or suggestions, enforced by the allocation of funds, that biochemical characterization of tumor tissue, nutritional factors in tumor origin and growth, carcinogenesis in tissue culture, and studies of gastric cancer had high priority. Some of the older biochemists from his pharmacology group were assigned to act as property managers and suppliers of animals and tissues to the more active
	The whole intramural activity was sufficiently small to have direct guidance from the chief. About 100 people formed the staff, which included everyone from the janitors to the front office. All were housed in one building, which had six floors-the three official stories, an attic, a basement, and a sub-basement. The first floor, on the left of the entrance, had the Director's suite, including conference rooms and a cubbyhole for the Managing Editor of the 
	JNCI. On the right side of the first floor were the biologists, with Andervont's personally handled mouse strains occupying the rear half of the area. This, and a few other animal areas, were the only air-conditioned spaces in the building. In 1940, summer in Washington, or even in the more forrunate Bethesda, which was at a higher elevation from the swamps upon which the Capitol was built, was not conducive to labor. When the temperature reached 90 and bumidity went over 100, the personnel were dismisse
	The second floor was allocated pnmarily to biochemistry, 
	with Greenstein holding sway on the right and Shear on the 
	left. The third floor was for the pathologists and the tissue 
	culture suite of Earle. Biophysics and the heavy equipment. 
	such as ultracentrifuges and electron microscopes that were 
	coming to the fore, were housed in the basement and the 
	sub·basement, along with more animal rooms, with mice, 
	rats, and guinea pigs being almost exclusively the material. 
	Except for the stocks of the geneticists, the animals were im
	ported by purchase from the few breeding laboratories that 
	existed at the time. The animal facilities of the National In
	stitutes of Health were yet to be developed, and there was a 
	permanent disagreement about the quality of mice from 
	\'arious sources. Problems of quarantine and uniformity of 
	diet were constantly being discussed. Cancer research was 
	one of the earliest of scientific fields to recognize and accept 
	the need for genetically defined, environmentally uniform 
	animals for their work, which included standard diets and 
	hlowledge of the disease spectrum that always lurked in the 
	background. To other scientists, even at the National In
	stitutes of Health, inbred, homozygous animals seemed ab
	normal and not representative, and the questions ofuniform 
	diet seemed almost unreasonable pickiness. Perhaps the fact 
	that total life-time studies were often required in cancer 
	research, whereas for much other research the time span was 
	rnuch shorter, was involved in the lack of understanding. 
	The sub-basement also housed radiologic equipment and 
	$~me radium. Lorenz, not a tidy investigator by any defini
	lion. so contaminated the area with radioactivity that some 
	rOOms had to be sealed offfor years after his demise. 
	The attic was the storeroom and eventually also the 
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	chicken yard for Bryan's work on the Rous tumor viruses. 
	Voegtlin was insistent upon having a periodical publication for the NCI. In 1938, the only cancer journal in the United States, the AmericanJoumal of Cancer, was going under financially, and the AACR, for which it was the house organ, was attempting to continue it under a new title, Cancer Research. Both Cancer Research and the ]NCI appeared in 1940, the former as a monthly, the latter as six issues per year (117). 
	The orders to the intramural staff were that all papers by them were to appear in the new publication of the NCI. The only exceptions, granted individually by the chief, were some papers on the chemical isolation of amino acids by Greenstein_ This makes the contents of the first few volumes of the]NCI a good record of the NCI research (118). 
	Volume 1, 1940-41, of theJNCI consisted of 863 pages, of which 61 were devoted to the proceedings of a conference on gastric ca~er. There were 44 original research papers, five scientific r wiews, and three administrative repor~s, all by 53 authors. At that time, multiple authorships were not common; the a erage number of authors per paper was two. Division of tHe scientific staff into three groups shows that 29 papers were! by the ex-Boston contingent, 16 by the exWashingto~1 people, and 21 were by the n
	/'
	/'

	s:!90m was. 
	-.--As to the eventual fate of the members of the original staff, Spencer became the next Director of the NCI, serving from 1943 to 1947. He was replaced by Scheele, who was the Director for less than a year 15efore being designated the Surgeon General. Scheele's connections with cancer research were administrative, and he was not identified as one of the boys. He led the NCI into one of its expansions. put it in the hands of Heller, and left for bigger arenas, leaving no publications to record his views or
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	There was full discussion at the staff meetings. which were restricted to research. Administrative matters were the ex· clusive province of the chief. to be discussed with individual members on an ad hoc basis. if at all. 
	The format and course of the meetings soon became established. in line with the personalities involved. The more aggressive younger or ambitious individuals could be depended on to be heard from. to attract attention. or to get a dig at a senior adversary. Two or three of the latter were guaranteed to speak their piece. no matter what the topic. reinforcing the audience with their wisdom and experience. The alumni of the Washington group were characteristically a silent lot. tending to sit on the back rows 
	No minutes were kept of these informal sessions. which were always finnly controlled and terminated strictly on time. The real interactions between the scientists occurred in daily contacts. consultations. and bull sessions. usually at lunch or toward the end of the day. The brown-baggers assembled: the biologists around Andervont. the pathologists around Stewart. and the biochemists around Greenstein. Administratively more ambitious individuals made it a point to walk to the central building where. in lin
	The first formal conference was on gastric cancer. organized ",-ith great care by the chief. The conference was held in the largest auditorium on the top floor of the administration building of the_National Institutes of Health. A memoraf'!dum to the staff announced that their attendance was welcome. but that they were to sit back of the roped-off section of the auditorium and that they were not to enter into the discussions unless specifically invited to do so. Ex· cept for the few on the program. no one 
	The gastric conferences were repeated in New York in 1944 {l19) and in 1946 (120) and represented an early attempt at a programmatic approach to cancer. Intramurally. investments on attempts to produce experimental cancer in mice (121) and rats (I22) were ur.successful. Dr. Morris K. Barrett (1900-67). who emerged as a surgeon during the war (123). did write a scholarly review (124) on approaches to the problem. but by then the interests had dissipated. 
	E. The Outlanders 
	The 1937 National Cancer Act was broadly coached. its purposes being stated as " . .. conducting researches, investigations, experiments and studies relating to the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.·It would require a lawyer to explain the subtle differences between researches. investigations. experiments. and studies. but the goal of prevention, diagnosis. and treatment of cancer is clear here as well as through other provisions of the Act. Certainly clinical activities. statistics. epidemiology,
	j 

	The original formulation of the NCI. intramurally as well as extramurally. included these activities. but they were less evident than the more visible laboratory studies. They also tended to be forgotten even more quickly. 
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	As far as statistics of cancer are concerned. the analyses of mortality data by Schereschewsky (25) in the mid-1920'were expanded and updated by a series of publications by Gover (125). These were issued between 1939 and 1941 from the Division of Public Health Methods. on funds a\locatt'd from the NCI. Gover is identified as an associate statistician which is about all that is known about her. • 
	As far as statistics of cancer are concerned. the analyses of mortality data by Schereschewsky (25) in the mid-1920'were expanded and updated by a series of publications by Gover (125). These were issued between 1939 and 1941 from the Division of Public Health Methods. on funds a\locatt'd from the NCI. Gover is identified as an associate statistician which is about all that is known about her. • 
	s 

	Dr. Harold F. Dorn (1906-63). a senior member of the Division of Public Health Methods. undertook a pion('tt survey of the incidence of cancer in ten metropolitan areas of the United States. The basic data were gathered betwccn 1937 and 1939. but the final report appeared in 1944 (126). Approximately a decade later. 1948-49, the survey was repeated in the same areas and in more extensive fom,. These surveys are benchmarks in the field of cancer statistics and epidemiology (127) . . 
	Dorn was an economist by training and specialized in studies involving large populations. He was for two decades the chief statistician not only for the NCI but for the whole National Institutes of Health. Dorn was a quiet. reservct\ person who avoided arguments, kept his own counsel, and achieved what he wa.s after by dogged pursuit. Followin! World War II he became increasingly more involved in in. ternational studies and affairs; he held the office of Secretary-General of the International 'Union Against
	Cancer epidemiology at the NCI in 1939-40 was allocated to one room near the chiefs office. From there. two ac· tivities eventually surfaced. One was a survey of radiation protection in hospitals. in connection with the program of radium loans. Cowie and Scheele (128) found. as is almost inevitable in such surveys, that there was much to be desired in the safety compliances. The other activity was an evalua· tion of breast cancer therapy (129) based on records gleaned from nine large cancer hospitals by Dr.
	In 1940 there was mighty little to deploy in cancer preven· tion. The Papanicolaou vaginal smear procedure emerged with a 1941 publication. but it was years before it became broadly accepted among clinicians and pathologists. The public education campaigns of the ASCC emphasized awareness of symptoms and the allay of fear. Breast self-ex· amination was being cautiously discussed in committees. with the usual alarms against the fanning of cancerophobia. 
	Until the conclusion of the war and the post-war expansion. epidemiology at the NCI was practically restricted to public health statistics. Epidemiology as a research method in the search for causes was first represented by a study of Henshaw and Hawkins (130) . By the simple device of counting deaths from leukemia among radiologists and among other physicians. these authors showed the higher risk among radiologists. which they attributed to exposure to ionizing radiation. 
	Cancer statistics as gathered and analyzed by Dom abo gave rise to some hypotheses of cause. The predominant 
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	AS MEMORY SERVES: NCl, 1937-57 
	and the most obvious, was the geographic distribution o:'le, I d I' h h' I' 
	r5kin cancer, re ate to exposure to sun 19 t. T IS re atlOn-Jlip, of course, was known for at least two decades and sug
	ted by dermatologists of the 19th century. '~n regard to therapy, surgery held full sway, with radialion considered only as an ancillary method. The NCI pur
	hased 9.5 g radium for loans to over 50 approved hospitals; 
	\' 1943, some 7,000 patients had received treatments with theloaned radium. But modern radiotherapy, as developed 10 France. became a significant feature of cancer treatment In the United States only following World War II. 
	Clinical activities of the NCI were developed at the M~rine Hospital (subsequently renamed U.S. Public Health Sen'ice Hospital) in Baltimore, about 50 miles north of fk'thesda. Dr. John E. Wirth (1905-65), a surgeon trained .at Memorial Hospital in New York and working at the 
	wt'dish Hospital in Seattle, Washington, was given the task of organizing a 100-bed tumor clinic. It was equipped with ,wo 250-kV radiation units and a facility for the storage of r.ldium and production of radon seeds. The latter, including design of a deep well for immediate use in case of an .air raid or other disaster, was the work of a shy physicist, Dr. John E. Rose (131)_ He and Wirth were initially employed as R~archFellows. 
	The tumor clinic was supposed to receive all cancer pa:1('nl5 admitted to PHS facilities east of the Mississippi. Such rrferral was ordered by an official memorandum from the 
	urgeon General. Compliance. however, was something tiS(', since surgeons of the system were not about to forego their most interesting cases elsewhere. Radiotherapy canci1dates were usually available, particularly for recurrences .after unsuccessful surgery. 
	The tumor clinic added Dr. Juan A. del Regato, a french-trained Cuban physician, as the radiotherapist. There began a long debate concerning the proper role of udiation in the treatment of cancer. The Memorial Hospital training looked upon radiation as an adjunct under order by cancer surgeons. del Regato exemplified the modnn VIew of radiotherapy and radiobiology as specialties, with primary treatment of some forms of cancer as its responsibility. The war interrupted further developments. \\'~n Wirth retu
	tanslated into Spanish and Polish (132). 
	Tht tumor clinic had a laboratory that was supposed to d('\'elop a research program as well as to do the necessary ~thology and other specialized procedures. Interactions ~(~'een the laboratories in Bethesda and the tumor clinic in &himore were minimal. On occasion, a biochemist would npress interest in tumor tissue of human origin. usually ..h'er stimulation by the chief, or Wirth would come to 8~lhesda for periodic visits with the chief and suggest some (ol~aborative endeavor. Arrangements would be made t
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	not to be included in the original plans or the eventual publications, unless they happen to think of mentioning them in a footnote of acknowledgment. Clinicians with an idea of performing some determinations on human tissue reciprocally consider the laboratory workers as handy technicians who should be delighted to do such work. These divergent attitudes provided ample room for misunderstandings in both directions. 
	The period of 1940 was a decade or more before biometrically designed clinical trials were medically accepted. It was even before retrospective studies were part of the experience of clinicians, or even before standardized definitions and analyses of therapeutic results. There was, of course, little to test or to analyze other than surgical procedures. In 1941, however, Dr. Charles Huggins of Chicago opened the modem era of cancer chemotherapy with his observations on the ameliorative effect of diethyls
	F. Other Parts of the Forest 
	The period around 1940 had no unifying or predominant scientific hypothesis regarding th cause or cure of cancer. There were proponents of the Warburg concept of cancer as a cellular adjustment to anoxia, becoming manifc:;ted as anaerobic glycolysis in tumor tissue. The concept of a common-denominator enciogenous carcinogen based uP9n cholesterol lost proponents with t!le introduction of azo--dyes into the field of chemical carc·nogens. 
	Cancer research around 1940 was also laboring under some premature and unfounded conclusiop.5 that were voiced by many of the leading investigators of the day. One was that cancer was not an infection and that virus research in cancer was a waste of time, despite the examples of the fowl sarcomas, mammary tumors in mice, and rabbit papillomas. This negative attitude was to be overcompensated ,two decades later, when virus research was going to solve the problem of neoplasia. Another premature consensus wa
	Indeed, many scientists of the time considered research on 
	cancer a waste of time and a graveyard for scientific reputa
	tions. There was an example of this, too, in the only Nobel 
	Prize to be given for cancer research up to 1966. This was in 
	1926, when it was awarded to Dr. Johannes Fibiger of Den
	mark, for his intriguing investigations in rats of gastric 
	cancer which he related to an organism transmitted by 
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	SHIMKIN 
	cockroaches that the rats ingested. This work could not be duplicated by others and is still an enigma-for everyone accepts that Fibiger was a thoroughly honest, astute, and capable pathologist. The prize probably should have gone, or at least have been divided with, Yamagiwa ofJapan, who introduced the induced tar tumor into cancer research (136). Then, as now, such prizes place higher value on novelty, elegance, and complexity of procedure than on simplicity or utility. 
	In the environment of 1940, a single, general direction to cancer research was neither wise nor possible. Retrospectively, the leitmotifs were in chemical carcinogenesis, biochemical, primarily enzymatic searches for differences between normai and cancer tissues, and the effects of nutrition on tumor growth and its host. 
	It is easy to fall into chauvinism and to overevaluate the importance of one's own institution. The NCI, however, was important from its beginning. Cancer research even on an international scale in 1940 was such a modest endeavor that the entry of the NCI did produce a quantum-jump expan
	SIOn . 
	The national scope of the cancer research activities is well reflected by the size of the AACR, our oldest professional cancer society, which goes back to 1907 (137). In 1940 it had about 200 members. Its annual meeting that year, in Pitt burgh, was held conveniently in one large room. There were 40 papers on the program and plenty of time for discussions. 
	T he 1940 meeting of the AACR in Pittsburgh saw a rebellion of the younger members against the older poobahs who since 1907 had considered the organization as a private club with self-perpetuating officers and directors. Over the unbelieving, cataleptic rage of the old guard, the constitution was rewritten to allow all members to vote for the board of directors and to introduce a greater measure of democratic procedure in the selection of its members and programs. The AACR then began steady growth toward
	The Federal budget for cancer under the National Cancer Act did not shut off or reduce private or State funds for cancer, despite the fears expressed by those who view any incursion of the government with alarm. Rather, the national program primed the pump. In New York, Alfred P. Sloan and Charles Kettering donated funds from their General Motors profits to found the Sloan-Kettering Institute as the research arm of the Memorial Hospital. In Wisconsin, the McArdle endowment served as the basis for a cancer 
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	clinicians who were to expand the research attack against cancer in the years to follow. These developments. of course, had to await the conclusion of World War II. 
	Internationally. England and Germany were in the forefront of cancer research in 1937, the latter country already being intellectually disemboweled by the Nazis. In Germany, Warburg was still the doyen of biochemistry, and the ZeitschriftJur KrebsJorschung still a leading cancer research journal. In England. the Kennaway group in London set the pattern and pace of chemical research in cancer. The older Imperial Cancer Research Fund was in the doldrums, because its Director. Gey. espoused the "iral etiolog
	dye carcinogenesis_ One of his associates. R. Kinosita. in 

	The Fourth International Cancer Congress was scheduled to be held in 1939 in Atlantic City. By then. few investigators could come from Europe. although the lights were not being dimmed as yet in the United States_ This was the last one for the duration_ 
	At the NCI the war made its inevitable impact; its effects began to be felt with the reorientation of the national posture and the universal draft. Although most of the professional staff were beyond the age of service. there were members of the reserves, younger technical assistants. and the pull toward enlistment in a war with a popular cause. Thus the NCI had but a year of the initial structure visualized by Voegtlin before it had to batten down its hatches for the duration. . 
	Voegtlin and the responsible administrators of the PHS retained biomedical research activities as viably as possible. For this. some defense-oriented work that seemed also to bear on cancer was located_ Perhaps the most important of such research was in radiation. as part of the Manhattan Project that culminated in the atomic bomb. Active plans for a post-war expansion also were pursued without inter· ruption. 
	It was the best of times. and not the worst of times_ The virtues of smallness are often exaggerated, but even in 19<W the older alumni of the original Boston and WashingtoD groups were sighing nostalgically for the good old days of less than a decade before. 
	They had not seen anything yet! 
	They had not seen anything yet! 

	IV. WAR AND CONSEQUENCES, 1942-48 
	IV. WAR AND CONSEQUENCES, 1942-48 
	IV. WAR AND CONSEQUENCES, 1942-48 

	World War II divides the history of the 20th centuI}'. scientifically as well as politically. It marks the rise of the United States to preeminence in biomedical sciences, in part due to the contributions by American scientists and in part due to the destruction of European scientific institutions. 
	Cancer research and the NCI reflected the changes duro ing this period. Thus a description of the national movements in biomedical science is necessary to u.nderstand and 
	Cancer research and the NCI reflected the changes duro ing this period. Thus a description of the national movements in biomedical science is necessary to u.nderstand and 
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	, oncology in proper perspective within the broader ~of biomedkal research. 
	em 
	A.. National Attitudes 
	A.. National Attitudes 
	"I no time during the involvement of the United States in 
	t\:nd War II was there any but the most optimistic view of 
	", (!{Ilcome. Military defeats were but temporary setbacks, 
	~Ihe destruction and horror of war never touched the 
	~Iand. As a consequence, egen during the depths of the 
	.~I . lhinking, planning, and preparation for the post-war 
	~ff\' and expansion were being actively pursued. 
	Sclc'n'ce and its yields loomed large and obvious. The ex
	~of the atomk bomb, first in the desert of New Mex
	.."t' and tragically next over Japan, was perhaps the most 
	¢!"&milic and important event in contemporary history. The 
	~canpublic was quickly acquainted with the scientific 
	.,nUllS that released this new form ofenergy and cataclysmic 
	~ruction. 
	The American public also became acquainted with the 
	e:~c1es of medicine that were being offered to our fighting 
	1!:ICn. miracles of surgery made possible by blood replace
	.-=1, control of shock, and the antibiotics and miracles of 
	~ti\'e medicine that controlled epidemics. For the first 
	u:D( in history, disease produced less casualties than the 
	tr'.uma ofcombat. 
	~~illing drafting of science for the war effort was efknr'Ci by President Roosevelt by the creation of the Office of Xx'nufic Research and Development (OSRD). under Dr. \·.n~·ar Bush. In this organization, medical affairs were 8Ddcr the chairmanship of Dr. A. N. Richards, phart1acologist from the University of Pennsylvania. OSRD. in ~capacity or another, involved the total potential of tOmce, and. in its functions, academicians were inCatinguishable from their colleagues in uniform. In its councils and b
	OSRD was a wartime agency, and its replacement by a Xational Science Foundation was blocked by President Truman because its directorate as initially proposed was tm\oved from sufficient governmental controls. Also. it was -bUillized that biomedical research would be transferred to an expanded National Institute of Health rather than to the an.-science agency, which would be concerned with the soulled basic sciences (5, 138). 
	\':hile these issues were being contested in Washington, a onntnal development was taking place in New York. There the wealthy advertisement magnate, Albert Lasker. and his ..,fe Mary became interested in biomedical research. The ...!fliction of their cook with cancer was a trigger of this inInC'St, and it was accentuated some years later when Albert ~erdeveloped a fatal cancer of the large intestine. 
	The Lasker fortune could have established a research in'titution along the format of the Rockefeller Institute for lledical Research. But Albert Lasker thought in bigger ~~nns. of involving the national treasury through appropria· .IOns. And the way to that goal was to organize a lobby for 
	\ '0 
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	biomedical research that would persuade Congress to make such alloca tions (1 J 9, 140). 
	Among the Lasker expansions was into the ACS. which in 1944 was founded as a reorganization of the ASCC. The Society represented a ready-made lobby group that already extended into the National Advisory Cancer Council of the NCI. 
	Mary Lasker occupies and will be remembered for a com· manding role in biomedical research in the Lnited States. She followed the tactical plan laid out by her husband, not only for cancer but also for mental and cardiac diseases, the three most prominent causes of disability and death. The plan involved a small, effective group of professional and governmental people at key points: in the voluntary organizations such as the ACS. in government, and wellplaced money and educational materials where they woul
	B. The PHS 
	Surgeon General Parran aad his lieutenants. especially Dr. Joseph Mountin. continued to remake the PHS in accord with their views of the future. The laws applying to the PHS were rewritten in 1944. which included wider authority for research. grants, and training at the Nat.ional Institute of Health and for a clinical center. The authorizations were activated by appropriation of funds in 1947. Shortly thereafter a half-dozen categorical institutes were created in the model of the NCI, and the National Inst
	The personnel requirements for the programs continued to be met by three systems of employment: the commissioned officers corps of the PHS, the Federal civil service. and research fellowships. The commissioned corps was the elite leadership group of public health generalists. Parran recognized that the training of medical officers recruited to the corps was deficient in public health, and provisions for such training were developed through the venereal disease program, the special baby of Parran in which h
	It was, therefore. no accident that following the war many top positions in the PHS became occupied by officers trained in venereal disease control. The prevailing view, which culminated at its apogee during Nixon's presidency, was that management was a specialty in itself. somehow in· 
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	dependent of the subjects it manages. During the 1940's, however, venereal disease training programs were the only ones available, and they certainly were useful in molding a leadership cadre for the PHS. The decline of the commissioned corps experienced later was attributable to the lack of systematic recruitment for outstanding medical graduates during the war, because the PHS was made part of the military forces only by courtesy late in the war and was not in a position, or desired, to compete with the 
	dependent of the subjects it manages. During the 1940's, however, venereal disease training programs were the only ones available, and they certainly were useful in molding a leadership cadre for the PHS. The decline of the commissioned corps experienced later was attributable to the lack of systematic recruitment for outstanding medical graduates during the war, because the PHS was made part of the military forces only by courtesy late in the war and was not in a position, or desired, to compete with the 
	During the mid-1940's, it was still the policy to head divi· sions and institutes of the PHS by commissioned officers. And so it came to pass that in 1946, when Scheele returned from the war as a public health officer with the Supreme Headquarters of the European Theater, he was assigned to be assistant chief of the NCI, now a formal division of the National Institutes of Health. By that time R. E. Dyer had lost whate er confidence he had in the administrative abilities of Spencer, so de facto Scheele becam
	Scheele had had training in cancer matters at the Memorial Hospital before the war, but his interests were in public health and in administration rather than research. Upon Spencer's retirement in 1947, Scheele's elevation to directorship, and coincident with an expanded appropriation, th CI was reorganized and expanded. 

	In this new turn of events, some differences of opinion had to be resolved. The two major areas here involved the scope of the clinical center and the growth of the NCI at Bethesda 'n contrast with the establishment of colonies elsewhere in the country. 
	C. War Assignments and Colonies 
	C. War Assignments and Colonies 
	The NCI professional staff by 1942 was well represented by persons beyond the early draft age. Also, decisions at higher levels were to disturb research as little as possible. These factors, as well as the successful progress of the war, served to preserve the main activities of the NIH throughout the war. 

	Among those who served in the armed forces were Dr. Harold L. Stewart as pathologist at Letterman General Hospital in San Francisco and White, Barrett, Scheele, and myself in the European Theater. 
	Vacancies were more evident among the younger technical and attendant staff. Many of them later took the educa· tional advantages under the G.l. Bill of Rights and joined professional ranks upon the completion of their duties. 
	Vacancies were more evident among the younger technical and attendant staff. Many of them later took the educa· tional advantages under the G.l. Bill of Rights and joined professional ranks upon the completion of their duties. 

	The vacancies on the staff were filled during the 194246 period by commissioned officers, such as Drs. A. B. Eschenbrenner and A. Nettleship in pathology, and by Research Fellows. Of the eight hired as Research Fellows during 1942-46, six were women; during the previous 4 years, 1938-41, only one of 34 Research Fellows was a woman. 
	Spencer, trying to hold the place together during this time, was apparently sold on the idea of creating colonies of direct operations at a distance from Bethesda. The idea was 
	Spencer, trying to hold the place together during this time, was apparently sold on the idea of creating colonies of direct operations at a distance from Bethesda. The idea was 
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	taken up by three commissioned officers. Dr. James Hawkins wanted to develop epidemiology in Boston, in association with the clinical cancer facility organized by Dr. Sidney Farber. Dr. Roy Hertz, brought in for studies in endocrinologic physiology, was given a green light to have a clinical research unit at George Washington University, while retaining his laboratories at the NCI. J was permitted to begin a combined laboratory-clinical unit in conjunction with the University of California Medical School i
	It is not known what concurrence, if any, Spencer had for the colonies from the Director of the National Institute of Health, but the San Francisco unit was approved and backed by Surgeon General Parran. Nevertheless, the deci. sion to create a clinical center at Bethesda and the new directorate of the NCI were not compatible with decentralization, at least at that particular time. In the clear light of retrospect the life-span of the "colonies" was finite at the beginning. Of course, Hertz merely transfer
	Scheele's short directorship of the NCI of less than] year preceded his elevation to Surgeon General. He quickly for· malized the internal organization into a research branch with six sections of biology, biochemistry, biophysics, chemotherapy, endocrinology, and pathology in Bethesda and a seventh section in San Francisco. A research grants branch and a cancer control branch were also established in Bethes· da; each was headed by a commissioned officer. The research branch was placed under Dr. Harry Eagl
	Eagle was ordered to take the assignment and had a frustrating 2 years before resigning t.o return full time to his own research. He decided that the cancer program need~ many changes but found the organization too solidly en· trenched. Also, he insisted in continuing his own work all media for spirochetes and then devised semidefined media for mammalian cells in tissue culture. For Eagle's work, haH the first floor of the NCI building was converted to labora· tories. 
	The new grants branch was initially headed by a young officer, Dr. David Price, who specialized in public health administration and soon rose to higher posts. He was su~' ceeded by Dr. Ralph G. Meader, who was recruited from hiS position as executive secretary of the Childs Fund at Yak (22). This activity became the administrative arm of the National Advisory Cancer Council, especially after the embar· rassment of 1948, when its execlltive secretary, Dr. A. C. Ivy, became involved with Krebiozen. 
	The cancer control activities were placed under Dr. Austin V. Deibert, who in 1951 was succeeded by Dr. R3f mond F. Kaiser (141). This branch had its own gran. 
	u
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	• iew mechanism and remained semi-independent of the '~ramural and grant programs until transferred to another ~~\-ision of the PHS in 1960. It never overcame its image of ~ingan orphan in the research environment of the NCI. 
	o. The Bench Workers 
	Cancer research intramurally continued without serious 
	Interruption during the war period, although the number of 
	contributions. as represented by publications, declined 
	.barply. 
	Some research lines initiated and pursued during the war 
	.ere noteworthy. None, of course, solved the cancer prob
	km. but all advanced knowledge that inevitably would be 
	usefully applied to further investigation. 
	In the biology of cancer, Andervont plugged along. He 
	explored the response of different strains of mice to 
	chemical carcinogens and factors that affected the ap
	peuance of various spontaneous tumors. During 1943-46, 
	tOI'lle 21 papers included his name as author or coauthor. He 
	ntablished a milk factor-positive line of BALB/c mice 
	(142); Andervont and Bryan (30) showed that the milk fac
	tor was antigenic and that passive immunization to it could 
	~ demonstrated. I (143, 144) induced interstitial cell 
	rumors of the testes in BALB/c mice given implants of 
	diethylstilbestrol-cholesterol pellets and showed that adre
	nalectomy as well as ovariectomy reduced the appearance of 
	mammary tumors in mice. Heston and Deringer (14.5) 
	demonstrated a relationship between the lethal yellow gene 
	of the mouse and susceptibility to spontaneous pulmonary 
	lumors. 
	The biochemistry group under Greenstein was the cham
	pion in turning out papers. No less than 58 reports under 
	Grttnstein's name were published in 4 years. In 1948 ap
	~ared his Biochemistry ofCancer (92), a synthesis of studies 
	on the biochemical characteristics of tumor tissue and 
	nncer research in general. The research group, including 
	Dr. Alton Meister (146) and Dr. Vincent E. Price, also con
	rinued work on the isolation of proteins and amino acids. 
	Radiobiology was a target of research, and contracts from the national endeavors eventually were identified with the ~fanhattan Project. The long-term effects of low doses of radiation on several species were exhaustively studied, with the result that the accepted tolerance dose was revised downward (147). Dr. Henry S. Kaplan, after working with Dr. Jacob Furth, joined the group and continued his studies on radiation-induced leukemia in mice (148). At the same li.me, Henshaw and Nettleship were also engaged
	~chenbrenner, who was placed in charge of pathology dunng Harold Stewart's absence, investigated the heparomagenic effects of carbon tetrachloride and chloroform in ~ic~ (1.50). He and Dr. Eliza Miller (1.51) applied quanIltatwe techniques devised by Chalkley to histologic studies ;nd Obtained important results. They dissociated cirrhosis 
	rom neoplasia in the induction of liver tumors and showed that these are separate and not sequential reactions. The 
	Figure
	PHOTO H.-H . L. M~yer, around 1944, setting up mic~ for radiation 
	~xposure inv~stigations by A. T~ttl~ship and P. Henshaw. Urethan car· 
	cinogenesis was discover~d in the coune of th~experiments. 
	purported hyperplastic effect of radiation on the interstitial cells of the testes was shown to be a relative change due to the atrophy of the spermatic elements (1.52). Eschenbrenner was involved in the planning of the clinical cancer center before the full dimensions of the center were decided, and his separation from the NCI was traumatic and unfortunate. The quantitative approach to histology remained an underdeveloped field. 
	Earle, with Dr. E. L. Schilling, Dr. Virginia J. Evans, and, later, Dr. Katherine K. Sanford, in 1944 began publishing their meticulous, truly long· term attempts to transform normal cells to cancer in vitro. The contrjbutions of the techniques developed by the group are yet unexploited. The growth of single isolated tumor cells from which the clones could be grown (1.53), the role of a cellophane substrate (J 54), and eventual fluid-suspension cultures that allowed the production of large volumes of cells
	Interest in the nutritional aspects of cancer inductio:1 and growth somehow abated. White was in Europe, and his wife, Florence, continued his studies (1.56). Morris, with Dunn and Dubnik, became interested in propagating hepatomas in rats (157), which led to the establishment of a wide variety of transplantable liver tumors that became favorite materials for biochemists throughout the world. 
	Dr. C. Donald Larsen (1905-75), a biochemist from Rochester who was supposed to work on lipid problems in cancer, lost interest in lipids but initiated the study of a series of carbamic acid esters (1.58, 1.59) following the demonstration of urethan as a carcinogen. An important contribution from these studies was the discovery of a transplacental carcinogenic effect of urethan (160). After the war, Larsen transferred from his laboratory to research grant administration. 
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	SHIMKIN 
	Shear's group had completed its studies on chemical carcinogenesis by 1942 and reoriented toward chemotherapy. The main thrust was to isolate the fraction from S. marcescens that produced hemorrhage in transplanted tumors (161). Hartwell (162) studied the reactions of nitrogen mustard with proteins and amino acids, but no extended attention was placed on these agents. 


	E. The American Cancer Society 
	E. The American Cancer Society 
	In the complex, confusing societal ecology of the United States, the dividing line between governmental and nongovernmental activities is fuzzy. This is also true, of course, of cancer. The affairs of the NCI, including its budget, cannot be understood without knowledge of the professional and public pressures and judgments that are being constantly made of it and its achievements. In tum, one of the roles of the NCI is to maintain a balance with the unofficial domain, which in cancer is primarily represent
	The ACS was organized in 1944 as a reorganization of the ASCC. which was founded in 1913. The Woman's Field Army was organized in 1933 as an arm for itS public education campaigns. But the involvement of such scientists as Drs. J. B. Murphy. Francis Carter Wood, and-above all-C. C. Little in its programs increasingly highlighted the importance of gaining new knowledge through research. With the stimulus given by the Laskers to raise their sights in organization and in funding and with the post-war role of 
	In the national expansion of the ACS. the governing group encountered the problem and the dangers of conflict of interest. Members of the group were among the best qualified to de....elop the cancer program and thus accept funds for such purposes. Could they then also sit in judgment of the allocations? In 1944. the question was resolved by having an outside group act in the re ,iew capacity. Little approached the National Research Council. who set up with ACS money a.review mechanism called the Committee 
	The Executive Committee of COG was a blue-ribbon group of biomedical scientists. with Dr. Cornelius P. Rhoads as chairman. It included no government employees. although these were placed on many of the discipline panels that reviewed research applications. Its advice was forwarded to the ACS, but the funds available for allocation were known and divided to panels by executive judgment of research priorities. 
	The same problem, real or possible conflict of interests, existS in governmental review processes and probably is impossible to resolve. The most knowledgeable to judge are also the most competent to be supported. Probably the best empirical approximation is the "sunshine" principle, in 
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	which business is conducted in the open and not in closed. door executive sessions. 
	The ACS also became the public lobby for cancer before Congress. This function was honed Lo perfection by Mrs. Lasker and her small, professional advisory coterie, on which Farber of Boston was the cancer champion. The proposed budget of the NCI was slipped LO the group, and ~ cooperative member of the Congressional Appropriations Committee would ask the right question, about the mucb larger budget that really was needed to continue the battle against cancer. The process became as formalized and as stately
	The balance between NCI and ACS tended to keep botb "honest"; various working arrangements were made to act in concert. Thus figures on incidence and mortality we~ "coordinated," and it was agreed that ACS should get the lion's share of publicity at conjoint meetings. 

	F. Other Cancer Institutes 
	F. Other Cancer Institutes 
	The immediate post-war period saw the rise of four in. stitutions devoted to cancer to commanding positions they have retained since. Inflation affects titles as much as cur. rency. During the first two decades of this century. special. ized cancer research institutions were known as laboratories; by 1950, the appropriate titles were institutes; now, they are centers, comprehensive or otherwise. 
	The expansions of the post-war years were closely as ociated with the personalities of the directors whose in· fluences, of course, extended far beyoI!d their own institu· tions. 
	Cornelius Packard Rhoads (1898-1959), a hematologist at the Rockefeller Institute, became Director of the Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases in New York in 1940. His research program originally was oriented around nutritional factors and physiology of cancer but, after wartime experience with nitrogen mustard gases, his emphasis shifted to chemotherapy. Rhoads was a driving man, for whom there were two cardinal sins: One was to believe that the problem of cancer would not be solved and the oth
	In 1946, Sidney Farber (1903-73), a professor of pathology at Harvard, established the Children's Cancer Research Foundation in Boston, now the Sidney Farber Cancer Center. His research program centered around the treatment of leukemia in children, and it was here that the folic antimetabolites were discovered. A large, impressive man with a silky voice, Farber was a key adviser to legislators, philanthropists. and medical organizations. His advice was softly given but best not disregarded. 
	A Texas surgeon, Dr. Randolph Lee Clark, became Director of the M. D. Anderson Hospital for Cancer Research in Houston in 1946 .. Under Clark's aggressive leadership, which has continued for 30 years without interruption, this component of the University of Texas became one of the largest and most important cancer centers in the nation. Among its specialties are many publications and meetings. 
	Dr. Harold P. Rusch, born and educated in Wisconsin, has devoted his professional life to oncology. He became Director of the McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research at 
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	. br University of Wisconsin in 1946 and has led its continued . h e,er since. He could be counted on to represent the ~hworkers at high-p~licy council.s. The ~isconsin group ;.., ~n a prime contributor to bIOchemIcal research on 
	p~r. 
	The oldest cancer research laboratory, at Buffalo, New 
	j. had to wait until 1952 for expansion into the Roswell 
	j. had to wait until 1952 for expansion into the Roswell 

	\d . . d h 'd f
	,..,fL Memorial InstItute, un er t e gUl ance 0 Dr. George 1 )toore . . 1 he directors of these institutes are prominently repre· trClrd on the National Advisory Cancer Councils and on CJ" other panels and policy advisory boards of the NCI. "'••uch. they detennined the course of events more than ..-' of the intramural staff. Such detenninations often had tbr co~quence of additional funds for their own institut'JGGS and programs. 
	G. Meetings and Conferences 
	~I~tings and conferences of scientists are a necessary 
	component of their lives if they are to remain viable and cur
	~t. C\'en if some such meetings may be scheduled at vaca
	bOn spots. 
	During World War II there was a natural reduction of 
	e&;eh m~tings of cancer specialists, but some memorable 
	...-s "'ere held. The meetings were noteworthy because they 
	t~ntedbenchmarks of exchange and consensus ofopin
	~lhat were influential in determining the future course of 
	tnnrch. 
	•0\ conference in endocrinologic aspects in cancer, for ex.mple. was held at Atlantic City in June 1942. Dr. Charles Huggins presented his results of endocrine ablation in prosUle nncer, Dr. Konrad Dobriner talked of his studies on .anoid excretion in cancer, Dr. Ira T. Nathanson gave a P'~on steroid treatment in breast cancer, and there was a ~lla of reports on the endocrine factors in experimental cucinogenesis (163). 
	Two important meetings were held at Gibson Island, W&f)'land, in 1944 and 1945. They were on research ap~ches to cancer, and the second one was seminal in the ~Iopment of concepts and acceptance of chemotherapy .. ~ justified field of research. The proceedings of both con,"mea were published (164, 165) in full after careful f'dIting by Dr. Dean Burk and his program committees. The Gab.on Island conferences were eventually replaced by the unual Gordon Research Conferences. The proceedings are 110( publishe
	TIle AACR discontinued its annual meetings for 3 years, 19-H·45. Its official publication, Cancer Research, which frpl.iced the bankrupt AmericanJournal ofCancer in 1940, -ppured regularly, although often late. The foreign cancer ~rn~ls (in Germany, France, and Japan) disappeared tempa.r~~,ly as war casualties. Only the laboratories in England continued to exist and to perform their work. As did many O(hcr American laboratories, soon after the war NCI ;Tlco,~ed some prominent European visiting scientists. 
	enblum of Israel, and Dr. Leslie Foulds of England. ~e first post-war meeting of the International Union '" -mst Cancer was held in S1. Louis, Missouri, in 1947, 
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	under the chairmanship of Dr. Vincent Cowdry. The United States had to provide travel and living expenses for all European participants. They were a sad, tired lot, but not too tired to shout their displeasure at the appearance of a German collaborator on the speaker's podium. The wounds were still open and they would take time to heal. 
	V. NCl COMES OF AGE: 1948-57 
	The two decades between the late 1940's and the late 1960's were a golden age for biomedical research in the United States. The image of science was as a source of limitless bounty, and no problems of sickness and death were beyond its solution, given enough money and publicity. Even the animalistic Joe McCa. thy period that so affected the national and international politics did not permeate to biomedical research. Given enough time and impetus, however, it would have, and plans were made lo.meet it with s
	The predominant feature for research during this period was the growth of the budget. At the NCI, the budget grew from $14 million in 948 to $48 million in 1957. Of course, the great bulk of the money was for extramural research and other cancer activities. Intramurally, the largest detenninants affecting the programs were the opening of the Clinical Center in 1953 and the creation of the National Cancer Chemotherapy Program in 1955. The first oriented a large component of activities toward clinical resear
	The contract mechanism for suppor-'t of research, borrowed from the Department of Defense for the needs of the chemotherapy program, led to far-reaching effects that were still evolving two decades later. Contracts for research support activities were and remain controversial. Contracts required specifications and details that seemed foreign to research delving into the unknown. 
	The requirement for government-employed "project officers" to be responsible for contracts involved intramural scientists in management. Many scientists were not trained for such duties, and management functions hampered [neir own research. Some scientist-managers exploited the situa· tion by directing large funds toward their own scientific interests. 
	One reason for the introduction of the contract mecha
	nism was to involve commercial concerns that were con
	sidered ineligible for grants. Commercial participation was 
	necessary and beneficial, but could have been achieved by 
	the modification of the grant guidelines. 
	Another reason for the contract mechanism was that it 
	was to be faster and simpler than the grant procedures. But 
	complexities of review and approval of contracts grew, and 
	commitments became increasingly shorter, progress reports 
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	and project site visits more frequent, and plans and requests for proposals (RFP) ever more detailed. 
	Thus, as in so many other human affairs, the problems and limitations of the grant-in-aid and the direct-operation systems were replaced by the contract system, rather than remedied by it. But perhaps the biggest single problem was bigness itself. A research program that expanded from a few million to many hundred million dollars inevitably reached a new level of visibility and accountability, of public and political interest. 
	A. New Leadership 
	A. New Leadership 
	The reorganization and expansion of the NCI required more room than was available in Building 6, the original home of the NCI. The Office of the Director, cancer control, and related activities were moved to T6, a long, twostory building that was the temporary structure for the PHS during the war, it in turn having been ousted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff from the PHS building on Constitution Avenue. Another area for NCI expansion was into a flat-top brick structure between Buildings 2 and 3, which so
	A number of events in 1948 again changed the directorate of the NCI. Surgeon General Pa an resigned precipitously or was fired by the Administrator of the Federal Security Agency, the predecessor of the U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare. Hls successor was Scheele, and Scheele selected Heller as the next Director of the NCI. The reasons for the appointment are no clearer now than they were in 1948, to Heller no more than to the workers at NCI. The new Director, a North Carolina gentleman, had
	Heller ne\'er did develop a deep interest in cancer. He was an administrator, pure but not simple, who knew human behavior and liked people. During his 12 years as Director of the NCI, the longest tenure so far. it is hard to recall any scientific decision, report, or controversial opinion that emanated from him on cancer or any other substantive topic. Heller will always be remembered by many staff members whom he protected. even when they were in error. It is in a way fitting that he was the only Director
	NCI in 1948 was joined by four other categorical institutes at the now-plural National Institutes of Health. The National Institutes of Health directorate also became of more 
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	PHOTO 14.-]. R. HeUer. from the cover of Time, July 27. 1959. Copyrigbr 1959 Time Inc. All rights r~rved. 
	intimate concern to cancer affairs. Grants in cancer, t'xccpl 
	intimate concern to cancer affairs. Grants in cancer, t'xccpl 
	for those in cancer control, were now reviewed by paneuoi 
	an overall National Institutes of Health Division of Research 

	Grants. Upon Dr. R. E. Dyer's retirement as Director of tht 
	National Institutes of Health in 1950, his crown prince, Dt
	National Institutes of Health in 1950, his crown prince, Dt

	Norman Topping, was bypassed for Dr. William Sebrell. J 
	careful and conservative nutritionist who was ill at ease in, 
	large administrative post. During the national imbroglio 
	about the poliomyelitis vaccine in 1955, Sebrell became iB 
	and Dr. James Shannon made his mark before the televisioo 
	and Dr. James Shannon made his mark before the televisioo 
	audience with the Secretary of the U.S. Department of 

	Health, Education, and Welfare cowering in the bad· 
	ground. Shannon's directorship lasted from 1955 to 1965 
	and reflected his imaginative, hard-driving. hard-drinkUl! 
	characteristics. NCI had more than its share of the e\'cr' 
	characteristics. NCI had more than its share of the e\'cr' 
	increasing budgets, planned programs, and tbe new 

	mechanism of research by contract. 
	\'2' 
	\'2' 
	At the NCI, the post of Scientific Director remained 

	10 
	cant from 1949 to ]952, when Mider was recruited 

	return. The business of research and ot~er activities went ()II 

	without visible or definable differences; this suggested tlW 
	l) 
	some of the directorate positions were of more value 

	table-of-organization box fillers than as actual functio.:4
	table-of-organization box fillers than as actual functio.:4
	ns


	suggestion was made, when the title of Associate Director lD 
	Charge of Research was changed to Scientific Director, tlu
	1 
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	.hc immediate administrative superior be named the Unsci
	~nlific Director. 
	8-The Director's Office 
	The Office of the Director continued to encompass the 
	:.:Will administrative and service units and a few activities 
	dut did not fit readily elsewhere. Thus the edit?rial office of 
	,heJNCI. now expanded to a respectable working staff, was 
	dministratively in the Director's office, although it actually 
	~rat('d rath~r inde.pendently. TheJNCI was rehabilitated 
	from its nadrr of sIZe and appearance by Dr. Ross C. 
	~lilcArdle (1901-64) (167), who also selected its format, in
	cluding the blue cover that acquired the appellation of 
	~lilcArdle-pants blue, for obvious reasons. The editorial 
	board of the JNCI also reviewed all papers for publication 
	emanating from NCI, whether submitted to the JNCI or to 
	ocher publications_ The procedure was a policy dictated 
	from on high, resented by many who considered the review 
	as unnecessary and demeaning under the academic-type 
	"igge for which the National Institutes of Health strove. 
	The editorial board did not like it either, and most reviews 
	of papers not destined for theJNCI were rather pro forma. 
	The Research Grants Branch had particularly intimate 
	relationships with the Director's office'since it processed the 
	bulk of budgetary allocations and served as the administra
	O\'e arm of the National Advisory Cancer Council, which 
	~d to recommend all grants for payment after they had 
	~n reviewed by the study sections of tbe all-National In
	stitutes of Health Division of Research Grants. Dr. Ralph G_ 
	Meader, a bard-working Yankee with a hair-shirt for a con
	Kience, was in charge. After the dissolution of the COG, its 
	txecutive officer, Dr. O. Malcolm Ray, became Meader's 
	deputy_ Meader protected the grant system with all his 
	might and was thoroughly opposed to the eventual contracts 
	as another mechanism to support research. 
	The National Advisory Cancer Council, originally visualized as advisory to the Surgeon General and as a technical body of experts, was evolving into a more general policy ·group. As the 'budgets increased and cancer became increasingly more visible nationally, membership to it was reviewed by ever higher levels, eventually reaching tbe White House. By 1957. it included public members who were selected for 
	political as well as other reasons. 
	Traditionally, its advisory functions did not include the intramural affairs of NCI. To meet requirements for review and advisory bodies for the intramural areas, a special "isiting committee of counselors was organized. A proliferation of similar bodies for other activities quickly occurred. producing more problems than were resolved_ 
	C. Cancer Control 
	It can be logically defended that all activities in cancer are directed at its control. But in a public health service en"ironment, control is a narrower field that excludes research and clinical care and emphasizes the preventive measures and statistics, thus making the denominator population its main concern_ These are the distinctions between schools of medicine and schools of public health and between medical centers and departments of health. In the United States. 
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	with the hyperdevelopment of therapeutic medicine and the atrophy of preventive medicine. these do not mix comfortab y, as they should. but present an area for disagreements based on different viewpoints. 
	Should public health activities be at the National Institutes of Health or at administrative bureaus related to State functions? Is the proximity of such activities to research desirable. wishfully thus being able to'translate the findings ofresearch to practical application with least delay? What are the differences and similarities between research grants and control grants? 
	These and many related problems were encountered by the expanded Cancer Control Branch of the NCI wbich was initiated in 1947. abolished through transfer by 1960. and resurrected in the National Cancer Plan of 1971. 
	During the decade 1948-57. the cancer control activities were well understood and accepted by Scheele and Heller but were foreign and suspect to the intramural staff. The branch was administratively responsible for cancer grants to State health agencies, radium loans to hospitals. grants to medical and dental school for cancer teaching programs. and nursing activities (141). In support of these functions, educational materials were developed under joint sponsorship of the ACS. 
	Among the direct functions of the branch was a national attempt to promulgate exfoliative cytology for the diagnosis of cancer of the uterine cervix. NCI and PHS were specifically prohibited to practice civilian medicine or otherwise to endanger the sacred precincts of the private practice of medicine. Thus such progTams had to have specific approval of the local medical societies and were allowed only if they were for demonstration. Full expenses. of course, were to be borne by the government. 
	The Exfoliative Cytology Program was begun in earnest in 1951 at the University of Tenne~ee Medical School. and the observations made in Memphis still remain among the most impressive; it demonstrated the value of the procedure in the detection of truly early cen-ical cancer. thus reducing mortality from the disease (168). The program was organized before appropriate controls for field studies became accepted. as they were a decade later when X-ray mammography was being evaluated. 
	By 1957. there were seven field programs in cervical cytology. from Washington. D.C., to San Diego, California. Analyses of data from Memphis and from San Diego. particularly by Dr. John E. Dunn (169). were important in delineating the usefulness of the procedure. as well as providing information on the natural history of cervical cancer. Much of the data from other centers, necessary for administrative control during the programs. yielded nothing more than the grossest of approximations to the frequency
	Statistics and epidemiology became legitimate scientific disciplines during the 1950's and were first incubated in the Cancer Control Branch. Dorn. who had conducted the first national cancer incidence studies in 1938, returned from his wartime duties with the anny and quickly organized a repeat survey of the same ten city areas in 1948-49. He recruited statisticians being released by the armed forces 
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	and soon gathered a group with talents equalled only to those of the British school of Dr. A. Bradford Hill. This group included Drs. Jerome Cornfield, William Haenszel, Nathan Mantel, Marvin Schneiderman, and Sidney J. Cutler, who were to ma,ke important biometric contributions not only to cancer but also to other fields. Dorn and Cutler (170) finished the final report on the 1948-49 survey in 1959, and it remains one of the benchmarks in the statistics and epidemiology of cancer. Biometry was made into a
	Epidemiology also found an initial home with the Cancer Control Branch. This activity was headed by Dr. Alexander 
	G. Gilliam (1904-63), a careful, canny Scotsman who was at his best at finding methodologic inadequacies (171). Dr. R. 
	L. Smith published analyses of mortality from cancer among oriental and other ethnic groups in the United States (172). 
	The Cancer Control Branch also undertook studies on environmental car.cer. For this, in 1949 Dr. Wilhelm C. Hueper joined the staff. first ha..;ng his laboratories at Georgetown Medical School and then moving to the Clinical Center 3 years later, becoming part of the research staff under Mider. 
	Hueper. educated in Germany as a pathologist, was a renowned expert in occupational cancer and the author of the definitive text he published in 1942 (17 J). His own work was prodigious (174), but hIS strong views regarding industrial hazards soon got him into difficulties. He earlier had been discharged by DuPont for pointing out their deficiencies. and when he became a Federal employee, he insisted on extending his criticisms to other industries. Although undoubtedly many of his criticisms were justifi
	Hueper was involved in the organization of the survey program of uranium miners in the Colorado-Utah plateau. Continued annually by Wagoner et al. (17.5), this program has clearly demonstrated the increased hazard of developing lung cancer among these uranium miners. An ecologic study organized in Hagerstown, Maryland, was less productive since its design was void of specific hypotheses and based on an inadequate population. 
	An early responsibility of the Cancer Control Branch was the evaluation of diagnostic tests for cancer, in which Dr. Andrew Peacock, Dr. Eli Nadel, and others reached 
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	repeatedly negative conclusions. Perhaps the most impor_ tant yield was the development of the biometric considera_ tions that were relevant to testing the tests (176). 
	D. Clinical Research 
	The Clinical Center opened its doors in ] 953. The firR patients to be admitted were those of Hertz, who Wert transferred from his clinical facilities at George Washingtou University. One of them promptly died. contrary to tilt policy established by the National Institutes of Health Direc_ tor, who wished not to admit patients with short life exp«. tancies. 
	The clinical services in cancer were organized into thrtt branches-medicine, surgery, and endocrinology-and tht two supporting branches of radiology and pathology, tilt latter serving other institutes as well. 
	Dr. Charles G. Zubrod, of Boston and St. Louis, 411' associate of Shannon during the antimalarial program foc the armed forces. was placed in charge of the Medicine Branch. Among his young associates were Dr. Emil Frei 1IJ who headed the leukemia service, and Dr. Nathaniel I. Berlin. who headed the metabolism service. 
	Dr. Robert R. Smith, a commissioned officer trained u the Baltimore Tumor Clinic and the Memorial Hospital!. was appointed chiefsurgeon. Among the early investigatiolll emanating from this branch was the effect of adenovirust$ injected into cervical carcinoma for cytolytic effects (177), as a segment of then-current interest in the possible antineoplastic properties of viruses. The major program was in supraradical surgery for neoplasms of the head and neck and the pelvis. Another current interest, that of
	The medical research programs were directed to chemotherapy. especially of pediatric acute leukemia with antifolates, following the leads developed by Farber in 
	PHOTO 15 .-The Clinical Center of the National Institutes or Health. opened in 1955. 
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	"-'0 16.-£. Frci III getting acquainted with a little patient with ~. about 1957. 
	~.However, biometric design and contratest concepts .... immtdiately accepted and developed, even to the ex· ..Gl including the chief biometrician, Schneidennan, as -.~~uthors on clinical papers (J 79). 
	... CIIOlrast to Zubrod's group, Hertz's group refused to ...-pc biometrically controlled clinical studies. Hertz ~to the views of some of th~ older, most respected d "'lI. such as Farber and Dr. Alfred Gellhom. It was in Ing', group that the most impressive result in cancer ......bcrapy was discovered, the curative effect of dissemichoriocarcinoma in women by methc;>trexate (180, 
	:"4 

	,.~ priority for_the discovery is shared by a young ~UWclate, Dr. Min Chiu Li, who observed as a '--ch F~l1ow at Memorial Hospital a sharp drop in ~PIChonnone output in a patient with a testicular -ho was given methotrexate. The observation was ~and ext~nded ~n Hertz'~ service at the Clinical .'. -h~re prevIous ammal Studles showed the need for 
	.adduring pregnancy. _ ~ "~~ars. the Endocrinology Branch included Dr. --:~t ~t. ~ergenstal (1917-59) (182) as the assistant chief. 
	'",:,~lale of Huggins in Chicago, he participated in 
	'",:,~lale of Huggins in Chicago, he participated in 
	. ~Jopment of adrenalectomy for advanced honnone

	~lcancers. He and his associates introduced ?,Pl_ 
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	DDD for adrenocortical cancer (183). His premature death was a loss to biomedical science . 
	E. Cancer Chemotherapy Program 
	The first large engineered and directed national program in cancer, aimed at the discovery of effective systemic chemical agents. was formed in 1955 (184, 185). Its origin was 2 years before when. following appropriate preparations and testimony. Congress instructed NCI to launch a program in the chemotherapy of acute leukemia. A stimulating factor, as so often is the case, is that a neighborhood child of a staff member of an influential Congressman had died of leukemia. 
	NCI organized a committee. started a newsletter, an annotated bibliography. and a series of seminars and symposia and promised favorable consideration of worthy grant requests. These orthodox teps were considered inadequate by the Lasker-Farber sponsors, and the sig~ts were raised beyond the usual patterns. To translate the' plans into action, an expert on government facilitations, organizations, and stimulations was assigned from the Division of Research Grants. He was Dr. Kenneth M. Endicott, originall
	Endicott knew that a drug development program could not succeed without the participation of the pharmaceutical industry. For a while the industry was wary and refused to accept contracts, but Pfizer finally did and other companies soon followed. Relationships with industry were eased by the enticement of Dr. Robert Coghill, one of the founders of the deep-fermentation process for penicillin production, to the activity as deputy for industrial research. 
	One area excluded from the contract formula was clinical aspects. The lawyers intimated that NCI could be held responsible for malpractice and other legal problems under contracts more readily than under grants, which were conditioned gifts and further removed from direct operations. Endicott had over his desk a framed quotation from Shakespeare's Henry VI, Part 2 (IV, ii. 86), "... the first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers," but he had to go along with the warning. Clinical testing groups, therefo
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	PHOTO 17.-The NCI clinical staff. 1957. First row, left to nght: R. Reinertson. W. E. Schatten. R. R. Smith. R. Herlz. P. Rubin. A. L. Flick. C. G. Zubrod. G. B. Mider. D. P. Tschudy. 
	Figure

	M. Schick. J. L. Steinfeld. H. Herbsman. A. Ship. and J. Shohl. Second row, left to rIght: A. Garceau. R. D. ~ritz. W.J. . Piepe~. E. J. Freire~ch. A. H. Levy. H. A. Lubs. Jr.• J. R. ~ndrews. 
	J. L. Fahey. B. R. Landau. J. Stengle. H. R. Engel. J. Stabenau. R. R. Paton, and R. Mendelsohn. Th,rd TOW, rejl to TIght : M. C. La. R. G. Crounse. D. Nathans. G. Goldtn. N. 1. Ber!in. M. E. Liebling. C. O. Brindley. J. R. Jude. C. Z. Haverback. J. F. Potter. E. J. Van Scott. S. M. Weissman. H.]. Levine. and T. A. Waldmann. Fouf"th row. left to nght: P. T. Condit. R. A. Milch.]. Laszlo. P. D. Olch. and W. Kramer. 
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	•..: ~nisOl, and the Scientific Director was opposed to hav~~~mura1 personnel involved either in contracts or in 
	.:. ,n . . 
	~otherapyorgamzatlOn. _c~ resolution of the impasse could not be reached · :'"QUgcompromise and casualties were inevitable. The 
	h 

	J 
	S('Ction was "modified" and the executive secretary -_.!lIfrrn~d." The Scientific Director was only partly ~!ic-d. threatened to resign, and later was promoted to a 
	T 

	:~: post at t?e. National Institutes of Health. The ~..oililtjon of chmcal study groups proceeded under the :': I panel headed by Dr. I. S. Ravdin of Philadelphia. _'::It rlflneer group was based on the Medicine Branch of , huded by Zubrod and differentiated into a leadership ?,S;!ton as the Eastern Study Group, which included Frei, 
	• fftlil Freireich, and Dr. James Holland. The Memorial 'hI?'t~1 clinical interests, under Dr. J. Burchenal, were "rpnizrd as a Leukemia Group. There was considerably _""" difficulty in having this group accept rigid biometric 
	~.The institution under Farber, in Boston, never did ..·~~t such controls, d.:spite Farber's chainnanship and ~nhip of the program. Apparently controls were ...ertbing for other people. 
	!k clinical area of CCNSC also developed the plan for 
	• ,. ,,~ of chemotherapeutic agents as adjuvants following _~. ~rformed with curative intent (186). This plan was ,~tatrd not only to test chemotherapeutic agents under 
	mo.t favorable conditions, when the residual tumor load -'I.-r ilt the minimum, but also to get surgeons and .ook>gists involved in the program. 
	•
	•
	•
	h«-clinical trials of chemotherapeutic agents did provide .'~:lfic answers to the indications arid limitations of their --SuI n 'en more important, the groups organized for the ~ , wne the training ground for a new generation of clini

	• 
	• 
	who learned and accepted the need for biometric 


	en and statistical analysis in clinical studies as the --..bocb by whic,h the anecdotal "art of medicine" could be ~crdby a demonstrable science of medicine. The im
	t.&ncc of this contribution extended well beyond the field ~.acology. which itself evolved into a recognized specialty. 
	t: wu inevitable that a little bureaucracy arose, consisting ..all oaJ~· of the staff but also of many other organizations ~by Endicott under the program, with complicated .,...,.. and approval mechanisms and constant uneasy '~from established bureaucracies of the National In~o~ Health and outside bodies. Getting around pro· V~inhibitors was a major activity in itself. Publication by f!~('nt is a jealously guarded prerogative of the GPO, ~t; rrports to Congress. To launch a rapid, informal a~njcations medi
	-..14!crt ' 
	A Contract circumventing GPO, had to carry are· · '~l'-N I~t it really was not a publication. And soon its ~~processes took as long as those for most other J'our
	fl'. 
	of n.ew programs became increasingly more com· ~ .~. particularly when the problems related to in· 4 ~taons .on. ?u.n:'an be~n?~, i.e., infonned. consent, 
	.4:lon.'"S 

	pubhc VISibIlity. ActiVIties began to acqulTe stately ~~nd a glacial pace of forward movement. ~'4..~ of rograms of the CCNSC, however, arose on the I e moment. A $5 mjJlion endeavor on honnones in 
	» 
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	cancer was simply added to one budget, apparently because a friend spoke to a friend in the Senate. A more modest program, on the analysis of end results in cancer (187), began when there was a windfall that had to be allocated within days or be returned, and there was a statistician interested in taking it on. Very little systematic planning was built into these activities; perhaps they can be considered results of administrative serendipity. 
	There can be no doubt that the imaginative, hard·hitting drug development program in cancer has borne fruit. Whether all the effort and expense were commensurate with the results, of course, remained a subject of debate in which proponents and opponents expounded rather than listened. The influence of the cancer chemotherapy program extended beyond the United States. to Europe and to Japan. The campaign against cancer was increasingly a worldwide involvement. 
	F. Back at the Laboratories 
	The NCI sections of 1948 grew and expanded into branches and laboratories, but not at the rate of the new programs. Most scientists play a one-or two·string lute embellishing the same primary melody over their careers. Reshuffling the same personnel does no more than exchange chairs, and only new, you.nger additions to the staff, plus judicious retirements and attritions, lead to real programmatic changes. 
	In the Laboratory of Biology. Andervont continued to hold his easy sway and perfonn his own neat work. His in· bred strains of mice, handled personally as usual, were studied for skin tumors following applications of 3methylcholanthrene (188) or for interstitial cell tumors following iUlplantation of diethylstilbestrol pellets (189) . Heston continued to cross different strains for various induced and spontaneous tumors (190). Heston and Dunn (19J) published an ingenious experiment to demonstrate that the
	W . Law (192) continued his studies on factors modifying leukemia in mice. 
	Leukemia in mice was added to the mouse mammary tumor as being of viral origin in 1951 , by the now classical research of Dr. Ludwik Gross (193). The demonstration was dependent on the use of young animals, in which the concept of vertical transmission was developed. In 1953, Gross also observed that filterable extracts from leukemic mice also induced parotid gland and other tumors and that the inducing agent was distinct from the leukemia virus. Dr. Sarah E. Stewart (1906-76), then working at the PHS hosp
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	SHIMKIN 
	results published by both Gross and Stewart at this time gained considerably in being accepted by the cancer research community through confirmatory work by Law (J 96), recognized as a most careful and critical experimenter. In retrospect, there is ample credit to be shared by all, but the preeminent role of Gross has been amply recognized. 
	Virus research on mice and chickens became well accepted. In 1958 Bryan became head of the newly created Virus Oncology Section, which blossomed into another programmed research endeavor by 1960. Bryan's collaborative work on the Rous virus extended to Rutgers. In 1956, a paper was published on the use of chick brains as a host virus system. in which a young man. Dr. Frank J. Rauscher. Jr.• appeared as coauthor (197). 
	The tissue culture group under Earle continued its fine work (198). Algire's in vivo chambers in mice provided more information on vascularization (199). And Dr. Richmond 
	T. Prehn contributed one of the early papers marking the rebirth of immunology in cancer. He showed that some immunity to 3-methylcholanthrene-induced sarcomas could be elicited in homozygous mice (200) . 
	Tpe Laboratory of Biochemistry continued to be dominated by Greenstein. Maver compared DNA and RNA extracted from normal and tumor tissue (201). Dr. Benton B. Westfall extended his biochemical work to glutamine in tissue culture (202). A husband-and-wife team, Drs. John and Elizabeth \Veisburger. began their studies on the metabolites of N-2-fluorenylacetamide (203). 
	In 1948, the biochemical group was joined by Dr. George 
	In 1948, the biochemical group was joined by Dr. George 

	U. Hogeboom (1913-56), who had worked at Rockefeller Institute with Dr. Albert Claude on cell fractionation and identification of functions of subcellular components. This led to a fcrtile 8 years of work on mitochondria and other cell components of normal liver and hepatomas, with Dr. 
	W. C. Schneider as co-worker. It was established that mitochondria were the center of respiration and energy production in the cell and that a key enzyme, diphosphopyridine nucleotide, was synthesized exclusively in the nucleus (204, 
	PHOTO 18. -W. R. Bryan and V. Riley injecting Rous sarcoma virus into a chicken. about 1950. 
	PHOTO 18. -W. R. Bryan and V. Riley injecting Rous sarcoma virus into a chicken. about 1950. 
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	20.5). It was an irreparable loss when Hogeboom died _ denly from a pulmonary cmbolus following minor surg~'l 
	The Laboratory of Chemical Pharmacology COntin~ work on the polysaccharide isolated from S. marcescen.s ~ produced hemorrhage in tumors. It was eventually UItt clinically in a few cases but did not maintain interest. plant matcrial, podophyllin, becamc anothcr foclls of ~ vestigation (206). Shear's role in the chemotherapy progrc COIl$Q; tanto However, his young associates. Dr. Abraham Golda and Dr. J . M. Venditti. with thc statistical help of Mantd began investigation of the effects of schedules on cxperi
	under the CCNSC was that of a self-imposed elder 

	The Laboratory of Pathology. with the responsibilities. providing pathology services for the Clinical Center, _ was the source of consideration for pathologic morpholor generated in the research areas. Individual pathologia particularly Dunn. were well represented in papers fna other laboratories of the NCI. Centralized services .. histologic sections were provided. and compilations II transplantable tumors in animals were prepared (41). Among the talented younger pathologists who began _ make their mark in
	G. The Broader Picture 
	The explosive expansion of biomedical research durislf the 1950's was not limited to cancer or to the National La stitutes of Health. The same expansion was occunlDf among the voluntary health agencies, universities. :l1lC special research institutcs of the nation. Funds from Fed~ sources were more than matched by State and private aIIo cations. New buildings rose to accommodate the new ~ tivities. and old facilities were rehabilitated. New scientiD and educational media were launched. such as Cancer aD' Ca
	The ACS became firmly established as one of the foremOll voluntary health agencies of the country. One-third of ill annually collected funds were allocated to research aD' distributed according to the recommendation of the COG The 11 reports from COG during its existence are able slllll maries of the state of the art and the conventional technic~ wisdom concerning cancer (208). In 1955, Dr. HJ~ Weaver. who had engineered the polio program for th~ t\~ tional Foundation that led to the introduction of the kll
	One reason behind this reorientation was the belief thaI" 
	some areas of cancer there was need for programmatic.elll 
	phasis. The ACS had become involved in direct operallO.a. 
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	lnd the epidemiologic studies of lung cancer were done by . statisticians. Dr. E. Cuyler Hammond and Dr. D. Horn. ;:c1iminary data fully confirmed the findings from England \ Dr. R. Doll and Dr. A. B. Hill that smoking of cigarettes ~.J.S associated with decreased longevity and increased risk of 
	•.;ng cancer. Planned research and applications on diagnosis .l :ld prevention of lung cancer appeared to be justified and 
	I:::ldy. 
	Public and professional education in cancer was ex-p.lnded at the ACS and. by concurrence with the NCI. in ;his area ACS was accorded primary position. A series of '-:Ol~driannual professional meetings. the National Cancer 
	. onferences. were begun in 1948. and the published pro
	~ings represent valuable summaries. particularly in dinical cancer. An innovative idea for public information .~s developed by Mr. Pat McGrady of the ACS. by science. riter lOurs to cancer laboratories; after 2 years. the tours w<t're replaced by more manageable annual seminars for K'icnce writers. 
	The chief centers for cancer research in the United States b," ihe mid-1950's were: the Memorial Hospital-Sloan~c((ering Institute in New York City; the M. D. Anderson Hospital for Cancer Research in Houston. Texas; the McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research in Madison. Wisconsin; tnt' Children's Cancer Foundation in Boston. Massachusetts; 4nd the rehabilitated Roswell Park Institute in Buffalo. New ' ork. Programs in cancer research ~ere developing at O("\-eral universities, including Columbia, Pennsylva
	rulitutions_ Research monies. in direct and indirect ways, Including those for traineeship and fellowship, subsidized vostgraduate education and began to extend even deeper with such programs as teaching subsidies for cancer. The O\Trhead to the institutions rose steadily. One solution to the !t'Suhant problems that was uniformly not taken was to turn d~'n the Federal dollars. 
	The boundaries of NCI were no longer defined by one building on the campus of the National Institutes of Health. ['-en on the campus, laboratories and sections spilled all O\'er Bethesda and extended to Silver Spring, although disunt colonies were a remembrance of the past. Many members of the intramural staff participated in contracts, \ludy sections. and various review and advisory bodies of the ACS and other institutes. 
	The primary scientific society in cancer research, the :\:\CR. now had important representation from the NCI, ..nd in 1955 Andervont was elected its president, the first .rom NCI since Voegtlin held the office in 1941. The publication of the AACR, Cancer Research, grew in size ~~d importance and received generous subsidy from ACS. :\CI, and a number of private foundations. 
	In international affairs on cancer, the International l'nion Against Cancer reflected the post-war recovery and 
	lOw.th. Its quadriannual congresses were resumed, with the !>Callons being Paris in 1950, Sao Paulo, Brazil, in 1954. ~nd London in 1958. Dorn became its Secretary-General in 1953, extending the influence of the United States. From the :-':CI: Harold L. Stewart and Shear were particularly active ~nd mfluential in its affairs_ 
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	H. The Smoking Controversy 
	It is obvious that, during the first 20 years of its existence, NCI had a large place in the ever-expanding knowledge regarding neoplastic diseases. Its efforts and the efforts of scientists throughout the world, however. had not led to major "breakthroughs" in treatment or in the understanding of the pathogenic processes that converted normal cells into malignant counterparts. 
	A major advance in the prevention of one important cancer entity. lung cancer, had been made by 1957. The definition of tobacco smoking as a major health hazard in the Western world ranks with the discovery in the last century of the dangers of contaminated water supplies. The discovery was made primarily by cancer research workers with epidemiologic methods. Yet the discovery was rejected by many laboratory scientists. obfuscated by the vested interests of the tobacco induslry, and remains unapplied by p
	Dorn (210) contributed a prospective study on 250,000 veterans of World \Var II, which added evidence of the role of smoking in lung cancer. This study could have preceded the Hammond-Horn survey for the ACS; however. there were delays in obtaining clearance for questioning veterans and printing the questionnaire forms. The results were published late and modestly, and Dorn contented himself to saying that a statistical relationship had been demonstrated; he was a careful man. 
	The evidence for the conclusion that tobacco smoking is a major health hazard was finally collated and presented officially to the nation in 1964 as a report on "Smoking and Health" (211) by a committee appointed by the Surgeon General, at that time Dr. Luther L. Terry. This was but a terminal step in a long chain of events, studies, and reports recognized as conclusive in 1957 by a special committee of the NCI, the National Heart Institute, the ACS, and the American Heart Association (212). 
	The reaction to the developments by scientists at the NCI and elsewhere was interesting and instructive. Little, one of the true giants of research in genetics of cancer and perennial Director of the ACS. became scientific director for the tobacco interests. Dr. Stanley Reimann. founde!' of the cancer institute in Philadelphia, scoffed at the whole idea. At the NCI. Heller, one of the organizers of the interagency committee, could get no consensus from his sta ble of reo searchers. Harold Stewart and Shear
	Even in retrospect, it is inexplicable why this should have occurred. Many scientists have hypertrophied supersensitive egos and consider administrators their natural enemies. But to deny the obvious seemed to lie in deeper psychological levels than could be rationalized by overt behavior. The single greatest discovery in cancer during the first 20 years of 
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	existence of the NCI remained rejected. for Heller was not about to exert his position of leadership. and the Surgeon General was not about to expose his flanks to the inevitable attacks from the political and economic forces from the tobacco-growing States_ 
	All of this demonstrates why few research scientists are in policy-making positions of public trust. Their training for detail produces tunnel vision. and men of broader perspective are required for useful application of scientific progress. 


	VI. A STOPPING PLACE 
	VI. A STOPPING PLACE 
	The 1957 history of the first 20 years of the NCI (213) is a convenient marker and the stopping place for this essay. 
	The NCI of 1957 was quite different from what it was in 1937 and what it was to be in 1977. The NCI even by 1957 could not be described as a single. definable institution. but as a national-and. indeed. a truly internationalendeavor. The boundaries between cancer institutes. university-based research. and the Federal and the private sectors were becoming less defined. From mice as its major biologic material. patients with cancer became the focus of much of the research. From a budget of under $1 million
	The problem of cancer. however. remained implacable. and the research forays remained unfocused. Since the early years of the 20th century. it had been clear that the cancer us transformation of cells was transferred to the daughter cells. thus probably involving the genetic directorate of the cell. The mechanism for this transformation was ascribed to somatic imitation by Dr. T . Boveri and his school and to virus infestation by Dr. A. Borrel and other proponents of the viral theory of cancer. 
	By 1957. a scientific consensus was arising that the viral aspects of cancer were a fertile field for investigation. after being relegated out of the mainstream for some four decades. There were just too many animal tumors. in chickens and in rodents. in which viruses obviously played an etiologic role, to contend that the human species was an exception. 
	A practical reason for the return of virology in cancer research was the conque-t of poliomyelitis. This programmed research. supported by a private foundation. left unemployed many important investigators in tissue culture and virology. Cancer research was an obvious and promising area to which these talents and materials could be applied. 
	The program in viral oncology. therefore. was becoming formulated by scientists and was to become the next programmatic development in the cancer endeavors. This development. along with its immunologic aspects. occurred during the 1960·s. 
	The rise of molecular biology can be dated from the 1944 work of Dr. O. T. Avery and his young associates that DNA controls heredity. but an even better milepost was the announcement of the double helix structure of DNA by Dr. F. Crick and Dr. J. D. Watson in 1953. The biochemistry of cancer gradually revived from its doldrums. although the main stimulus came later from the immunologic demonstrations of fetal and tumor antigens. 
	It is fair to state that the engineered or managed program in chemotherapy never united the working scientists under 
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	its banner. The NCI's role was one of expansion rather t~ innovation. Cozy arrangements were developing betw~~ dividual cancer institutes and commercial pharmaceutiQi houses. with closed-door arrangements for antifolics and other antimetabolites. The size and scope of the nalio'; program expanded the efforts. and the small individual ~. rangements were simply swamped out of existence_ 
	its banner. The NCI's role was one of expansion rather t~ innovation. Cozy arrangements were developing betw~~ dividual cancer institutes and commercial pharmaceutiQi houses. with closed-door arrangements for antifolics and other antimetabolites. The size and scope of the nalio'; program expanded the efforts. and the small individual ~. rangements were simply swamped out of existence_ 
	By the mid-1950·s. the surgical approach to cancer ITC'al ment had reached its apogee and radical radiation then.. was well on the way. The results. as measured by surviYai indicated that the available methods could. at best. be a tended to about 50%. The future for the remainder of the afflicted had to come through better understanding of tbe causes and the pathogenetic mechanisms that could br directed toward its prevention. or to improve diagnostic_ therapeutic measures that. by definition. had to be sys
	Thus in 1957. most of cancer research was phenOllll' nologic, but its techniques were becoming increasingly. phisticated. Cancer research was no longer applying to it materials findings in genetics. biochemistry. and odie scientific disciplines_ Cancer now was providing find"", that returned to and were extended by the more basic ~ tific disciplines_ Cellular immunity. for example. arosr in part on findings in cancer research. and the problems of virus-cell interactions provided clarifications from neapbtt
	And. as in any incompleted voyage. some of the rOOlB have been circular. Thus there is recurrence of attentioD to environmental chemical carcinogens. from man-made and natural sources. and to nutritional factors in human carcinogenesis. 
	The National Cancer Act of 1971 raised by a quane. leap the investment being made toward the solution of the cancer problem (204). Cancer research. as it delves ~ deeper into the cell. cell-virus interactions. genetic It' plate. and process of differentiation. is now at the cort of the most basic biomedical research. Recognition of the ~ of cancer in biomedical research is evident in the exp:andi:ll number of its workers being elected to honorific acadaaio and the award of Nobel prizes in 1966 and] 975_ 
	Yet the real solution of the cancer problem. in tenns IY reversing its inexorable consequences. still lies in the futw:: 
	d 
	understanding its pathogenic mechanisms or preventing 

	The basic contention (214) remains: Cancer is a sol~'JDf problem. solvable by a human thought-and-action prOCC' if human intelligence with which we were endowed by eNCreator. 
	we call scientific research. and within the capabilitio 
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